WATER WONDERFUL WORLD

1701135    19/06/2008
Eureka Forbes Limited
L-11, South Extension Part - II, 2nd and 3rd Floor, New Delhi-110 049
(An Indian Company incorporated under C 'ontpanieslet, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING WATER SUPPLY, INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING, FILTERING, CLEANSING, SOFTENING, DEMINERALISING, DECONTAMINATING, DECALCIFYING, DECALCIFYING, DECHLORINATING AND DISINFECTING DRINKING WATER, APPARATUS FOR FILTERING AND PURIFYING DRINKING WATER; FILTERS FOR WATER PURIFIERS; DOMESTIC WATER FILTERING APPARATUS; ELECTROSTATIC FILTERS FOR WATER FILTRATION; FILTER BOXES FOR WATER PURIFICATION; MACHINES USED FOR MAKING MINERAL WATER ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD WATER.
K-ZONE

1733056  16/09/2008
NEERAJ GOEL
trading as ;NEERAJ GOEL
2970-A SANT NAGAR RANI BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/09/2008
DELI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
1734436    19/09/2008
RAJEEV GUPTA
trading as ;RAJEEV GUPTA
GH-547/306 MEERA BAGH PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :17/09/2008
DELHI
AIR CONDITIONERS, R O SYSTEMS, CFL, GEYSERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ASTRA LIGHTING
1979611  14/06/2010
ASTRA LIGHTING LIMITED
S.C.O. 66, SECTOR 20 C CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTUR AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE (HID) LAMPS, COMPRISING OF HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM VAPOUR LAMPS, HI PRESSURE MERCURY VAPOUR LAMPS, COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, GLS BULBS, LEDS LAMPS, FLUORESCENT TUBES, LUMINARIES - INDOOR AND OUT DOOR HPSV, HPMV, MH FLUORESCENT CFL, BALLASTS. LAMPS, BULBS, LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS, FOG LIGHTS. FLASH LIGHTS, WALLS AND CEILING LAMPS AND INCLUDING FITTINGS THEREOF.
GREAT COOL

2015776  30/08/2010

MRS. DIVYA BUDHIRAJA

trading as ; KRISHNA INDUSTRIES

127, KAMLAL MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110002

MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BALAJI IP PRACTICE

E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since : 01/08/2010

DELHI

ELECTRIC WATER GEYSERS, HEATING APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTER, OVEN, ROOM HEATERS, TORCHES, ELECTRIC FOOT WARMERS, HOT PLATES, LAMPS, IRON, JUICER MIXER GRINDER, FIXTURES, BOILERS, HEATERS, HOT WATER APPARATUS, ELECTRIC RELAYS, RADIATORS, STOVES, LAMPS, BULBS, MICRO WAVES, HEATING ELEMENTS, THERMOSTAT & ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
GRILL KING

2203529  12/09/2011
MOHAMMED ASHFAQ KAHN
trading as HOT KING
HOT KING, NO.230, K.K.HALLI, HENNUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE-560043.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since: 01/09/2011

CHENNAI
CHICKEN GRILLERS AND SHAWARMA.
2232118    11/11/2011
VADAKKEDATH PAVITHRAN NAMBIAR
210, MILLINIUM PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, BEHIND SAKINAKA TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ANDHERI EAST , MUMBAI 400072.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL TYPE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC (LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED)) LIGHT FITTINGS AND APPARATUS USED IN HOUSE HOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING. STREET LIGHTS, TUBE LIGHTS, BULBS, FANCY LIGHT FITTINGS USING EITHER CONVENTIONAL ELECTRICAL LAMPS, CFL OR SPECIALLY DESIGNED CLUSTERS OF LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED); SWITCHES, PLUG AND SOCKETS, CHOCKS (ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC), ELECTRONIC LED DRIVERS
2255508  23/12/2011
SONAL HEMANT KUMAR
trading as : ARESTA ELECTRICALS
Yogeshwar Mandir Road, Mangelwad, H. No. 195/6, Moti Daman, Daman-396220
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF ELECTRIC FAN AND ELECTRICAL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
for Daman and Gujarat only.
2264855  11/01/2012
SANJAY D. SHAH
201, INNOVA C WING, MARATHON NEXTGEN, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, OPP. PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013.
MANUFACTURERS/ MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS, APPLIANCES, INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, TORCHES, LAMPS AND BULBS.
2265072   12/01/2012
JAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS LTD.
JAIN PLASTIC PARK, N.H. No.6, BHAMBORI, JALGAON-425001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/54, Kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since :01/09/2010
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2269331  20/01/2012
SHAIKH MOHAMMED IRFAN ABDUL SALAM
trading as ;GOOD LIFE
A-5-1, PARK SITE COLONY, OPP. MADINA MASJID, VIKHROLI(WEST), MUMBAI-79
TRADER
INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :02/12/2011
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2275198 01/02/2012
KONARK FILTERS PRIVATE LIMITED
PRATHMESH COMPLEX, 1909, S. NO. 732/2A/2B/2, OFFICE NO C-1, 3RD FLOOR, BIBVEWADI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYADHAR GOPAL KULKARNI
FLAT NO.C-3, PRAKASHGAD CO-OP HSG. SOCIETY, BEHIND UTSAV KARYALAYA, SHIKSHAK NAGAR, KOTHRUD, PUNE-38.
Used Since :10/11/2003
MUMBAI
INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR FILTERING LIQUID-LIQUID AND SOLID-LIQUID SEPARATION AND PARTS THEREOF
2275199  01/02/2012
KONARK FILTERS PRIVATE LIMITED
PRATHMESH COMPLEX, 1909, S. NO. 732/2A/2B/2, OFFICE NO C-1, 3RD FLOOR, BIBVEWADI, PUNE-411037,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYADHAR GOPAL KULKARNI
FLAT NO.C-3, PRAKASHGAD CO-OP HSG. SOCIETY, BEHIND UTSAV KARYALAYA, SHIKSHAK NAGAR, KOTHrud,
PUNE-38.
Used Since :01/04/2007
MUMBAI
INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR FILTERING LIQUID-LIQUID AND SOLID-LIQUID SEPARATION AND PARTS
THEREOF
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017 Class 11

**AMUL**

2353733  25/06/2012
KALPESHBHAI K RADIYA
trading as ;DHIRAJ POLY PLAST
6, PRATHNA ESTATE, B/H. ODHAV FIRE STATION, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD
BALL VALVE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/04/2005

**AHMEDABAD**

BALL VALVE
2419529  30/10/2012
MEHUL SHETH
63, SARTI NAGAR, SHYAM NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN).
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
FAN, COOLER, GYSER, HEATER, TOSTER AND IMMERSION ROD.
2436592  03/12/2012
HANS SASSERATH & CO. KG
Mhlenstrae 62, D-41352, Korschenbroich, Germany
A private company organized under the laws of Germany, Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Filters for drinking water; combinations of pressure reducing valves and filters and with or without backwashing filters; connection flanges for fittings and filters; backwashing systems for filters; filters for installations; devices for water treatment against limestone and for the control of water losses in domestic installations; pressure reducing valves for the control of the operating pressure in installations, also for industrial use; thermaostatical mixing valve for the control of the warm water temperature; pressure relief and safety valves for liquid systems, solar heating installations, closed potable water heaters, closed-circuit water-heating systems; boiler combination valve for removal of entrained air; water level cut-off switches; automatic air-vent systems; thermal safety valves; draft regulators for heating systems with solid fuel; filling assemblies; differential pressure control systems.
2604609   30/09/2013
SRI RAJESH AGARWAL
trading as : MANSA INTERNATIONAL
H/318/2/N, WARD NO.43, 2ND MILE, SEVOKE ROAD, SILIGURI, PIN-734001.
MERCHAND, EXPORTER , IMPORTER
Used Since : 02/04/2013
KOLKATA
water supply and sanitary purposes (SANITARY & BATHROOM FITTING)
ABDUL L. HAWALDAR
trading as : H.L. ENGINEERING CO.
7, PATEL SHED, BHARAT COAL COMPOUND, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI-400070, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.

Used Since : 01/02/2014

MUMBAI
GAS PIPES (REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR-), GAS APPARATUS (REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR-) GAS REGULATORS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
Joy Vision

2701880  19/03/2014
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V. (A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS)
High Tech Campus 5, Eindhoven 5656 AE, The Netherlands
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Electric lamps, lighting fixtures and lighting installations, solid state lighting and electronic lighting components, in particular LED modules consisting of integrated LEDs, OLEDs, lighting fixtures and lighting installations fitted with LED sources.
2717760  15/04/2014
SANDEEP TUKARAM MUSALE
trading as ;WESTLIGHT INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :29/05/2013
MUMBAI
FLUORESCENT TUBES, ELECTRIC BULBS AND LAMPS, ELECTRIC AND FLUORESCENT TUBE FITTINGS
2719873  17/04/2014
JOIT KUMAR B. JAIN
20/B, SUGRA BUILDING, 16TH TRIBHVANDAS ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, CFL BULBS AND TUBES
2724157  24/04/2014
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
importer and trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2487249
KOLKATA
Installations, devices, apparatus, instruments and articles for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, freezing, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; electric lamps; humidifying and dehumidifying installations, devices, apparatus, instruments and articles; apparatus, instruments, devices and articles for airconditioning and temperature control not included in other classes; electrical apparatus and instruments for domestic use not included in other classes, including toasters and hot water tanks; installations for liquefying gases; parts and accessories of the said goods not included in other classes: apparatus and devices for sterilizing, heating, lighting, cooking, refrigerating and drying and sanitary installations; heaters and warmers for feeding bottles, foodstuffs, liquids and solids; sterilizers; parts for all the aforesaid goods.
KITCHEN ETTES

2724351  24/04/2014
M.S.STEELS
MADHAV SINGHAL
SHANKEY AGGARWAL
PLOT NO.15/16, GALI NO-13, RAILWAY STATION ROAD, SAMAYPUR BADLI, NEW DELHI-110042
MANUFACTURING OF S.S.SINK

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, 106, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Used Since: 02/03/2014

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF S.S.SINK
2725722    26/04/2014
ARCHANA YADAV
trading as ;Sundigo solar solutions
5/98, Viraj Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow- 226010, Uttar Pradesh, India.
manufacturer & merchant
manufacturer & merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & COMPANY
s-10,arihant tower chandpole bazar jaipur
Used Since :01/05/2013

DELHI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2725782    27/04/2014
RAKESH KUMAR YADAV
trading as ;APG Industries, Plot No 6, Govardhanpuri Colony, Chhota Lalpur, Pandeypur
VARANASI (UP)
Village MAHARANI, Post, NIZAMABAD Distt AZAMGARH (UP)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012

DELHI
Water purifier , R O system
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 11

2726212  28/04/2014
SHAKTI ENERGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Indian Company
S - 3 / 4 , Industrial Area, Sector-III, Pithampur, Dist- Dhar ( M.P. ), India, Pin-454001
Manufacturer & Merchants
Company Incorporated under Indian Company Act,1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since :11/07/2013

Mumbai
Valves and water supply equipment, Lighting, Solar Equipment and Steam, Power Generation equipment and devices.
MICROSEC HEALTH BUDDY LIMITED
AZIMGANJ HOUSE, 2ND FLOOR, 7 CAMAC STREET, KOLKATA 700017, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since: 01/04/2011

KOLKATA
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, drying ventilating.
SUMMER-CON

2726305  28/04/2014

MR. GOPI CHAND

trading as ;MADHUBAN ENTERPRISES

56, MALIWARA, VASANT ROAD, GHAZIABAD (U.P)

MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.--10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.

Used Since :02/04/1995

To be associated with:

815844, 2473254

DELHI

FANS, COOLERS, EXHAUST FAN, FARRATA FANS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER, WATER BIOILER, IMMERSION ROD, ELECTRIC CATLE, GEYSERS, GAS GEYSERS, GAS CABINET HEATER, GAS GEYSER, HOT PLATE, HEAT CONVECTORS, TABLE-LAMP, INDUCTION COOKER, HOTE PLATE, DRYING VENTILATING, OVENS TOASTER INCLUDING IN CLASS-11.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017
Class 11

2726406  28/04/2014
MR. RAHUL JAIN
trading as : CHANDRA TRADING CO.
42, SANT VIHAR, TRANSPORT NAGAR, MEERUT, UP
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO-9 KANSAI MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since: 12/12/2012

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, BATH ACCESSORIES AND APPARATURS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES IN CLASS 11.
KENY

2726409    28/04/2014

MRS. RITA RANI

trading as ;RITA ENTERPRISES

KHASRA NO-403/1, PLOT NO-2, BALAJI COMPOUND, HINDON VIHAR, GHAZIABAD-201003, UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093

Used Since : 08/11/2010

To be associated with:

1191110

DELHI

FANS, COOLERS, EXHAUST FAN, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER, WATER BIOLER, IMMERSION ROD,
ELECTRIC CATLE, GEYSERS, GAS GYSER, GAS CABINET, HEATER, GAS GEYSER., HEAT CONVECTORS, HOT PLATE,
TABLE LAMP, LED LIGHTS, CFL AND OVENS IN CLASS-11.
2727191  29/04/2014
VERENDRA SHARMA
trading as ;SHARMA AND SHARMA ASSOCIATES
SHARMA AND SHARMA ASSOCIATES, KASHI PURA, SHINGPUR ROAD, MORAR-474006 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURES, PACKER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2009
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, L.E.D. LIGHTS, C.F.L. LAMPS, APPARATUS, SPEARS AND PARTS OF HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2729013    01/05/2014

SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL

trading as ; SATISFACTIORY & COMPANY

43/1, B.M.SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since : 10/04/2012

KOLKATA

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes being in class-11.
VENTANA
2729735 02/05/2014
POOJA SOGANI
ALIAKBAR QUETTAWALLA
HAMIDA QUETTAWALLA
SACHIN JAISWAL
HUSAIN QUETTAWALLA
NIDHI JAISWAL
trading as ; THE BATH STUDIO
SHOP NO. 1/2, RAVI RAJ DIVINE, CITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL BUILDING, AUNDH GAON, PUNE 411 007,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :02/03/2012
MUMBAI
SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, WASH HANDS BASIN’S AND BOWL’S [PARTS OF SANITARY
INSTALLATIONS], URINALS [SANITARY FIXTURES], PIPES, WATER PIPES FOR SANITARY INSTALLATIONS, HOT AIR,
SAUNA BATH FITTINGS AND INSTALLATIONS, BATH TUBS, LINING AND FITTINGS, BATH TUBS FOR SITZ BATHS,
TURKISH BATH CABINETS, PORTABLE, SPA BATH VESSEL, HYDROMASSAGE BATH APPARATUS, TAPS[ FAUCETS],
TAPS[ COCKS, SPIGOTS] PIPE LINE COCKS[ SPIGOTS], FANS FOR PERSONAL USE
2729883  02/05/2014
RAMESH PATEL
trading as RAJ METALLURGICAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT No.661/662, G.I.D.C., PHASE II, DARED, JAMNagar 361 005. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :08/04/2007
AHMEDABAD
CROME PLATED BATHROOM FITTINGS, BATH INSTALLATION AND BATH ACCESSORIES, SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS
KRISHAN KUMAR
trading as; SOYER ELECTRONICS
3066/7-B/3, RANJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F-1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 01/01/1996

DELHI

of ELECTRIC GEYSERS, INDUCTION COOKERS, ELECTRIC CATTLE, SANDWITCH TOASTER, MULTIUTILITY CATTLE,
CHIPPERS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE, OVEN, MICROWAVE, HEATERS, HEAT CONVECTORS, ROOM HEATERS, HEATING
ELEMENTS, IMMERSION ROD, FANS, COOLERS, ELECTRIC BULBS, C F L, LED LIGHTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTINGS,
HEATINGS, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
PURPOSES, BEING GOODS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 11

SOYER
KITCHEN MAIN APKA SAATHI

2729972 02/05/2014
KRISHAN KUMAR BANSAL
trading as; SOYER ELECTRONICS
3066/7-B/3, RANJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/1996

DELI
ELECTRIC GEYSERS, INDUCTION COOKERS, ELECTRIC CATTLE, SANDWITCH TOASTER, MULTIUTILITY CATTLE,
CHOPPERS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE, OVEN, MICROWAVE, HEATERS, HEAT CONVECTORS, ROOM HEATERS, HEATING
ELEMENTS, IMMERSION ROD, FANS, COOLERS, ELECTRIC BULBS, C F L, LED LIGHTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTINGS,
HEATINGS, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
PURPOSES, BEING GOODS
2730654  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
PRASHANTHI

2730970    05/05/2014
K.VENKATASUBRAMANIAN
V.RADHIKA
H.KISHORE KUMAR SOLANKI
RAJENDRA KUMAR SOLANKI
trading as ;RAJMANI METAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO; 207, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 3RD PHASE, HOSUR ROAD, ANEKAL TALUK, BANGALORE - 560 099,
KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :28/04/2014

CHENNAI
FANS, GEYSERS, REFRIGERATOR, WATER FILTER, TOASTER, MICROWAVE OVEN, IRON BOXES, GAS STOVES, GAS
LIGHTERS, ELECTRICAL WATER PURIFIER AND PARTS THEREOF
2730973 05/05/2014  
K.VENKATASUBRAMANIAN  
V.RADHIKA  
H.KISHORE KUMAR SOLANKI  
RAJENDRA KUMAR SOLANKI  
trading as :RAJMANI METAL INDUSTRIES  
PLOT NO: 207, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 3RD PHASE, HOSUR ROAD, ANEKAL TALUK, BANGALORE - 560 099, KARNATAKA  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM  
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.  
Used Since :28/04/2014  
To be associated with:  
2730970  
CHENNAI  
FANS, GEYSERS, REFRIGERATOR, WATER FILTER, TOASTER, MICROWAVE OVEN, IRON BOXES, GAS STOVES, GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRICAL WATER PURIFIER AND PARTS THEREOF
BLH
2731609  06/05/2014
RANCHODMAL P RATHOD
trading as ;BHARAT LIGHT HOUSE
H.B. COMPLEX, NEAR-BUTTER MARKET, HUBLI, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.,
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM
GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR
CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT,
IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND
TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS AND LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT
2732017  06/05/2014
SYAM RAJ.B
trading as ;M/S. HACS MANUFACTURERS
V1/771, VADAKKUMTHALA (P.O), KUTTIVATTAM, KARUNAGAPPALLY, KOLLAM - 690536, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL LIGHT BULB, CFL BULB AND LED BULB
SURYA CARE

2732749    07/05/2014
ASHOK KUMAR VIJAN
GURU CHARAN LAL VIJAN
trading as ;CARE HOME INDUSTRIES
E-802, DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, NARELA, DELHI-110040
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/1987

DELHI
LPG STOVES & ITS SPARE PARTS
2732776 07/05/2014
KARANDEEP SING ANAND
trading as ;POPULAR INTERNATIONAL (INDIA)
NO.101, SRI THEVAR COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641018, TAMIL NADU
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. RAMACHANDRAN
17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001
Used Since :25/04/2012
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING
WARET

2733428  08/05/2014

SANTHOSH KUMAR A
MIG-38, ANUGRAHA, GANDHI NAGAR, KADAVANTHRA, COCHIN - 20 KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOBY VARGHESE.
1ST FLOOR, GALAXY TOWER, SUB JAIL ROAD, ALWAYE, KERALA. - 683 101.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR WATER FILTRATION AND PURIFICATION.
2734177   09/05/2014
SDTRONICS
HOUSE NO.681/1, S. NO.78, BHAGYAWANTI DEVI TEMPLE LANE, SHRIKRISHNA COLONY NO.2, KOKANE NAGAR, KALEWADI, PIMPRI, PUNE-411017
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARENDARABRE
Shop No.5, S.No.963, Ground Floor, Sairam Building, Opposite Brahman Karyalaya, Sadashiv Peth, Pune - 411 030.
Used Since :24/11/1994

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AUTOMATION MATERIALS OF MOLDED CABLES. PLC, SERVO, ENCODER, CNC, HMI CABLES PCB

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “SD”
2734602    09/05/2014
P P GLOBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :P P GLOBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
KHATA NO.136, PLOT NO.733/34, RISHI COMPLEX, OPPOSITE MADAN DHABA, OLD HB ROAD, RANCHI-834001, JHARKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 22/01/2014
KOLKATA
WATER PURIFIER (R.O.)
2736779    13/05/2014
BLUEAIR AB
Danderydsgatan 11, SE-114 26 Stockholm, Sweden
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Sweden
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since :10/06/2009
DELHI
Apparatus and installations for air filtering, purifying, conditioning, cooling, deodorizing and humidifying for household and industrial use; apparatus and installations for water filtering, purifying, conditioning, cooling, and deodorizing for household and industrial use; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods
2736911   14/05/2014
SEVEN DREAMS CREATIONS & INNOVATIONS
ABHISHEK CHATTORAJ
ASHUTOSH GUPTA
trading as ;M/S SEVEN DREAMS CREATIONS & INNOVATIONS
H.NO. 2/18, ISHAAN PARK, NEAR AYODHYA BY-PAAS, RAISEN ROAD, BHOJPAL (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE ( M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :04/04/2014
MUMBAI
CFL, LIGHT BULB, BULB, TUBE LIGHTS AND OTHER LIGHTING APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2737137   15/05/2014
ZEDFAST ELECTRICALS AND ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: ZEDFAST ELECTRICALS AND ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO.8-1-423/120, TEJA COLONY, SHAIKPET, HYDERABAD - 500 008, AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL FANS (CEILING, TABLE, EXHAUST, TOWER, PEDESTAL AND FAN BLADES); AIR COOLERS, RICE
COOKERS AND SPARES THEREOF, IMMERSION HEATERS, GEYSERS, HEATING ELEMENTS AND THERMOSTATIC
VALVES
2737481  15/05/2014
TATA SONS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24 HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
585720, 585721, 585722, 838427, 2657095, 2657096, 2657097, 2737480

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2737484 15/05/2014
TATA SONS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24 HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
585720, 585721, 585722, 838427, 2657095, 2657096, 2657097, 2737480, 2737481, 2737482, 2737483

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838427,2657097
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 11

2737486 15/05/2014
TATA SONS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24 HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
585720, 585721, 585722, 838427, 2657095, 2657096, 2657097, 2737480, 2737481, 2737482, 2737483, 2737484, 2737485

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838427
TATA SOLAR SAAWAN

2737487    15/05/2014
TATA SONS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24 HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
838427, 2737480, 2737481, 2737482, 2737483, 2737484, 2737485, 2737486

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2737558    15/05/2014
SHREE JAGANNATH AQUA PURIFIERS TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHREE JAGANNATH AQUA PURIFIERS TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.759/59,GANGATRI NAGAR,LANE-3,PURI ROAD,OPP.SAMANTARAPUR POLICE OUT POST,BHUBANESWAR-751005,ODISHA
Manufacturers & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA
Used Since :14/11/2013
KOLKATA
ASSEMBLING & TRADING OF WATER PURIFIER
2737561  15/05/2014
ZERCO EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ZERCO EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.109, G.N.CHETTY ROAD, B-BLOCK, 4TH FLOOR, PARSN PARADISE, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES.
2737752  15/05/2014
GELCO ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO. 142, NR. JALARAM CERAMIC, Khatraj - Kadi Road, At Karoli-382721, Taluka - Kalol, District - Gandhinagar, Gujarat State, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 23/02/2014
AHMEDABAD
REFRIGERATING
KELINO
2738182   16/05/2014
SANDEEP CHHAGANLAL JAIN
1029, MAHAVIR MARG, DHAN MANDI ROAD, SUWASRA MANDI, DIST. MANDSHAUR-458888. MADHYA PRADESH. INDIA.
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/04/2014
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING FLUORESCENT TUBES, LIGHTING FIXTURES, INSTALLATION OF LIGHTING, HEATING APPARATUS, ESPECIALLY ELECTRIC LAMPS AND LUMINARIES; PARTS THERE OF, LAMPS, LAMP CASINGS, BULBS, TUBE LIGHTS, TUBE LIGHT FITTINGS, FANS, ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC ACCESSORIES WHICH BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
2738286 16/05/2014
NEHANI TILES PVT LTD
Survey No.-134/1, Unchi Mandal, Tal-Morbi, Dist-Rajkot-363642, State-Gujarat(India).
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WASHBASIN, ORISSA PAN, WATER CLOSED, URINAL, IWC, APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE.
BLOW WELL

2738312  16/05/2014
PRABH DAYAL OM PARKASH INFRASTRUCTURE PVT. LTD
2880 SIRKI WALAN BHAUZ QAZI DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA & CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since :17/05/2013

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; WATER STORAGE TANKS; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
BLOW PURE

2738313  16/05/2014
PRABH DAYAL OM PARKASH INFRASTRUCTURE PVT. LTD
2880 SIRKI WALAN HAUZ QAZI DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA & CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since : 10/05/2013
To be associated with:
2738312
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; WATER STORAGE TANKS; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PURE.
Cafina

2738431  16/05/2014

CAFINA AG

trading as : CAFINA AG

ROMERSTRASSE 2 5502 HUNZENSCHWIL SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ELECTRIC COFFEE, TEA AND ESPRESSO MACHINES
2739337   19/05/2014
MULTIPLEX APPLIANCES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;MULTIPLEX APPLIANCES PVT.LTD.
9E B T ROAD (TALA PARK),PAIK PARA,KOLKATA 700002.
Merchant, Trader & Exporter
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :04/02/2014
KOLKATA
2739969  20/05/2014
M.RAJESH CHAWLA
trading as ;SUN SIGN IMPEX
NO.491/492, MINT STREET, 1ST FLOOR, KONDITHOPE, CHENNAI - 600 079
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :25/12/2010

CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING AND FITTINGS AND LUMINARIES, LED LIGHTS AND FIXTURES, METAL HALIDE LAMP, ENERGY SAVER LAMP, FITTINGS INCLUDED BALLASTS, TUBE LIGHTS FITTINGS, ELECTRIC HOLDERS AND FLASH LIGHTS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHTS, LIGHT LAMPS, PARTS AND FITTINGS, DECORATIVE LAMPS, LIGHTINGS.
2823412   09/10/2014
AMIT CHHABRA
trading as : AMIT ENTERPRISES
A-92, VIJAY VIHAR, PH 2, ROHINI SEC 4, NEW DELHI-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 20/08/2013

DELHI
FAN , COOLER , HEATING ELEMENTS, HOME APPLIANCES, A.C, IN CLASS 11
2861800  11/12/2014
APP ENTERPRISES
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since: 04/12/2014
DELHI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes as included in class 11
2953961 29/04/2015
HEMA GARG, PROPRIETOR OF SAWARIYA STEEL UDHYOG
trading as ;HEMA GARG, proprietor of SAWARIYA STEEL UDHYOG
NEHRU COLLEGE ROAD, NEW SALASAR DHAM MANDIR, HANSI, DISTRICT-HISAR, HARYANA-125033 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059
Used Since :01/11/2014
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FANS, COOLERS, COOLER PUMP, COOLER KIT, HEATING ELEMENTS, ROOM HEATER INCLUDING ALL ITEMS OF HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3027791  10/08/2015
TACITURN CARETECH OPC PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO 57, PLOT NO 6, MAHABHADRAKALI APPARTMENT, SEC-13, DWARKA NEW DELHI 110075
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :13/05/2015
DELHI
AIR PURIFIER AND WATER FILTRING APPARATUS
3072077 07/10/2015
ASHUTOSH MITTAL
G-103, SHRI SAI BABA APARTMENTS, SECTOR-09, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since :01/05/2013
To be associated with:
3043014
DELHI
HAIR DRYER, HAIR STEAMER
FEIREN

3072089    07/10/2015

HARIKA ANEJA
C-7/91, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :05/02/2014

To be associated with:
3072085

DELHI
HAIR DRYER, HAIR STEAMER, HAIR STRAIGHTENER, AND EMERGENCY LIGHT.
GRETA
3153757  08/01/2016
GURU CHARAN LAL VIJAN
ASHOK KUMAR VIJAN
trading as ;CARE HOME INDUSTRIES
E-802 DISDC INDUSTRIES AREA NARELA DELHI-40
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
GAS STOVES, HEATING AND COOLING INSTALLATIONS & ITS'SPARE PARTS
3319158  26/07/2016
ARRAYSTORM LIGHTING PVT. LTD.
trading as :ARRAYSTORM LIGHTING PVT. LTD.
NO.2318, 2ND FLOOR, 27TH MAIN ROAD, HSR LAYOUT SECTOR 1, OPPOSITE NIFT CAMPUS, BANGALORE 560103,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :19/11/2013

CHENNAI
SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY (SMPS) CIRCUITS, LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) LIGHTING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS,
LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) LIGHTING FIXTURES, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING,
COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
JALFLOW

3482125   14/02/2017
SHAIKH MOHAMED SHOEB
trading as ;QUALITY ENTERPRISE
2897, DADAMIYA GALI, POPATIAWAD, DARIYAPUR, AHMEDABAD-380001, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
BATHROOM FITTINGS, BATHROOM FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, FAUCETS, BATHROOM FAUCETS, C.P. BATHROOM FAUCETS, TAPS, BRASS TAPS, BATHROOM TAPS, C.P. BATHROOM TAPS, SANITARY FITTINGS, SANITARY BATHROOM FITTINGS, SHOWERS, SHOWERS AND ACCESSORIES, PVC WATER SUPPLY TANKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3487392  20/02/2017
HIMALAY MANHARLAL PATEL
Ankitkumar Manharlal Aghara
trading as :WORLD WIDE EXIM
City Point Complex, Shop No. 7, Mahendranagar Chowkdi, Morbi - 2.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :11/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES AND WASH BASIN WITH PEDESTAL, CLOSETS AND PANS, URINALS,
ANTIQUE BOWLS, KITCHEN SINK-WASH BASIN, SOAP HOLDER, SHELF, PAPER HOLDER, SOAP AND SPONGE
HOLDER, TOWEL RAIL ENDS, BATH FITTINGS, BATH EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES AND SANITARY PARTS AND
FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
LIOLI
3487408   20/02/2017
ANKITBHAI C. FALDU
SHREE UMIYAJI KRUPA RAJVNAGAR, MAIN ROAD PORBANDAR - 360575
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING SHOWERS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILET SEAT COVERS, CISTERN FITTINGS, FLUSHING CISTERN (NON-METALIC), WASH-HAND BOWLS AND WASH-HAND BASINS, AND BATHROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING ANGLE VALVES, BOTTLE TRAPS, TOWEL RINGS, SOAP CASE, BATH FITTINGS, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER CUBICLES, CONCEALED CISTERN, PARTS AND FITTINGS THERE OF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
MR. DALJEET SINGH BHATIA trading as ;JOLLY SANITATION
101, RAJ GALI, BABARPUR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

BATHROOM SINKS; SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS; WASTE PIPES FOR SANITARY INSTALLATIONS; WATER-PIPES FOR SANITARY INSTALLATIONS; WASH-HAND BASINS, WASH-HAND BOWLS [PARTS OF SANITARY INSTALLATIONS]; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; URINALS [SANITARY FIXTURES]; CLEAN CHAMBERS [SANITARY INSTALLATIONS]; BATH FITTINGS; SHOWER FITTINGS; SHOWER SPRAYERS [PLUMBING FITTINGS]; FITTED LINERS FOR BATHS AND SHOWERS
SILVER - TECH
3489972  22/02/2017
HEMANT JHAMNANI
trading as ;SHIVA ENTERPRISES
A-4, SUDERSHAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110015.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
CFL, LED LIGHTS, FAN, COOLER, PRESS.
3490032  22/02/2017

ADIGAUR TRADERS PVT. LTD.
B-4/8, 2ND FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURING
AN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :08/02/2017

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOLDNG, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
PRIZM X
DEEP COOLER

3490508  23/02/2017
USHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING 19 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD’S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI
Used Since :04/02/2009
To be associated with:
1781497
DELHI
ELECTRIC COOLERS, ELECTRIC ROOM COOLERS, PORTABLE ELECTRIC COOLERS, ELECTRIC FANS
AMIR

3490887    23/02/2017
SUBA SINGH
trading as ;AMIR SINGH & BROS
59-ASB HOUSE, KAMAL PARK, TANDA RAOD, JALANDHAR-144004 (PUNJAB)(INDIA)
MANUFACATURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )
Used Since :20/06/1975
To be associated with:
494397
DELHI
WATER CONTROL VALVES, BALL VALVES, SHOWER VALVES, SAFETY VALVES FOR WATER PIPES, WATER CONTROL
VALVES, SAFETY VALVES FOR WATER, LEVEL CONTROLLING VALVES, COCKS(PLUMBING FITTINGS), FLOAT VALVES
(BALL COCKS), BALL COCKS FOR TOILET TANKS,VALVES AND COCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3494670  28/02/2017
PAWAN KULKARNI
PRASHANT KULKARNI
MAYA P. KULKARNI
JYOTI P. KULKARNI
trading as ;TECNICA INDUSTRIES
102, SAMBHAJI NAGAR, VADAGOAN, BELGAUM - 590005.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :11/06/1998
CHENNAI
PRESSURE COOKER, SOLAR WATER HEATER, INDUCTION COOKER, GAS STOVE GLASS , TEA AND COFFEE
MARKER, HAIR DRYER, COOLER, JUICER, EXHAUST FAN, REFRIGERATOR, MICRO WAVE, TOASTER, EMERGENCY
LIGHTS, ELECTRIC KETTLES, WATER PURIFIER AND WATER FILTER.
GROWRAYS
3495056  01/03/2017
PRAVEEN PANIANI
trading as ; BAWA ELECTRIC & HARDWARE STORE
494 SHIV MARKET ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI 110052
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHAHOSTI NAGAR DELHI 52
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED LIGHTS, TUBE LIGHTS, CFL, LAMPS AND TUBE, BULBS, LED TORCHES AND LANTERN
NAITIKSURYA

3496310  01/03/2017

MRS. SATYA JAIN,
MRS. ALKA TYAGI,
trading as ;VEDANTA HOME APPLIANCES.
A-4/B-1, F/F, KHASRA NO. 16/1, MANDOLI INDL. AREA, NEAR SHIVANI DHARAM KANTA, DELHI-110093, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2017

DELHI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, Drying and ventilating purposes; Cooking Appliances, Cooking Stoves, Gas Cooking Appliances, Electric Cooking Utensils, Electric Cooking Stove, Steamers (Electric) for Cooking, Appliances for Cooking food stuffs, Hot Plates for Cooking, Regulating and Safety Accessories for Gas Installations.
3496808 01/03/2017
RUPESHBHAI P. GHODASARA
RUPESHBHAI P. GHODASARA
JITENDRABHAI D. KAILA
SAVITABEN D. KAILA
KRUPABEN R. GHODASARA
KALAPANABEN A. GHODASARA
AMITBHAI P. GHODASARA
DIVYESHBHAI A. ZALAVADIYA
RAVIBHAI P. CHANGELA
VITTHALBHAI U. ZALAVADIYA
trading as ;BELL SANITARYWARES
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT-OLD JAMBUDIA, TA. MORBI, DIST : RAJKOT. GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :11/04/2005
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY WARE, TOILET SEAT COVER, CISTERN AND ITS FITTING (BATH ACCESSORIES), APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES. INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
**WET ROSE**

3497922  02/03/2017

S. K. CHHIBBER

trading as ;SHANTI VENTURES

A-125, DDA Sheds,Okhla Industrial Area, Phase - II, New Delhi - 110020

Manufacturer and Supplier

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CONCEPT LEGAL
159E, KAMLA NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110007

Used Since :05/01/2017

**DELHI**

Bathtubs, Massage bathtubs (Jacuzzi bathtubs), Steam Bath, Sauna Bath, Plumbing Fixtures, Taps, Sanitary Ware, All types of bathroom accessories included in class 11.
3497968 02/03/2017
RAJESH GADIA
ANURAG GADIA
trading as GADIA SALES
14, MOTI LAL ATAL ROAD, OPPOSITE HOTEL NEELAM, JAIPUR - 302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 12/09/1999

AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND LIGHTING FITTINGS, OUTDOOR LIGHTING, LIGHTING TRANSFORMS, LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS.
3498427   03/03/2017
SHRI PARVEEN AGGARWAL
16, DEEPALI, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

CHARGEABLE LANTERN, TORCH, RE-CHARGEABLE LIGHTS, INVERTOR, FANS, COOLERS, COOLER KITS, WATER PURIFIER, HEATERS, GEYSERS, IMMERSION ROD, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATING ELEMENTS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE, CHAP ATI MAKERS, RICE COOKERS, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS, OVEN, TOASTERS, MICROWAVE, ELECTRIC CATTLE, GAS LIGHTERS, GAS TANDOOR, L P GAS STOVES, BULB, CFL, LED LIGHTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, COOLING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11
LUCOGEN

3501090  03/03/2017

MR. PRAKHAR GUPTA

trading as : M/s. SINGHAL ENTERPRISES
1968/15, GROUND FLOOR, KATRA LACCHU SINGH, BHAGIRATH PALACE, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since : 11/02/2017

DELHI

LED BULB, LED TUBELIGHT, LED STREET LIGHTS, LED FLOOD LIGHT, LED HIGH-BAY, LED STRIP LIGHT, LED PANEL, LED FANCY LIGHT
ROMABA

3501154  03/03/2017
MR. HERACHAND JAIN
trading as ;JD MARKETING AGENCIES
2-1- 41/A J.V STREET PENUKONDA ROAD HINDUPUR-515201,
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
CFL, LED LIGHTS, heater, Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating,
water supply and sanitary purposes
3502218  03/03/2017
MADHULI EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; MADHULI EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
6, PARSANA CORNER, NR. NATHJI PAN, 50 FEET ROAD, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SINKS, TAPS (COCK, SPINGOTS AM), FOR PIPES, TAPS (FAUCETS) SANITARY AND BATHROOM
INSTALLATION AND PLUMBING, FIXTURES, BIB COCK, BATH FITTING AN SANITARY FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11
3502528  03/03/2017
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :12/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
STIORA
3507264  09/03/2017

SOUTHERN TRADING COMPANY
“Srinidhi”, Block – A, Mezzanine Floor, No. 63, Thattankulam Road, Madhavaram, Chennai – 600 060

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since :02/03/2017

CHENNAI

Pouches (Disposable Sterilization)
FLOWSHINE

3507605  13/03/2017
SUNIL AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF SURBHI INDUSTRIES.
L-BLOCK, KHASRA NO.-1012, PREM NAGAR-II, NANGLOI, DELHI-110086, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
Orchard

3508064  13/03/2017
LOKESH CHHABRA
P-504, PARK GRANDEURA(BPTP), SECTOR- 82, NEAR DPS SCHOOL, FARIDABAD, HARYANA, PIN CODE- 121002
LIVING PERSON

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electrically powered fans for ventilation purposes, Ceiling fans, Ventilating exhaust fans, Sink pedestals, Pedestal lamps, Pedestal bathroom sinks, Table fans, Ventilating fans for industrial purposes, Chimney fans, Hobs, Ovens, Microwave ovens, Refrigerators, Gas stoves
3509553  17/03/2017
TARUN AGARWAL
H.NO. Q-23, SHASTRI NAGAR, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH-243001
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ELECTRIC FANS, DESERT COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONS, G E Y S E R, HEAT CONVERTER, Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
XE

1708051  08/07/2008
JAGUAR LAND ROVER LTD.
ABBEY ROAD, WHITLEY, COVENTRY CV3 4LF, UNITED KINGDOM
A United Kingdom Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor land vehicles and parts and accessories excluding 2 wheeler motorized vehicles and parts thereof.
1718324 05/08/2008
M/s. Spack Automotives Limited
2nd Floor, 45, Okhla Industrial Estate, New Delhi-110020
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
C-36, 1IND FLOOR,EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2000
DELHI
AUTOMOTIVES PARTS AND RELATED GOODS AS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
1718327  05/08/2008
M/s. Spack Automotives Limited
2nd Floor, 45, Okhla Industrial Estate, New Delhi-110020
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
C-36, IIND FLOOR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2000

DELHI
AUTOMOTIVES PARTS AND RELATED GOODS AS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
1720463  12/08/2008
GN GROUP S.A.
trading as ;GN GROUP S.A.
AYACUCHO 685 , 1602 FLORIDA , BUENOS AIRES , ARGENTINA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER.
D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - I, GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"VEHICLES: APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND. AIR OR WATER".
2026718  22/09/2010
ELITE UNION INVESTMENTS LIMITED
P.O. BOX 957, OFFSHORE INCORPORATION CENTRE, ROAD, TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BOATS AND YACHTS
2057102    22/11/2010
ACTION BATTERIES PVT. LTD.
C - 105, FOCAL POINT, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2002
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF BATTERIES & PARTS THEREOF FOR USE IN AUTOMOTIVES AND MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ENERGY.
2170111  04/07/2011

VEE RUBBER CORPORATION CO., LTD
924 RAMA IX ROAD BANGKAPI SUB-DISTRICT, HUAY KWANG DISTRICT BANGKOK 10320 THAILAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THAILAND.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TIRES AND TIRE TUBES FOR VEHICLES.
2272616  27/01/2012
HARBHAJAN SINGH SAHANI
trading as ;SUZIKA MOTORS
16, MAMOON MANZIL, MP AGYARI LANE, BALARAM STREET, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400007 (M.S.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/04/2001
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND FITTINGS
KAB SEATING LIMITED (BRITISH CORPORATION)
STONE CIRCLE ROAD, ROUND SPINNEY, NORTHAMPTON, NN3 8RS, ENGLAND
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NISHITH DESAI ASSOCIATES,
NISHITH DESAI ASSOCIATES, 93/B, MITTAL COURT, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :17/03/2005

MUMBAI
SEATING PRODUCTS FOR VEHICLES AND APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, INCLUDING
SEATS, SAFETY SEATS, CUSHIONS, SEAT COVERS AND SEATING ACCESSORIES FOR TRUCKS, BUSES AND
COACHES, MILITARY, CONSTRUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES; OFFICE SEATING
2356626 30/06/2012
VINOD AGARWAL HUF
trading as; GANGANAGAR MOTORS RAJASTHAN
11 TRANSPORT NAGAR OPP. LIC BUILDING, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2002
AHMEDABAD
AUTOMOBILE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.

*for State of Rajasthan only*
2698911  14/03/2014
VEER MOTOR COMPANY
NH - 12, ASHIMA MALL, HOSHANGABAD ROAD, BHOPAL - 462 026 (M.P.)
Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :03/11/2013
MUMBAI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land
2721781  21/04/2014
SHIMANO INC. (A CORPORATION, ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN)
3-77 Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City, Osaka, Japan
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
770656, 1110858, 2618084
CHENNAI
Bicycle parts and fittings for bicycles, particularly; bicycle pedals.
SPEEDWAYS ROYALE

2723097    22/04/2014

SUMIT ANEJA
trading as ;SPEEDWAYS ELECTRIC
SPEEDWAYS ELECTRIC, BYE PASS, G.T. ROAD, JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :03/07/2010

DELHI
Electric Vehicles & Parts thereof including Three Wheelers & Autos.
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
importer and trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS, 6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pushchairs, buggies; baby buggies and parts thereof; (safety) seats for babies and children for use in vehicles, and other means of transport by land, air or water, including all parts thereof; safety belts for children and adults; mobile undercarriages for car seats / chairs for babies and children; covers for and pieces to set in car seats and chairs.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017           Class 12

2724325    24/04/2014
ALTENMO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
13/1,PANCHRATNA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,NEAR RAMOL BRIDGE,VATVA,AHMEDABAD-382445,GUJARAT,INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :19/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC MOTOR ENGINE USE FOR LAND VEHICLE INCLUDING CLASS 12
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017  Class 12

2726051  28/04/2014
SAURABH DAMANI
DINESH JANAL
28B, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, 8G NEELAMBAR BUILDING, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY AGARWAL
Flat No. 3C, Maa Tara Apartment, 56 Golaghata Road, Kolkata, West Bengal - 700048, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2683282
KOLKATA
E-RICKSHAW (ELECTRIC RICKSHAW) AND IT'S SPARE PARTS
DMAS
2727291  29/04/2014
MANOJ KUMAR AGARWALA
trading as : M.S. AUTO AGENCIES
3, DIPTI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, OPP. POLICE RESERVE A.T. ROAD, GUWAHATI, ASSAM.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
KOLKATA
Automobile Parts and Accessories Including Tractor Parts, Bearings, Leaf Springs In Class 12.
2728544    30/04/2014
PINTO SINGH
trading as :HAPPY AUTO ACCESSORIES
PLOT NO.31-S/1A, GALI NO.4, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR POST OFFICE, NEW DELHI-5
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :28/09/2004

DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER; INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
2729426    01/05/2014
RUPAL WADHWA
PUNEET ARORA
trading as ; M/S. GOLDEN MACE
A-73, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 24/12/2012
DELHI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
2729816 02/05/2014
GIRISHBHAI V. PADALIYA
Smt. Chapmaben V. Padaliya
trading as; VIMAL ENGINEERING CO.
Plot No. 4, Survey No. 3, National Highway, Nr. Ganga Forging, Shapar(Veraval) -360 024 Dist. Rajkot (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND EXPORTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since: 16/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF BEARINGS FOR AUTOMOBILES USE, CRANK SHAFT, CONNECTING ROAD, AUTO PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017       Class 12

2729952    02/05/2014
PLAUDIT TECHNO INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ; PLAUDIT TECHNO INDIA PVT. LTD.
VILL.+P.S.+P.O.SHYAMPUR,DIST.HOWRAH-711314,WEST BENGAL,(INDIA).
MANUFACTURED AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & COMPANY
E-1, 1ST FLOOR, 75C, PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700016, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2013

KOLKATA
Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air, or water, which are covered under this Class 12
2729989  02/05/2014
SUNDARAM - CLAYTON LIMITED,
trading as SUNDARAM - CLAYTON LIMITED,
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NEW NO. 29 (OLD NO. 8), HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1391462

CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLE, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS,
SCOOTERETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
2730159 02/05/2014

T.V.DIVYA
NO.21 A, KANNIAPPAN STREET, SHANTI NAGAR, RAMAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600089, TN
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. DEWAN AND COMPANY
DARE HOUSE ANNEXE, 4TH FLOOR, NO. 44, 2ND LINE BEACH CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since 01/01/2007

CHENNAI
SELF-LOADING TRUCKS, UTILITY TRUCKS, TIPPING APPARATUS (PART OF TRUCKS), TIPPING BODIES FOR TRUCKS,
AUTOMOBILE BODIES.
2730655  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017  Class 12

2730656  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kashba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2730883 05/05/2014
R. SENTHIL GANESH
S. SURESH
trading as: POPULAR TRADER
POPULAR TRADER, 153-A, NORTH VELI STREET, MADURAI-625001
MERCHANDS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE,
BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

Used Since: 25/04/2014

CHENNAI
TUBES AND TYRES
NONE NONIE

2731039 05/05/2014
MR. ADEEP AMRIT
trading as : AMRIT ASSOCIATES
1588 HARDYAN SINGH ROAD, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/01/1989

DELHI
PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 12

2731322 05/05/2014 MR. DEEPAK MEHTA trading as ;SUNIL GASKETS INDUSTRIES PLOT NO 38 KHASRA NO 11/24/24/4 66 FT. ROAD, AMBEY GARDEN LIBASPUR SAMAIPUR BADLI DELHI 110042 MANUFACTURER & TRADERS Address for service in India/Attorney address: ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89 Used Since :10/04/2013 DELHI OIL SEAL FOR AUTOMOBILE
TUSHAR KANTI DEY
trading as ;M/S MAA DURGA ENTERPRISE.
190, B.L. HATI ROAD, BURDWMAN, PIN - 713101, WEST BENGAL.
MERCHANT, TRADERS
INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE",5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/12/2006
KOLKATA
BI CYCLES, AUTO TYRES, TUBES AND IT**S ACCESSORIES
2731499  05/05/2014
TUSHAR KANTI DEY
trading as ;M/S MAA DURGA ENTERPRISE
190, B.L. HATI ROAD, BURDWMAN, PIN - 713101, WEST BENGAL.
MERCHANT, TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE",5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/12/2006
KOLKATA
BI CYCLES AUTO TYRES TUBES AND IT"S ACCESSORIES
AGSOWA

2732271  06/05/2014
JDC GLOBBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
4232, ANSARI ROAD, BHARGAVA STREET, 1, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT / TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR
5/1, 1ST FLOOR KALKAJI EXTENSION NEW DELHI - 110019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLES INCLUDING TRACTORS AND PARTS THEREOF .
BEYBLADE
2739163  19/05/2014
TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
trading as : TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED
DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES,
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, NON-MOTORISED BICYCLES, MANUAL PEDAL BICYCLES, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CYCLE COMPONENTS, TUBES FOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES AND SPARES FOR CYCLES, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES
GEOLANDAR X-MT

3458778 13/01/2017
THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD.
36-11, 5-chome Shimbashii, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
664587

DELHI
AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS; TIRES FOR AUTOMOBILES; TIRES FOR LAND VEHICLES; TIRES; TIRES FOR TWO-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES, BICYCLES AND AIRCRAFT; WHEELS FOR AUTOMOBILES; WHEELS FOR VEHICLES; WHEELS FOR TWO-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES, BICYCLES AND AIRCRAFT; WHEEL RIMS FOR AUTOMOBILES; WHEEL RIMS FOR TWO-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES, BICYCLES AND AIRCRAFT; TIRE LINERS; PROTECTIVE LINERS FOR THE INNER PART OF TIRES (PARTS AND FITTINGS); INNER TUBES FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRES; INNER TUBES FOR VEHICLE TIRES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 12

3477576 09/02/2017
PRAKASH RAMANAND HATTANGADI
RAMA NIVAS, PLOT NO.226-A, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, MATUNGA (EAST), MUMBAI-400019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Used Since :01/10/1986

MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
3494681 28/02/2017
MR. JAYANTIBHAI JADAVBHAI RAIYANI
"Raiyaraj", M - 156/B, Gujarat Housing Board, Street No. 08, B/h. Vachhani Hospital, Amin Marg Main Road, Rajkot - 360 005, Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since: 21/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
SPARE PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR AND WATER.
D.V.X.

3495505    28/02/2017
MEENAKSHI HANNA
trading as ;ISHWAR INDUSTRIES
C-200, PHASE-VII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2002
To be associated with:
1477594
DELHI
Bicycle and parts thereof.
FARM SUPER

3497167  01/03/2017
MRL TYRES LIMITED
70/50A, First Floor, Rama Road Industrial Area, Najafgarh Road, Moti Nagar, New Delhi – 110015

Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI

Automobile tyres, vehicle tyres; automobile tyres (pneumatic and solid) for vehicle wheels for agricultural, industrial, all terrain vehicles (atv) and lawn, garden and off the road (otr) applications; inner tubes for pneumatic tyres, flaps used on rim in tyre/ tube assembly.
FARM XTREME

3497169  01/03/2017
MRL TYRES LIMITED
70/50A, First Floor, Rama Road Industrial Area, Najafgarh Road, Moti Nagar, New Delhi – 110015
Manufacturers
An Indian Company incorproated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
Automobile tyres, vehicle tyres; automobile tyres (pneumatic and solid) for vehicle wheels for agricultural, industrial, all terrain vehicles (atv) and lawn,garden and off the road (otr) applications; inner tubes for pneumatic tyres, flaps used on rim in tyre/ tube assembly.
ANKUSH MALHOTRA trading as Devay Industries
Plot No. 18/38, Gali No.-5, Anand Parbat Industrial Area, Rohtak Road, Delhi-110005
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since : 18/11/2016

DELHI
Vehicle brake shoes, Brake linings for vehicles, Parts and fitting for Vehicles
3499080  02/03/2017
SULBHA SUNIL METHWALE
trading as ;ROAD WHEEL AUTO
S. NO. 2, OPP. PMC BANK, NEAR FIRE BRIGADE, NEW LINK ROAD, VASAI (EAST), VASAI-401208
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :12/01/2013
MUMBAI
cars / automobiles / motor cars
SANJAY P. KANUNGO
trading as; JAY BHAVANI AUTOMOBILES
SHOP NO. 18, BALARAM BHAWAN, BALARAM STREET, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI- 400007.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 21/02/2017
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES SPARE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
AAKRITI
3500857 03/03/2017
T. SHAMSUDHEEN,
K. P. NIZAMUDHEEN.
K. P. NAHEEMUDHEEN.
trading as ;BRASS WORLD.
SAKEENA MANZIL, KAVVAYI, P.O. PAYYANNUR, KANNUR, DISTT.-KERALA-670307., INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017
CHENNAI
PARTS AND FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR PARTS, AUTO PARTS AND TRACTOR PARTS.
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :12/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
PEACOCK

2722405  22/04/2014

STANDARD FIREWORKS (P) LTD.

trading as ;STANDARD FIREWORKS (P) LTD.

1/3, THRUTHANGAL ROAD, SIVAKASI, TAMIL NADU

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :01/01/1994

CHENNAI

FIREWORKS, EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES
2722406  22/04/2014
STANDARD FIREWORKS (P) LTD.
trading as ;STANDARD FIREWORKS (P) LTD.
1/3, THIRUTHANGAL ROAD, SIVAKASI, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/1994
To be associated with:
2722405
CHENNAI
FIREWORKS, EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES
2730657  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS
RUCHI

2739544    19/05/2014
MR. PRADEEP SHARMA
trading as ;PRADEEP FIRE PROTECTION
D-31, MPL N 31/3A, ST NO. 2, ANAND PARBAT IND. AREA NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUALITY REGISTRATION CO.
S-553-554, B-8, GAUTAM COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FIRE FIGHTING & SAFETY EQUIPMENTS
3477575  09/02/2017

PRAKASH RAMANAND HATTANGADI
RAMA NIVAS, PLOT NO.226-A, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, MATUNGA (EAST), MUMBAI-400019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Used Since :01/10/1986

MUMBAI
FIRE ARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 13
3478121  09/02/2017
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiya, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES, EXPLOSIVES, FIRE WORKS.
3502530    03/03/2017
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 12/11/2010
AHMEDABAD
Firearms; Ammunition and projectiles; Explosives; Fireworks
CIRCO

1678832  22/04/2008
TARGET BRANDS, INC.
1000 NICOLLET MALL TPS-3165, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55403- 2467, U.S.A.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A MINNESOTA, U.S.A. CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELRY IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 14.
2038987  18/10/2010
BANWARI LAL KUSHWAH
trading as ;GARIMA REAL ESTATE AND ALLIED
403, SOURAW PLAZA, GOLE KA MANDIR, GWALIOR-474005 (M.P.).
MANUFACTURES, PACKER AND MERCHANTS OR SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2219146  13/10/2011
B.NARESH BALIGA
trading as ;DEEPA GOLD
VIVA COMPLEX, MOORU MARGA, BELTHANGADY-574214, SOUTHKARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :07/11/2010

CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS (GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND AND GEMS).
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2262652  06/01/2012
ASHA B. KOTHARI
trading as : RIA JEWELS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since : 01/04/2009
MUMBAI
DIAMOND STUDDED GOLD JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2273703  30/01/2012

PARESH JAIN
48 Bapu Khote, Crosslane Gulalwadi, Opposite 2nd Bhoiwada Mumbai 400003
manufacturer merchant and traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHUJA & ASSOCIATES
5, MAKER BHAVAN NO.3, GROUND FLOOR, 21 NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020
Used Since :01/01/2007

MUMBAI
all kind of imitation jewellery
2275622  01/02/2012
H. RIDDHESH & CO.
HARSHADBHAI N. PATEL
RIDDHESH D. GANDHI
SAMKIT R. GANDHI
HARSHIT L. GANDHI
RAMJIBHAI P. PATEL
DINESHHANDRA D. GANDHI
LAHERCHAN D. GANDHI
PRIYANK R. GANDHI
ARVINDBHAI P. PATEL
ANKIT R. PAGHDAL
111 / A, RATNDEEP BUILDING, J.S.S. ROAD, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400 004
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 24/10/2001
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS DIAMONDS
DRESSING SENSE

2336277  23/05/2012
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, FASHION JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY AND WATCHES, ORNAMENTS JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2336278   23/05/2012

RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011

MUMBAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, FASHION JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY AND WATCHES, ORNAMENTS JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
BHARATBHAI VALLABHBHAI DHOLARIYA
trading as ;UNIVERSE EXPORT
MARUTINANDAN 2-GANDHI SMRUTI SOCIETY, STREET NO.2, MARUTINAGAR MAIN ROAD, KUVADAVA ROAD, RAJKOT-360003.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF EXPORT QUALITY IMITATION JEWELLERY
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALPESH N.DAVDA
201, AMIDHARA COMPLES, 37/KARANPARA, OPP. HOTEL SAMRAT, CANAL ROAD RAJKOT-360001
Used Since :15/05/2012

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF IMITATION JEWELLERY IN CLASS-14.
2384026  23/08/2012

PUNIT AGARWAL
2, SHWETA BUILDING PLOT NO. 42, 1ST GULMOHAR ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI 400049.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2404429   01/10/2012
HRISHIKESH RAILKAR
1/B, GANGAA BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, 17TH ROAD, NEAR GURUDWARA, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH,
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since :04/08/2007
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2617320  24/10/2013
P. VINAYAGAMOORTHY
MURUGANANTHAM
P. SELVARAJ
trading as ;ANNAI JEWELLERS
NO: 269/7, PALAYAMKOTTAI ROAD, TUTICORIN - 628 002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.RAJA MOHAMED, ADVICATE
NO: 300/183, II FLOOR, THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600001.
Used Since :02/11/2008
CHENNAI
GOLD, DIAMOND, PLATINUM AND SILVER JEWELLERY

Trade Mark: Annai Jewellers
T.K.GANESAN
trading as ;KUMARA VILAS JEWELLERS
NO.12-5/21/15, WEST CAR STREET, THARAMANGALAM - 636 502. SALEM DIST, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :30/10/1974

CHENNAI
GOLD JEWELLERY, GOLD ORNAMENTS, DIAMOND, GEMS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, PLATINUM JEWELLERY, SILVER ORNAMENTS, SILVER LEG CHAINS, SILVER UTENSILS, SILVER JEWELLERY, GOODS OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH JEWELLERY AND ORNAMENTS PRECIOUS STONES.
2726702 28/04/2014

RUSHABH DILIPBHAI SUTRIA
trading as :RUSHBH DILIPBHAI SUTRIA
SAGAR PLASTIC IND., B/H. OLD AJANTA CLOCK, LATI PLOT - 3, MORBI, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, WATCHES, TIME PIECES,
WALL CLOCKS AND PARTS THERE OF FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 14.
ROHIT KUMAR DAYABHAI SAKHIYA
442,SARDAR PATEL NAGAR MAIN ROAD,DODIYALA-364490,TALUKA-JASDAN,DIST.RAJKOT, GUJARAT,INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
All Kinds of Watches, Clocks, Wall Clocks, Time Pieces & Parts fittings of the aforesaid goods.
2726723  28/04/2014
BRIJ MOHAN AGARWAL
trading as :CLOCKS & WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, CLOCK HANDS (CLOCK & WATCHMAKING), DIALS (CLOCK & WATCHMAKING),
3083 BEVERLY HILLS APTTS BLOCK 5 GEETA COLONY DELHI 110031
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOCKS & WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, CLOCK HANDS (CLOCK & WATCHMAKING), DIALS (CLOCK & WATCHMAKING), WATCH CHAINS, CLOCKWORKS, CASES FOR WATCHES (PRESENTATION), DIGITAL, ANALOGUE, QUARTZ WATCHES & PARTS THEREOF; MOVEMENTS DIGITAL, ANALOGUE, QUARTS, HANDS, PRECIOUS METALS & THEIR ALLOYS & GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, ELECTRIC WATCHES, HOROLOGICAL & OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS 14.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2727910   30/04/2014
CHOKSIWALA JEWELLERS
NANDKISHORE SONI
TARA DEVI SONI
RAJENDRA SONI
KUSUM SONI
UMESH KUMAR SONI
USHA DEVI SONI
RAKHI DEVI SONI
4, M. G. ROAD, KUKSHI, DIST. DHAR-454 331 (M.P.)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/04/2014
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes
ANNADA

2729014  01/05/2014

SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL

trading as : SATISFACTIORY & COMPANY
43/1, B.M. SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since : 10/04/2012

KOLKATA

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments being included in class-14.
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER - 422 605, DISTRICT :- AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN Precious METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, Precious STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2730660  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSICS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS IN CLASS 14
2730894  05/05/2014
KARYA VAASTU PVT LTD
DA-18,SALT LAKE CITY,SECTOR I,KOLKATA-700064,WEST-BENGAL INDIA.
MANUFACTURER,MERCHANT AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :29/11/2013
KOLKATA
Diamonds, Precious stones, Rings, Semi Precious stones, Ornaments of precious metals, Precious metals. Jewelry, Jewelry cases
2731554  05/05/2014
JIGARKUMAR NAVINCHANDRA SONI
trading as ;N.S. JEWELS
5, 6, KAMAL COMPLEX, OPP. SBI, NEAR SARDAR PATEL STADIUM FIVE CROSS ROADS, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :11/04/2004
To be associated with:
1316544
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY ARTICLES MADE FROM PRECIOUS OR OTHER METALS,
GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, STUDDED OR PLAIN WITH AND WITHOUT DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS STONES.
2731831  06/05/2014
MANJU SHARMA
trading as ;JAI LAXMI ORNAMENT
F-28, FIRST FLOOR, JAI SHIV COMPLEX, NAMAK KI MANDI, AGRA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGHAL TRADEMARK CO.
50, VAIBHAV ENCLAVE, KARMYOGI, KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA-282004 (U.P.)
Used Since :03/08/2012
DELHI
PAYAL, GOLD JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY & ORNAMENTS, IMITATION JEWELLERY BEING ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
2733106  07/05/2014
KIMORA FASHION PVT. LTD.
602, SHREE SHAKTI TOWER, NEAR EIFFEL TOWER, L.H. ROAD, VARACHHA, SURAT - 395005, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOMOLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS IN CLASS -14
2734341  09/05/2014
ANJU AGGARWAL
trading as : GLIMMER' S IMPEX
A1/46, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND EXPORTER
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
JEWELLERY MANUFACTURING AND TRADING .
I.CHANGE

2734989   09/05/2014

JEWELEX INDIA PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO 56B, SEEPZ, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 096.
Manufacturers and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments.
2735304  12/05/2014
RAJEEV JAIN
RAJ TRADERS, 39-B, NEW LAJPAT RAI MARKET, DELHI-110006.
Manufacturer & Trader
INDIVIDUAL.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :08/05/2014
DELHI
WATCHES & ACCESSORIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017  Class 14

MOUNIR MOUFARRIGE

trading as ;Mounir MOUFARRIGE

Place of Residence - Immeuble Soprano, Rue des Saints Coeurs - Tabaris, Beirut, LEBANON.

Manufacturer & Merchant

An Individual Person (Lebanese)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Jewellery namely rings, earrings, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, pins (jewellery), ornaments, ornamental pins, hat ornaments of precious metal, jewellery cases [caskets] in precious metals, jewellery, precious stones, semi-precious stones, pearls (jewellery), costume jewellery, cuff links, horological and chronometric instruments, stopwatches, watches, wristwatches, watch bands / straps for wristwatches / watch straps, watch chains, watch cases, watch glasses / watch crystals, watch springs, cases for watches.
2739147    19/05/2014

SMT. BHAGYAWANTI LALIT JAIN
1504, SUNKERSETT PALACE, A WING, 1ST FLOOR, NANA CHOWK, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400007 IN THE STATE OF
MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKAR & PARKAR.
333, NARSI NATHA STREET, 3RD FLOOR , KATHA BAZAR, MUMBAI- 400 009.

Used Since :01/05/2014

MUMBAI

WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIME PIECES, BRACELETS, GOLD AND SILVER ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS METAL AND
ACCESSORIES MADE THERE FROM, IMITATION JEWELLERY ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2739148   19/05/2014

SMT. BHAGYAWANTI LALIT JAIN
1504, SUNKERSETT PALACE, A WING, 1ST FLOOR, NANA CHOWK, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400007 IN THE STATE OF
MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKAR & PARKAR.
333, NARSI NATHA STREET, 3RD FLOOR, KATHA BAZAR, MUMBAI- 400 009.
Used Since :01/05/2014

MUMBAI
WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIME PIECES, BRACELETS, GOLD AND SILVER ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS METAL AND
ACCESSORIES MADE THERE FROM, IMITATION JEWELLERY ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2739206   19/05/2014
COUNTRYWIDE NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
204, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
WATCHES AND PARTS
2739268 19/05/2014
KOTADIYA SONAL RUPESHBHAI
trading as ;MEGA BEAUTY ZEEL
10 Vaniyavadi, Opposite Patel Vadi, Jalaram Chowk, Near Bhaktinagar Circle, Rajkot 360002, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :22/08/2008
AHMEDABAD
Gold, Silver Bar and Ornaments, Jewellery of Diamonds, Gold, Silver, Platinum and Precious stones, Artificial Jewellery, Imitation Jewellery
2739482  19/05/2014
ON QUEST MERCHANDISING INDIA PVT. LTD.
K-27/1, ZAMOODPUR, NEW DELHI 110048
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI
WATCHES, WRIST WATCHES & JEWELLERY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017           Class 14

3471411    01/02/2017
RAVI P MANGUKIYA
B/62, SNEHSAGAR SOCIETY, NARAYAN NAGAR, SIGANPOR ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT - 395004

Used Since :28/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIMEPIECES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREOF, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-14.
3478122  09/02/2017
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiya, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN Precious METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3484957  17/02/2017
GITABEN RASHIKBHAI SONANI
trading as ;MADHAV FASHION
31, Dayalji park soc., Near Gajera School, Amroli Road, Katargam, Surat.

Used Since : 17/06/2007

AHMEDABAD
WATCHES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 14.
3485012  17/02/2017  
MR. VIJAY KHIMJIBHAI JAGANI  
MR. AJAY KHIMJIBHAI JAGANI  
MR. ABHAY KHIMJIBHAI JAGANI  
trading as : JAGANI BROTHERS CORPORATION  
"VIHOT KRUPA", 10 - SHAKTI SOCIETY, SARDAR SCHOOL STREET, NEAR PUJIT RUPANI TRUST, SANT KABIR ROAD, RAJKOT - 360003, GUJARAT  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES  
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT  
Used Since : 27/05/2011  
AHMEDABAD  
ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 14

3488592 21/02/2017
RAHUL MAHENDRAKUMAR KAPADIA
trading as: AKSHATA NOVELTY
1530, Tarawadi No Khancho, 1st Floor, Shree Complex, Mamunayak Ni Pole, Tankshal Road, Kalupur, Ahmedabad 380001, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BANGLES, PENDANTS, EAR RINGS, EAR TOPS, BRACELETS, CHAINS, NECKLACES, RINGS [JEWELRY].
3495782 28/02/2017
MANOJ HANDA
trading as ;HANDA APPARELS
661/33/1, SARVANAND COLONY, SEKHONVAL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Silver, Gold and Diamond Jewellery, Imitation Jewellery & Precious Stones; Watches.
DHAWAN & ONLY
3496253  01/03/2017
VARUN DHAWAN
trading as ;Varun Dhawan
5 Agnelo, Kadeshwari Mandir Marg, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Trader, Importer and Merchant
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809113

MUMBAI
Watches, clocks, time pieces, components & parts thereof, horological instruments; cuff links; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; precious metals & their alloys & goods made therefrom; jewellery, costume jewellery, precious stones & ornaments imitation jewellery, electroformed jewellery being goods included in class 14.
3497284  01/03/2017
A & P ENTERPRISES
ANKITA SHARMA
MEENAKSHI KHANNA
35, S/F, LEFT SIDE, 100 FEET ROAD, GHITORNI, NEW DELHI-110030
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS MOHIT GULATI
A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110018
Used Since :06/06/2016

DELHI
ARTIFICIAL AND PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES AND ITEMS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
RIVAAH

3500150  02/03/2017

TITAN COMPANY LIMITED
132/133, Divyasree Technopolis, Off HAL Airport Road, Yamalur Post, Yamalur, Bangalore - 560037
Manufacturer and Merchant
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Used Since: 15/02/2017

CHENNAI

Precious Stones, Semi-Precious Stones, Gold Ornaments, Unwrought Gold, Silver Articles, Jewelry, Diamonds, Amulets, Bracelets, Chains, Earrings, Trinkets and the goods of the like covered under Class 14
3502531    03/03/2017
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 12/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
3502881  03/03/2017
GAJANAND KUMHAR S/O CHHITAR MAL KUMHAR
trading as : BARMUNDA GEMS
KUMHARO KA MOHILLA , MACHWA, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN-303706
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE VIDHYADHAR NAGAR JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 20/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
GEMS, GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
MARC FORD
3509111 16/03/2017
SONAM ANEJA
63, First Floor, Old Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi - 110060
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
jewelry, watches
2728371  30/04/2014
TRIDENT GROUP LIMITED
SCO 20-21, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH, INDIA
TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND GOODS IN CLASS 15
S.R.thorat

2730661    05/05/2014

S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FISHMAN
2732488  06/05/2014
GULSHAN RAI
trading as ;JUST MUSIC PVT. LIMITED.
# 2082, PHASE-7, MOHALI, (PUNJAB).
TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :02/05/2014
DELHI
Musical instruments.
2733654 08/05/2014
BAJAAO MUSIC PRIVATE LIMITED
D-71, SYMPHONY CHANDIVALI, OFF SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :06/04/2009

MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT IN CLASS 15
ESSEL

2736307   13/05/2014

ESSEL PROPACK LIMITED
Top Floor, Times Tower, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPAK G PARMAR
Dipak Girdharlal Parmar Cyber-IPR 13/A, Bhaijivanji Lane, Thakurdwar Road, Mumbai 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1875630

MUMBAI
Musical instruments(other than talking machines and wireless apparatus).
3478123    09/02/2017
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiya, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3502509  03/03/2017
RISHA INTERNATIONAL
trading as :RISHA INTERNATIONAL
SHOP NO. 1, SANGRILA BUILDING ,CTS NO. 551/77 , B.P.K. ROAD , MULUND (WEST),MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :07/07/2016
MUMBAI
BOW NUTS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,MUTES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS / DAMPERS FOR MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS,KEYBOARDS INSTRUMENTS,ELECTRONIC MUSICAL KEYBOARDS,PIANO KEYBOARDS, ELECTRIC
KEYBOARDS [MUSICALINSTRUMENTS], ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS [MUSICALINSTRUMENTS], KEYBOARDS FOR
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1741402  08/10/2008
MRS. LAURA BENITO
trading as : INSTITUTO HISPANIA
D-59, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/06/2008
DELHI
; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); INCLUDING BOOKS, MAGAZINE CATALOGUES, COMPUTER PRINTOUT, ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL INCLUDING PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, LOOSE-LEAF, BINDERS, LEAFLETS, VISITING CARDS, BILL VOUCHERS, MAPS, CHARTS, REGISTERS, NOTE BOOK, GRAPHIC PICTURES, LABELS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, AND DIRECTORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
1948213  09/04/2010
BHASKAR UNITED SPORTING PRIVATE LIMITED
6, DWARKA SADAN, PRESS COMPLEX, M.P. NAGAR, ZONE 1, BHOPAL 462011 (MP)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS, AND BOOKLETS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; BINDERS STATIONERY; INSTRUCTION MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT; DRAWING BOOKS AND PADS; BIRTHDAY GREETING CARDS; GREETING CARDS; POSTCARDS; PRINTED TICKETS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; NOTEPADS; NOTEBOOKS; PHOTO ENGRAVINGS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; ADDRESS BOOKS; PEN AND PENCIL CASES; BLOTTERS; PENS; PENCILS; PEN AND PENCIL HOLDERS; ERASERS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; DRAWING RULERS; UNGRADUATED RULERS; DRAFTING RULERS; BOOKMARKS; POSTERS; CALENDARS; PAPER GIFT BAGS; FABRIC GIFT BAGS; PAPER BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PRINTED PAPER LABELS; BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED LABELS, ADDRESS LABELS, SHIPPING LABELS; BLACKBOARD; SCRAPBOOK; HEIGHT CHARTS, PRINTED CHARTS; PRINTED PAPER SHOPPING BAGS; PICTURES; MAGAZINES FEATURING POSTERS PRINTED PAPER AND CARDBOARD SIGNS; DIARIES; WRITING PADS OF PAPER; STICKERS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD POSTERS; PRINTED PAPER BEER MATS; CATALOGS, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES AND OTHER PRINTED MATTERS IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT; PRINTED IRON-ON TRANSFERS; PAPER FLAGS; MAPS; PRINTED PAPER AND CARDBOARD PLACEMATS; LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTS; GRAPHIC ART PRINTS; TEMPORARY TATTOOS; DISPLAY BOARDS PICTORIAL PRINTS; GRAPHIC ART AND ART REPRODUCTIONS: CHECKBOOK HOLDERS; PAINTING AND COLORING SETS FOR CHILDREN; FILE STORAGE BOXES FOR STORAGE OF BUSINESS AND PERSONAL RECORDS AND PHOTO STORAGE BOXES; AND PRINTED PAPER NOVELTY HATS
HINDUSTAN YUVA

1958909  30/04/2010
M/S. HT MEDIA LIMITED
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/03/2010
DELHI
NEWS PAPERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, PERIODICALS, BUSINESS PAPERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE HINDUSTAN.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
1979607  14/06/2010
SAMEER KHANNA
MUNISH KHANNA
trading as : PIONEER TRADERS
ADDA TANDA JALANDHAR
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since : 01/04/2007
DELHI
NOTE BOOKS AND PRINTED MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
MathWorks

2036610  12/10/2010
THE MATHWORKS INC.
3 APPLE HILL DRIVE, NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS 01760 U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES (ADV)
# 903, 9TH FLOOR INDRAPRAKASH 21 BARAKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :31/03/1986
DELHI
PRINTED MATTER. BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2038988  18/10/2010

BANWARI LAL KUSHWAH

trading as ;GARIMA REAL ESTATE AND ALLIED

403, SOURAW PLAZA, GOLE KA MANDIR, GWALIOR-474005 (M.P.).

MANUFACTURERS, PACKER AND MERCHANTS

INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE,

320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

Used Since :31/12/2007

MUMBAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHERS CLASS, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPH, STATIONERY, ARTIST MATERIALS, OFFICE REQUISITES, PAINT BRUSH, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARD BOARDS, ALBUMS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS (STATIONARY) BAGS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC, FOR PACKAGING, ALL TYPES OF BALL PENS, ALL TYPES OF FOUNTAIN PENS, ALL TYPES OF PENCILS, ALL TYPES OF STATIONERS, ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER STATIONERY, ALL TYPES OF NOTE BOOKS AND OTHER BOOKS, BOOKLETS, BOOKS, CALENDARS, CATALOGUES, LABELS, STICKERS, LETTER PAD, VISITING CARDS, MAGAZINES, PLAYING CARDS, PRINTED PUBLICATION, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2051276  09/11/2010
M/S. EMIRATES NBD BANK P.J.S.C.
BANIYAS STREET, DEIRA, P.O. BOX 777, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES.

A NATIONAL EMIRATES BANK DULY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF U.A.E.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA KALRA
3RD FLOOR H L ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 MLU DWARKA NEW DELHI-75

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
2058418  24/11/2010
PUNEET JAIN
trading as ;SOHAN LAL NEM CHAND JAIN
90 CHAWRI BAZAR DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER / TRADER / MARKETING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REPRESENTS & THOUGHT ITS PARTNER’S
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :01/01/1965
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS ALL INCLUDING IN CLASS-16.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2059369    26/11/2010
LILLIPUT KIDSWEAR LTD
D-95, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110020

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.
S.C.O.-12 GROUND FLOOR SEC-17 NEAR L.I.C. BUILDING KURUKSHETRA-136118
Used Since :01/01/2010

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING [NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES]; PLAYING CARDS; AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 16.
aman STAR

2060502  29/11/2010
WASHVI AHMAD
FAHIM AHMAD
trading as : AMAN STAR BRUSH CORPORATION
H. NO. 39, SHEKHAN, SHERKOT, DISTT. BIJNOR, U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/11/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF PAINTING BRUSHES, ARTISTIC BRUSHES, ROLLER BRUSHES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2162919   21/06/2011
KANTILAL B. PATEL KARTA OF DEVJI RAVJI PATEL (HUF)
trading as : MAHARASHTRA BOOK MFG. CO.
181, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI - 400 003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 01/04/2010
MUMBAI
NOTEBOOK, DIARY, ACCOUNT BOOK INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2265074   12/01/2012
JAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS LTD.
JAIN PLASTIC PARK, N.H. No.6, BHAMBORI, JALGAON-425001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since :01/09/2011

Mumbai
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2265076  12/01/2012
JAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS LTD.
JAIN PLASTIC PARK, N.H. No.6, BHAMBORI, JALGAON-425001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since :01/09/2010
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERSS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2265078  12/01/2012
JAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS LTD.
JAIN PLASTIC PARK, N.H. No.6, BHAMBORI, JALGAON-425001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since :01/09/2009
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERSS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2266212  13/01/2012

UTV SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
1ST FLOOR BUILDING NO.14, SOLITAIRE CORPORATE PARK, GURU HARGOVINDJI MARG, CHAKALA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since : 31/08/2011

MUMBAI
PRINTING OF FILMS AND PHOTOS AND PICTURES, PHOTOGRAPHS, PERIODICALS, PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, LITERATURES, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS, WRITTEN ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, STORY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, MANUALS, VISITING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, STICKERS, LABELS, BANNERS, LETTER HEADS, PAMPHLETS, FOLDERS, BOOK BINDING MATERIALS, CARDBOARDS AND CARDBOARDS ARTICLES, PLASTIC AND VINYL MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND ALL KINDS STATIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2268568  18/01/2012
TARANA SAMIR SHAH
JACHTLAAN 71, EDEGEM, 2650, BELGIUM
MERCHANT
BELGIUM NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTERS, PERIODICALS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, BOOKLETS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, BUSINESS PROMOTION MATERIAL MADE OF PAPER, BANNERS, POSTERS, PRINTED FORMS AND DOCUMENTS FOR USE IN RELATION TO BUSINESS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 16

SPIRIT OF MATH SCHOOLS INC.
178, WILLOWDALE AVENUE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M2N 4Y8
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ONTARIO, CANADA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LAW POINT
GOVIND DHAM, 2 JAY MAHAL, 'A' ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PRINTED CORRESPONDENCE COURSE MATERIALS; EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF MATHEMATICS FOR ALL GRADES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR ALL GRADES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR MATHEMATICS; AND OTHER SIMILAR GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2276964  03/02/2012
HUNGAMA DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED.
F-1, 1ST FLOOR, LAXMI WOOLLEN MILLS ESTATE, SHAKTI MILLS LANE, OFF DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MAHALAXMI,
MUMBAI-400011
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/01/1999
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BROCHURES; MAGAZINES; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR
STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE
REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC
MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED ON OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..885656,929186, 929189 and
1284201.
2615592  22/10/2013
THOMAS COOK (INDIA) LIMITED
THOMAS COOK BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since :01/10/2013

To be associated with:
2615588, 2615591

MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARD BOARD AND BOARD ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTERS, PERIODICALS, BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, ARTIST MATERIALS, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION

Translation:  HOLIDAY PAR HOLIDAY FREE
2633543   26/11/2013
MARKSMAN MEDIA SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
21A, RANI SHANKARI LANE, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER & EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/09/2013
KOLKATA
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers type; printing blocks.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 16

2717284 11/04/2014
BLACK HORSE ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 180, CAPITAL TOWER, DR. MGR SALAI (KODAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD), NUNGAMBakkAM,
CHENNAI-600 034, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2713109
CHENNAI
BOOKS; MAGAZINES; PERIODICALS; MANUALS; NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS; CATALOGUES;
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS;
STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS;
PAINt BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL
AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
R K R GOLD PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as R K R GOLD PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.10, SRINIVASA RAGHAVAN STREET, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641002, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

CHENNAI
BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS
2720462  17/04/2014  
Roshan Lodha  
trading as ;LAWPOINT PUBLICATIONS  
6C.R.N. MUKHERJEE ROAD,KOLKATA 700001  
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT  
Used Since :01/04/2013  
KOLKATA  
printed matter, book binding material, photographs, instructional and teaching material.
2721280  21/04/2014
ROYAL REFINERY PVT. LTD.
3-E, Trishla Premises Co. Op. Society Ltd., 3rd Floor, 122, Sheikh Menon Street, Mumbai-400 002
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
Promotional materials like brochures, pamphlets, carry bags of paper, etc. related to ornaments jewellery
PROMINENT

2724991  25/04/2014
MR. SANTOSH KUMAR
trading as : BIG BEN ENTERPRISES
B-32, PARYAVARAN COMPLEX, NEB SARAI, NEW DELHI-110030
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since : 10/04/2013

DELHI
PAPER NAPKINS, FACE TISSUE, TOILET TISSUE, PAPER HAND TOWEL, TOILET ROLL.
2726598  28/04/2014

W5RTC SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as W5RTC SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDEN PALM APARTMENT, # B2-204, K. NARAYANAPURA CROSS, HENNUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560077, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNDARESH A.V.
147 (OLD 150) 1ST FLOOR, MALLESHWARAM ARCADE, MARGOSA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 003.
Used Since : 15/10/2013

CHENNAI
LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS AND OTHER OFFICES STATIONERY, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS,
HOARDINGS, BROCHURES, TEACHING MATERIALS AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED
2727480  29/04/2014
RAMACHANDRA NAIDU GALLA
GIRIDRUSHYA" RENIGUNTA-CUDDAPPAH ROAD, KARAKAMBADI, TRIUPATI, ANDHRA PRADESH- 517 520
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :05/09/2013
CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER
2727719  29/04/2014
SHRI RATANLAL GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI KUSHALRAJ GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI MUKESH RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI PRITESH KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
SHRI MAHAVIR RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI ABHISHEK KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
trading as ;OSWAL OVERSEAS
OSWAL HOUSE, PLOT NO.4 AND 11,SECTOR NO2, KANDLA SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, GANDHIDHAM(KUTCH)370230
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :19/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
BAGS OF PAPER OR PLASTICS FOR PACKAGING
2728252  30/04/2014
FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
trading as ;FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
FEDERATION HOUSE KEMPEGOWDA ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 009
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since : 14/03/2014
CHENNAI
PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, JOURNALS, AWARD DIRECTORIES, PRESS KITS COMPRISING PRINTED BOOKLETS OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS AND PROGRAMS, VISITING CARDS, LETTER PADS, PRINTED MATTER, INCLUDING CATALOGUES, ROASTERS, LEAFLETS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PROJECT REPORTS, PERIODICALS, MEMBERSHIP CARDS BOOKLETS, MAPS, GUIDES, PLASTIC FOLDER AND FILES, PAPER FOLDERS. COMPUTER PRINTOUTS, MANUALS, ETC,
East to East Economic Corridor

2728253  30/04/2014

FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

trading as : FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

FEDERATION HOUSE KEMPEGOWDA ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 009

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALMT LEGAL

2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Used Since : 19/12/2013

CHENNAI

PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, JOURNALS, AWARD DIRECTORIES, PRESS KITS COMPRISING PRINTED BOOKLETS OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS AND PROGRAMS, VISITING CARDS, LETTER PADS, PRINTED MATTER, INCLUDING CATALOGUES, ROASTERS, LEAFLETS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PROJECT REPORTS, PERIODICALS, MEMBERSHIP CARDS BOOKLETS, MAPS, GUIDES, PLASTIC FOLDER AND FILES, PAPER FOLDERS, COMPUTER PRINTOUTS, MANUALS, ETC.
EasttoEast

2728254  30/04/2014

FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
trading as ;FEDERATION OF KARNATAKA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND
INDUSTRY
FEDERATION HOUSE KEMPEGOWDA ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since : 19/12/2013

To be associated with:
2728252

CHENNAI

PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, JOURNALS, AWARD DIRECTORIES, PRESS KITS
COMPRISING PRINTED BOOKLETS OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS AND PROGRAMS, VISITING CARDS, LETTER
PADS, PRINTED MATTER, INCLUDING CATALOGUES, ROASTERS, LEAFLETS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PROJECT REPORTS,
PERIODICALS, MEMBERSHIP CARDS BOOKLETS, MAPS, GUIDES, PLASTIC FOLDER AND FILES, PAPER FOLDERS.
COMPUTER PRINTOUTS, MANUALS, ETC,
2728646    30/04/2014
ANANT MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
M-76, M-Block Market, IInd Floor, Greater Kailash-II, New Delhi-110048.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since : 15/07/2011
To be associated with:
1174323, 1328124, 2728645

DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials not included in other classes, printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus); plastic materials for packing (not included in other classes); printers’ type, printing blocks.
2728684   30/04/2014
IKARTHICK
trading as : I KNACK EDUCATIONAL HUB
NO.2/525A, H.R.H.K.NAGAR, MANGALAM MAIN ROAD, PERIYANDIPALAYAM POST, TIRUPUR-641 687, TIRUPUR-DIST,
TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/02/2012
CHENNAI
NEWS PAPER, PERIODICALS, JOURNAL, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKS, BOOK BINDING
MATERIALS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEACHING MATERIALS
2729015     01/05/2014
SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL
trading as ;SATISFACTIORY & COMPANY
43/1, B.M.SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since : 10/04/2012
KOLKATA
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers' type; printing blocks being included in class-16.
TAPASYA PROJECTS LTD
63-D BASANT LOK VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI 110057
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/03/2014

DELHI
PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL LIKE MAGAZINE, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, VISITING CARDS, FOLDERS, LABELS, STICKERS, POSTERS & LEHER HEADS, WRITING PADS, INVOICES, BILLS, CARRY BAGS, BAGS, CATALOGUE, BOOKS, PAPER & STATIONERY IN CLASS 16.
NAILPRO

2730026  02/05/2014

CREATIVE AGE PUBLICATIONS, INC.
7628 Densmore Avenue, Van Nuys, California, 91406, U.S.A.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A corporation of the State of California, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

Magazine of general news and features for the nail industry.
2730604   05/05/2014
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL,
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/01/2005

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, BOOK BINDING MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, MARATHI, HINDI AND ENGLISH LITERATURE, DAILY NEWSPAPER, PERIODICALS, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS) AND PRINTING BLOCKS.
IPAPPM
2730717  05/05/2014
INTERNATIONAL PAPER APPM LIMITED
trading as ;INTERNATIONAL PAPER APPM LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, KRISHNA SAPPHIRE BUILDING, HITECH CITY MAIN ROAD, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :16/12/2013

CHENNAI
PAPERS OF ALL KINDS OF WHICH INCLUDES WRITING PAPERS, NEWS PRINTED PAPERS, OFFICE DOCUMENTATION
PAPERS, PHOTO COPIERS, PHOTO PRINTING PAPERS, MULTIPURPOSE COPIER PAPERS, AND PRINTING PAPERS
APPSGURU
2730720  05/05/2014
APPSGURU BUSINESS IT CONSULTING PVT LTD
trading as ;APPSGURU BUSINESS IT CONSULTING PVT LTD
4TH AND 5TH FLOORS, GOVARDHAN KUNJI, PLOT NO.13/A, NEAR COMMUNITY HALL, S.R. NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500038
AP
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :07/08/2012
To be associated with:
2475455
CHENNAI
COMPUTER PRINT-OUTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MANUALS, OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONSOF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTIONS STATIONERY INCLUDING CONTINUOUS STATIONERY FOR COMPUTERS, RIBBONS AND INK; COMPUTER CARDS, PRINTED MATTER, COMPUTER REQUESTS; BROCHURES, CATALOGUES, NEWS BULLETINES, PERIODICALS, CHARTS, PROJECT AND FEASIBILITY REPORTS, ADVERTISING MATERIALS AND HOARDINGS
2731014  05/05/2014

VINOD KUMAR GUPTA
SAHIL GUPTA
VIPUL GUPTA

trading as ;V & S PUBLISHERS
F-2/16, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 24/12/2010

DELHI

PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS & PERIODICALS.
UPTODATE

2731036  05/05/2014
MRS. ASHA SEHGAL
MR. SATISH SEHGAL
trading as :ASHOKA PUBLISHING HOUSE
OM SHRI SHOP NO 25 C.S.C. 13, D.D.A. MARKET OPP D-3 POCKET SEC-16 ROHINI DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/01/1976

DELHI

GUESS PAPERS, BOOKS AND STATIONERY, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTERS, BOOKS-BINDING MATERIALS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY ADHESIVE FOR STATIONERY, ARTISTS, MATERIALS PAINT BRUSHES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING PLAYING CARDS
PROMEGA

2731075  05/05/2014
MR. RAHUL CHAUDHARY

trading as : PROMEGA INDUSTRIES

J-11, FIRST FLOOR, UDYOG NAGAR, ROHTAK NAGAR, DELHI-110041
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.

Used Since : 01/04/2014

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE PRINTING BLOCKS.
SARANGI
2731093   05/05/2014
BHARAT BHUSHAN KAPOOR
295 IBRAHIM MANDI KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING TEXT BOOKS, GUIDES, CHILDREN BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, HELP BOOKS & REFERENCE BOOKS.
GUANGZHOU DOMINIC STATIONERY CO., LTD
trading as : GUANGZHOU DOMINIC STATIONERY CO., LTD
NO.5, COMMUNITY 12) YONGXING INDUSTRIAL PARK, BAIYUN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY, GUANGDONG PROVINCE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI - 600 041.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
STAPLERS STATIONERY DOCUMENT FILES [STATIONERY] PENCIL BOXES INK WRITING INSTRUMENTS PENS [OFFICE REQUISITES] WRITING MATERIALS PENCILLEAD HOLDERS BOXES FOR PENS CRAYONS CORRECTING TAPES [OFFICE REQUISITES] CORRECTING FLUIDS [OFFICE REQUISITES]
2731664 06/05/2014
MOOLCHAND SAREMAL JAIN
trading as SHREE SHEETALNATH ENTERPRISES
722, KHATRI POLE, OPP. PADA POLE, GANDHI ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380001, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :31/12/2006
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF NOTE BOOK COVERS, EXAM PADS, PENS, BALL PENS, REFILLS, SKETCH PENS, PENCILS, SCALES AND ALL TYPE STATIONERY ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
Seven Seas
2732407  06/05/2014
DANGSON HOTEL & RESTAURANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Dangson Hotel & Restaurants Private Limited
A-2/36, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027.
Hotelier, restaurateur and hospitality services.
Body incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Used Since :01/04/1999
DELHI
Stationery and office requisites (other than furniture), paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials including albums, folders, forms, invoices, cards, menu cards, booklets, paper napkins; printed matter including newsletters, periodicals, calendars, brochures, pamphlets and publicity materials.
STYLO MEDIA SERVICES PVT. LTD
trading as ;STYLO MEDIA SERVICES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO- 21A UDAYAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,3 NO PAGLADANGA ROAD,KOLKATA- 700015.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONORANJAN MONDAL, ADVOCATE
AUROBINDANAGAR,STREET NO.7,P.O.HINDUSTHAN CABLES,DIST.BURDWA,PIN 713 335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2014

KOLKATA
PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2733052  07/05/2014
INKO SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :INKO SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.51, 6TH MAIN ROAD, RAJA ANNAMALAI PURAM, CHENNAI - 600028.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :17/01/2014

CHENNAI
PRINTING AND PUBLICATION OF PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, LITERATURES, LETTER HEADS, ENVELOPS, NEWSLETTERS, PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTING BLOCKS, STATIONERY, WRAPPING PAPERS, SPECIALIZED HANJI PAPER, ARTICLES FOR STUDENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED
2733588   08/05/2014
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/01/2013

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, BOOK BINDING MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, MARATHI, HINDI AND ENGLISH LITERATURE DAILY NEWSPAPER, PERIODICALS, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS) AND PRINTING BLOCKS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE IMAGE OF GLOBE
2734541  09/05/2014
VARSHA CHANDANI
trading as M/s. AMBIKE BAKERY
NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GARRA, DIST. BALAGHAT - 481 001 (M.P.)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/08/2011
To be associated with:
2734541
MUMBAI
Printed matters like visiting cards, letter heads, brochures, pamphlets, billbooks related to bakery products
2735654  12/05/2014
CHOUTI DEVI ASHOK KUMAR PUROHIT
trading as ;Tiger Agency
29, Reddy Raman Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-79
Manufacturer, Trading and Service Provider
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
528, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :08/06/2006

CHENNAI
Self Adhesive Tapes, Adhesives for stationery, Office Stationery, Stickers, Visiting Cards, Printing Materials, Publication of books, Broachers, books, advertisement Materials, Greeting Cards, Paper, Cardboard and goods made from these materials not included in other classes, Bookbinding Materials, Stationery, Paper products, Tissue paper, paint brush, Teaching Materials
2735773    12/05/2014
B.VEERA BHADRAM
trading as ;M/s. MIND SHINE
17-73, Road No.3, Srinagar Colony, Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh-500060
Trading in Stationery and educational supplies, Printed matter and Books.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
Used Since :12/05/2014

CHENNAI
Stationery and educational supplies, Printed matter, Books included in class 16
2736222  13/05/2014
AMRISH SHAH
53 - A, BELLE VIEW, 85, WARDEN ROAD, BREACH CANDY, MUMBAI-400 026.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2014
MUMBAI
NOVELS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2736225    13/05/2014
MR. RAJNEESH KHATTAR
V-215-B, 1st FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, STATIONERY, PACKING MATERIAL, PACKAGING, NEWSLEHERS, MAGAZINES,
CATALOGUES, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES, PAPER STICKERS
IGNIVA EDUVENT PVT. LTD.
VILLA NO. 67, BLOCK-2 SECTOR-48, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON HARYANA-122018
TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 08/05/2013

DELI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; ARTICLES MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, GREETING CARDS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, LEAFLETS, BULLETINS, POSTERS NEWSLETTERS PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY; ARTISTS MATERIALS; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS) PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PACKAGING MATERIALS, DIRECT MAILERS & PRINTED MATTER FOR PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISEMENT
J.D.MEDIA GROUP
2736766  13/05/2014
SMT. SONIA CHOPRA
trading as ;J.D. MEDIA GROUP
HOUSE 20-A, EKTA VIHAR, 120FT ROAD, NEAR D.C PETROL PUMP, JALANDHAR, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR, SANJAY GANDHI MRKT, BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB.
Used Since :06/03/2014
DELHI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING NEWSPAPERS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 16.
LONGEVITY
2736955  14/05/2014
HIMALAYA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.
106 Elizabethan Square, PO Box 1162, Grand Cayman KY1-1102, Cayman Islands.
Manufacturers, traders and exporters.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
KOLKATA
Journals, periodicals and other publications.
2737053    15/05/2014
VINAY C KALRO
330/9, 2'MAIN, DOMLUR INNER RING ROAD, NEAR INDIRANAGARFLYOVER, DAMLUR LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560071
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMVAD PARTNERS
62/1, PALACE ROAD, VASANTH NAGAR, BANGALORE-560001.
Used Since :01/01/1975

CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2737629  15/05/2014
3S PHOTOART PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;3S PHOTOART PRIVATE LIMITED
1-65/16, SREE VALLINILAYAM, GUTTALA BEGUMPET, KAVURI HILLS, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500081. AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHOTO PRINTING, PHOTO GIFTS, PHOTO FRAMES, WALL DECOR, PHOTO ALBUM AND PHOTOGRAPH SERVICES
RHYTHMIC

2737837    16/05/2014

BHARAT BHUSHAN KAPOOR
295, IBRAHIM MANDI, KARNAL-132001, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING TEXT BOOKS, GUIDES, CHILDREN BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, HELP BOOKS & REFERENCE BOOKS.
2737923  16/05/2014
K.S.RATNA KUMARI
trading as ;SREE LAXMI SRINIVASA AND CO
D.NO:11-8-13, MUDILI JAGANATHAM STREET, KOTHAPET, VILJAYAWADA -1, (AP), INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2010
CHENNAI
BOOKS
2739032  19/05/2014
NIMBA DEORAM AHIRE
trading as ;PAYAL PRAKASHAN
FLAT NO.6, VAISHNAVI PARK, NEAR JATRA HOTEL., ADGAON, NASHIK-422003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :10/11/2013
MUMBAI
PUBLISHING OF BOOKS NAMELY COMPETITIVE EXAM BOOKS OF MARATHI, ENGLISH, AND MATHEMATICS
2739730  19/05/2014
GREWAL TRADING COMPANY PVT LTD.
NEHRU GARDEN ROAD, JALANDHAR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIA COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR, SANJAY GANDHI MRKT. BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB.

Used Since :10/04/2013

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BROCHURES; MAGAZINES; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED ON OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 16.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since :21/02/2012

DELHI
STATIONERY; STATIONERY BOXES; PRINTING BLOCKS; CRAYONS; ARTISTS MATERIALS NAMELY ARTISTS' WATERCOLOR SAUCERS, WATER COLOURS, PAINTERS BRUSHES; FOLDERS; PODS; PEN CASES; PENHOLDERS; WRITING BOOKS; DRAWING BOOKS; WRITING PAPER; BOOKMARKERS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS NAMELY CARDBOARD BOXES, CARDBOARD; CARDBOARD ARTICLES; CHAIK; CHALK HOLDERS; CLIPBOARDS; COPYING PAPER; DOCUMENT FILES; DOCUMENT HOLDERS; ENVELOPE; PENCIL HOLDERS; GEOMETRY BOXES
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
STATIONERY; STATIONERY BOXES; PRINTING BLOCKS; CRAYONS; ARTISTS MATERIALS NAMELY ARTISTS’ WATERCOLOR SAUCERS, WATER COLOURS, PAINTERS BRUSHES; FOLDERS; PADS; PEN CASES; PENHOLDERS; WRITING BOOKS; DRAWING BOOKS; WRITING PAPER; BOOKMARKERS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS NAMELY CARDBOARD BOXES, CARDBOARD; CARDBOARD ARTICLES; CHALK; CHALK HOLDERS; CLIPBOARDS; COPYING PAPER; DOCUMENT FILES; DOCUMENT HOLDERS; ENVELOPE; PENCIL HOLDERS; GEOMETRY BOXES
2931051    27/03/2015
QUANTUM SKILL GAMING AND TECH PVT. LTD.
B-1/12 SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, 2ND FLOOR, NEW DELHI-110029
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
2977752  03/06/2015
WOG TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
E-5, AGARWAL METRO NEIGHTS, UNIT-752, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :22/10/2010
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks as included in class 16.
OutonTrip

3134772  23/12/2015
SIDDHARTH JAIN
L17 5, THIRD FLOOR, DLF PHASE 2, GURGAON 122002
TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ROLLING PAPERS
KROFTA PAPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

3211537  16/03/2016
KROFTA PAPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
DURGA BHAWAN, A-68, FIEE COMPLEX, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -II, NEW DELHI-110020.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001
Used Since :29/01/2015
To be associated with:
3124214
DELHI
TISSUE PAPER; ALL KINDS OF TISSUE PAPER CONVERTED PRODUCTS LIKE KITCHEN TOWEL, FACIAL TISSUE, TOILET PAPER, PAPER NAPKIN ETC; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3369082    21/09/2016
VEER SINGH
15, Abdul Kalam Road, New Delhi 110011
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3369077

DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.
3404776  05/11/2016
MAHESH MATHUR S/O SHRI RAM CHARAN LAL
trading as ;M/S MAHESH PRAKASHAN MANDIR
H.N. 438, SECTOR-14, AWAS VIKAS COLONY, SIKANDRA, AGRA (U.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND NOTE BOOK
3404777   05/11/2016
MAHESH MATHUR S/O SHRI RAM CHARAN LAL
trading as ;M/S MAHESH PRAKASHAN MANDIR
H.N. 438, SECTOR-14, AWAS VIKAS COLONY, SIKANDRA, AGRA (U.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND NOTE BOOK
D’DECOR
3434842  15/12/2016
D’DÉCOR HOME FABRICS PRIVATE LIMITED
S-14, 6th Floor, Solitaire Corporate Park,167, Guru Hargovindji Marg, Andheri East, Mumbai 400093, Maharashtra, India
Manufacturer and merchants
[a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956]
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :30/09/2009
To be associated with:
1844019, 2369981
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging; magazines, catalogues; printers' type and printing blocks.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1844019,2369981.
Devil's Devil

3463946    21/01/2017

PRAVEEN KENNETH
7A, Horizon, Pali Hill Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai 400050
Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TUSHAR AJINKYA
1203, One Indiabulls Centre, Tower 2, Floor 12 B, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400013

Used Since :27/07/2016

MUMBAI

advertisement boards of paper or cardboard, paper/cardboard/plastic materials for packaging, boxes of cardboard or paper, catalogues, flyers, signboards
3466850  27/01/2017
NRIGHT NUTRITION PVT LTD
trading as ;NRIGHT NUTRITION PVT LTD
C-16 AND 17, THIRU VI KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI-600 032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.V.S.GIRIDHAR & SAI ASSOCIATES
319 (OLD NO.155), III FLOOR, LINGHI CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAPER, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKLETS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS), MANUALS (HAND BOOKS), NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS
3471203   31/01/2017
YUMMEFY DIGITAL MEDIA PVT LTD.
trading as ;YUMMEFY DIGITAL MEDIA PVT LTD.
No. 2 Oak Lane, DLF Chattarpur Farms, Chattarpur, New Delhi 110074.
Manufacture and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
Used Since :18/04/2016

DELHI
Printed recipes sold as a component of food packaging, Recipe book,book & publications of all kinds, newspaper, periodicals; advertising materials, leaflets, hoardings; graphic reproduction and slides; paper and paper articles; stationery; computer print outs, printed operating instructions; instructional & teaching materials (other than apparatus), educational guides, notes & compilations; note books, writing pads; Kitchen Roll, Napkins, Kitchen Paper, Kitchen Paper Towel, letter heads, calendars & diaries; pictures, graphic reproductions; cards of all types & description including menu cards; albums included in Class 16
3487998 21/02/2017
SATYENDRA PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
OPP. HOTEL 2000, N. H. NO. 8, GOPALPURA - 388370 DIST. ANAND
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :31/12/2011
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING WHICH ARE NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OTHER CLASS INCLUDING MULTI-COLOUR PRINTED BOPP BAGS, LENO BAGS, FLEXIBLE MULTI LAYERS POUCH.
3488645  21/02/2017
MR. RUSHI M. SHAH
trading as ;SHREE MARUTI TRADERS
B-64, Shri Vallabha Home, B/h Ganesh Nagar, Dabhoi Road, Vadodara-390025, Gujarat

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR R. KADIYA (ADVOCATE)
38, UMIYANAGAR SOCIETY, NR. MUKESHNAGAR, RAJENDRAPARK ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415
Used Since :01/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
MFG. AND TRADING OF SCHOOL AND OFFICE STATIONARY, SYNTHETIC GUM, WHITE ADHESIVE, DRAWING PIN,
RUBBER BAND, DRAWING SET, CELLO TAP, ALL PIN AND U PIN, PLASTIC FILE, STAMP PAD INK, MARKING INK,
PERMANENT MARKER INK, WHITE BOARD MARKER INK.
3489835    22/02/2017
SAURABH CHUGH
1502/3, PARA MOHALLA, ROHTAK-124001 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-III, DELHI 110052
Used Since :04/01/2017

DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO PAPER TAPES, ADHESIVE TAPE DISPENSERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR STATIONERY USE, SELF
ADHESIVETAPES FOR STATIONERY AND HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, DOUBLE SIDED ADHESIVETAPES FOR STATIONERY
USE INCLUDED IN CLASS -16
3489971 22/02/2017
HIGHLAND MEDIA PUBLISHERS PVT.LTD
609, 6TH FLOOR, SWASTIK CHAMBERS, SION TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :30/09/2014
To be associated with:
3489970
MUMBAI
PERIODICALS PRINTED MATTER AND MAGAZINES BEING GOODS FALLING IN CLASS-16
3490035    22/02/2017
SITI NETWORKS LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/02/2017
To be associated with:
1008083, 1053964, 2109058, 3489980, 3490003
DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS; BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CLIPBOARDS; PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; CARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY; TEACHING MATERIALS.
MUMTAZ ARTS

3493838  27/02/2017
MUMTAZ ARTS
SIDDHARTH JAIN S/O SANJAY JAIN
LAKSHMI JAIN D/O. MUKAT SHIROMANI JAIN
402, RAGHUVIR BUSINESS EMPIRE, AAI MATA CHOWK, SURAT – 395010, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since: 02/12/2016

AHMEDABAD

CATALOGUE OF CLOTHES
3494917   28/02/2017
DR. SKINPIMPLES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;DR. SKINPIMPLES PRIVATE LIMITED.
305 Doctor House 14 Dr G Deshmukh Rd Opp Jaslok Hospital Mumbai 400 026.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Newsletters, books; magazines, periodicals, literary material, brochure & write ups; printed & published matter & teaching instruction materials; calendars, catalogues, paper & paper articles, labels, banners, letter heads, visiting cards, cardboards & cardboards articles, written advertisement materials, pamphlets and folder being goods included in class 16.
SVITY GOLD
3494920   28/02/2017
KAMANI FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Kamani Foods Private Limited.
One BKC, C Wing, 810, BKC, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
Manufacturers, Exporters and Merchants.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3307480
MUMBAI
Paper & paper articles, printed & published matter & teaching, educational & instructional books, dairies, files, envelopes, stickers, labels, banners, letter heads, visiting cards, greeting cards, literatures, brochures, cardboards & cardboards articles, stationery; plastic materials for packaging, written advertisement materials, writing pad, publications, periodicals, magazines, newspaper, pamphlets, folder, printed matter being goods included in class 16.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3307480.
ZIBALDI
3495162  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTIST’S MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PRINTING BLOCKS, TISSUE PAPER AND NAPKINS, PAPER BAGS, PAPER RIBBONS, WRAPPING PAPER, GREETING CARDS, SCRAP BOOKS, POSTCARDS, MAGZINES, CALANDERS, COMIC BOOKS, SKETCH PENS, BALL PENS, HIGH LIGHTERS, PENCILS, GEOMETRY BOX, SCALE, SHARPENERS, ERASERS, COLORING BOOKS, DRAWING BOOKS, FILES & FILE COVER, CRAYONS, GLUE, GLITTER GLUE.
3495371    28/02/2017
KARNAL FOODPACK CLUSTER LIMITED
trading as ;KARNAL FOODPACK CLUSTER LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1-2-3, AGRO PARK, MUGAL MAJRA ROAD, KUNJPURA, KARNAL 132023 (HARYANA)
Manufacturer and Distributors
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :21/08/2015
DELHI
Computer Print-Outs, Manuals, Operating Instructions, Books, Publications, Magazines, Stationery, Ribbons, Ink,
Computer Requisites, Cards, Pens, Pencils, Instructional & Teaching Materials, Advertisement Sheets, Pictures, Graphic
Reproductions, Transparencies, Written Matters, Paper And Paper Articles, Cardboard And Cardboard Articles, Printed
Matters, Newspapers, Periodicals, Adhesives, Artist Materials, Printers Type & Elitches (Stereotype).
3495916 01/03/2017
INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (ICAR)
trading as :INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (ICAR)
THOGAMALAI ROAD, THAYANUR POST, TIRUCHIRAPALLI-620102, TAMILNADU,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED AS SOCIETY UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAPER CARDBOARDS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS
BIG GREEN GANESHA
3495967  28/02/2017
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since: 03/09/2008
To be associated with:
2018390
MUMBAI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES(EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, ADDRESS STAMPS, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER/CARDBOARD, BAGS, ENVELOPES/POUCHES OF PAPER/PLASTICS, CALENDARS, CATALOGUES, COASTERS OF PAPER, COVERS/WRAPPERS, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES, FLYERS, GREETING CARDS, NOTEBOOKS, PAPER, PEN CASES/BOXES, POSTERS, PRINTED MATTER, SIGNBOARDS OF PAPER/CARDBOARD, WRITING MATERIALS/PAPER.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2018390.
BIG GREEN DURGA

3495977  28/02/2017

RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053

Merchants and Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.

Used Since :13/10/2010

MUMBAI

PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES(EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, ADDRESS STAMPS, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER/CARDBOARD, BAGS, ENVELOPES/POUCHES OF PAPER/PLASTICS, CALENDARS, CATALOGUES, COASTERS OF PAPER, COVERS/WRAPPERS, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES, FLYERS, GREETING CARDS, NOTEBOOKS, PAPER, PEN CASES/BOXES, POSTERS, PRINTED MATTER, SIGNBOARDS OF PAPER/CARDBOARD, WRITING MATERIALS/PAPER.
3496161  28/02/2017
NIDHI AGRAWAL  
trading as ;NIDHI AGRAWAL  
E-1/168, Arera Colony, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh - 462016 
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT  
Indian National  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
R.K. DEWAN & CO.  
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.  
 Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
BOOKS AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS; PERIODICALS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, STUDY GUIDES AND NOTES; ATLAS; MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; STATIONERY; LETTERHEAD PAPER; CALENDARS; DIARIES; DRAWINGS; PAPERS; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS; PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES.
3496541  01/03/2017
ETHNIC SCIENCE FOUNDATION
104, RASHMI HETAL BUILDING NO-01, PH-III CHS LTD., NEAR RAMDEV PARK, GODDEV, WAGAD NAGAR, MIRAROAD E), THANE - 401107, Maharashtra, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTERS, TEXT BOOKS, LEAFLETS, BANNERS, NEWS LETTERS.
Experiments with Chai

3496585  01/03/2017

M/S SUNSHINE TEAHOUSE PVT. LTD.
382, First Floor, 100 Feet Road, Ghitorni, New Delhi- 110030
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists’ and drawing materials; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers’ type, printing blocks.
3496817  01/03/2017
ARJUNBHAI P. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; INK, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR
HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS AND MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES
(EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS AND TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
3498428  02/03/2017
SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS,
NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS,
ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
3498434  02/03/2017
SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017

3498439 02/03/2017

SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
3498445    02/03/2017
SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
3498448  02/03/2017
SOCH BUSINESS MENTORS LLP
CHETAN RAISA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
204, SNS Business Park, South Gujarat University Road, Opp. J. H. Ambani School, Vesu, Surat - 395007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXPECT APPARATUS), GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS, GUIDES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
SHRI SHIV PRAKASHAN MANDIR
3501051  03/03/2017
SH. ROHIT AGGARWAL SMT. ASTHA AGGARWAL AND SMT. ASHA AGGARWAL
 trading as ;M/s Shri Shiv Prakashan Mandir
4734, 1st Floor, Ballimaran, Delhi- 110 006.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :01/01/2000

DELHI
Panchang calander, printed matter, printed publications, banners, hoardings, posters, brochures, books, stationery, paper, pamphlets and magazines.
3501613  03/03/2017
RITIKA JHUNJHUNWALA
4/25 Agrawal Nagar, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Matunga, Mumbai 400 019 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :06/07/2016
MUMBAI
Framed or unframed pictures and paintings; Portraits; watercolour paintings; Moulds for modelling clay; Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging; printers' type; printing blocks.
NEXT RADIO

3501742   03/03/2017

NEXT RADIO LIMITED
1-17,1-18,and 1-19,10th floor, Everest Building, The Tardeo Everest Premises Co-Operative Society Ltd.,156,D.J.Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai-400034

Manufacture and Merchants

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Used Since :19/04/2013

MUMBAI

paper and paper articles; stationery; office requisites; posters; post cards; charts and catalogs; folders; visiting cards; banners; glow signs; cardboard and cardboard articles; photographs; printed materials; billboards; menu cards; tissues and napkins (of paper); graphical reproductions; calendars; diaries; artist materials; advertisements and promotional matter; almanacs; coasters; hoardings; flags, placards, boxes, bags and containers(of paper/card boards) included in class 16
AQUA 5 IN 1
3501847  03/03/2017
SANJANA JINDAL
trading as ;BUSINESS
# 343, Zail Singh Nagar, Ropar, Punjab
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TARUNA GOEL
# 1309, Silver City, Zirakpur
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Adhesives for stationery purposes
3502284  03/03/2017  
M/S SUNSHINE TEAHOUSE PVT. LTD.
382, First Floor, 100 Feet Road, Ghitorni, New Delhi- 110030
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agoets address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists’ and drawing materials; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks.
3502626 03/03/2017
RAKESH KUMAR AGRAWAL S/O. LATE SH. MANAK CHAND AGRAWAL
trading as BHAGIRATH NANDLAL
202, TRIPOLIYA BAZAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Manufacture and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since 01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
Paper Stationary, Note books & Printed Books in class 16.
3505384   04/03/2017
THEOBROMA FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Theobroma Foods Private Limited
1504, Maker Chambers V, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Manufacturer and Merchant
Company incorporated under the laws of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cake Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; Menu Cards; Cake Boxes, Coasters, Mats of Paper and cardboard; Coupons; Face Towels, Handkerchiefs, Napkins, Tablecloth and Tissues Of Paper; Flyers; Diaries; Visiting Cards; Stationery; Printed Matter; Photographs; Plastic and Paper Materials For Packaging; Albums; Bags; Books; Bookmarks; Bottle Wrappers Of Paper; Coffee Filters; Envelopes; Greeting Cards; Photograph Stand; Paperweight; Pen; Pencils; Periodicals/Magazines; Paper Ribbons
1403116  01/12/2005
CARCO& S.R.L.,
VIA SANTA RADEGONDA 11 MILANO MI 20121 ITALY
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K & S PARTNERS
84-C, C - 6 LANE, OFF CENTRAL AVENUE, NEW DELHI- 110062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sealing gaskets; seals; waterproof packings; industrial seals; industrial waterproof packings; sealing rings
KAMAL DEEP

2059232  25/11/2010

RASHI JAIN.
MONIKA JAIN

trading as : KATYANI POLYMERS

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND KRISHNA DHARM KANTA, KAIRANA ROAD, SHAMLI - 247776, U.P

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI

PVC PIPES, HDPE PIPES PLUMBING PIPES AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
2108485  02/03/2011
SHEPHERD PLASTIC EXTRUSIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as SHEPHERD PLASTIC EXTRUSIONS PVT. LTD.
XX/503 A, MAJOR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KALAMASSERY, ERNAKULAM - 683 109, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
PVT.LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GUDWILL & GOODWILL.
41/785, "SWATHI" C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN - 35, KERALA.
Used Since: 01/01/2011
CHENNAI
PLASTIC WATER STORAGE TANK, DUST BIN, LARGE PLASTIC CONTAINERS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
Subject to association with application No 1085784.
2269984 20/01/2012
MRS. SEEMA AGARWAL
trading as ;MULTICOLOUR COMPOSITES
F-867B, ROAD NO. 14, VISHWAKARMA INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR-302013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/08/2009
AHMEDABAD
FIBER GLASS SHEET, POLYCARBONATE SHEET, ACRYLIC SHEET, PVC NETS, GALVOLUTE COLOUR COATED SHEET.
subject to no exclusive right over the word TUFF.
RAJSHREE TECHNOPLAST PVT. LTD.
D-47, CHOMU HOUSE, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since :01/03/1994

AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPE & FITTING THERE OF.
2402446  25/09/2012
SIDDHI ENGINEERS
BHARATKUMAR R. KHACHAR
BIPINKUMAR N. KHACHAR
RASIKLAL K. KHACHAR
trading as:SIDDHI ENGINEERS
G - 2223, KRANTI GATE MAIN ROAD, LODHIKA, G.I.D.C., AT- METODA, DIST- RAJKOT- 360021. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPES, LLDPE PIPES, HOSE PIPE, PPR PIPES, IRRIGATION SYSTEM, P.V.C. PIPES AND FITTINGS.
subject to association with Application No- .2402447.
SCHULAKETON

2717560  14/04/2014

A. SCHULMAN, INC.
3637 RIDGEWOOD ROAD, FAIRLAWN OHIO, USA.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dry solid plastic materials in bulk powder, pellet, granule, bead, sheet and film form for use in further processing by the plastics manufacturing industry
2726013 28/04/2014
MR. JAYDEEP VRUJLAL DEPANI
trading as ;RAJENDRA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 2636, KRANTI GATE, KALAVAD ROAD G.I.D.C METODA RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :24/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
P.V.C PIPES, FLEXIBLE PLASTIC PIPES FOR PLUMBING AND FITING PURPOSE.
NES-1/2A

2726896  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 30/01/1992

KOLKATA

Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-1B
2726897  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 30/01/1992
KOLKATA
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-3A

2726898  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 30/01/1992

KOLKATA

Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-2B

2726899   28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE,2 HARE STREET,KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :30/01/1992
KOLKATA
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-2C

2726900  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE,2 HARE STREET,KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :30/01/1992

KOLKATA
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-2F
2726901  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE,2 HARE STREET,KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :30/01/1992

KOLKATA
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
Nes-5B

2726902  28/04/2014
Nicco Engineering Services Ltd
Nicco House, 2 Hare Street, Kolkata 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Khaitan & Co LLP
Emerald House, 1B, Old Post Office Street, Kolkata 700 001, West Bengal, India.

Used Since: 30/01/1992

Kolkata

Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-6B
2726903  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE,2 HARE STREET,KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :30/01/1992
KOLKATA
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-7A

2726904  28/04/2014

NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 30/01/1992

KOLKATA

Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
NES-2H

2726905  28/04/2014
NICCO ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
NICCO HOUSE, 2 HARE STREET, KOLKATA 700001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 30/01/1992

KOLKATA

Chemical compositions for repairing leaks
Xtend

2727492    29/04/2014

MICROFIBER CORP PRIVATE LIMITED
Survey No. 209/3, Masat Industrial Estate, Village Masat, Samarwarni, Silvassa, Dadra & Nagar Haveli 396 230 within the Union of India

Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
plastic non-woven films
2727720 29/04/2014
SHRI RATANLAL GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI KUSHALRAJ GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI MUKESH RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI PRITESH KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
SHRI MAHAVIR RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI ABHISHEK KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
trading as: OSWAL OVERSEAS
OSWAL HOUSE, PLOT NO.4 AND 11, SECTOR NO2, KANDLA SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, GANDHIDHAM(KUTCH)370230
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 19/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
RECYCLED POLYAMIDE PLASTIC RESIN IN PELLET FORM FOR USE IN FURTHER MANUFACTURE
2729812 02/05/2014
SHAILESHBHAI K. KHUNT
Ashwinbhai J. Khunt
Gobarbhai B. Sakhya
Nileshbhai M. Pansuriya
Pratik D. Khunt
Chandreshbhai V. Padariya
trading as ;MADHAV ENTERPRISE
Plot No. 46, Survey No. 96/1, Iskon Industrial Area, Vill. Ravki, Tal. Lodhika, Dist. Rajkot (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
PVC PIPE, PIPE FITTINGS, FLEXIBLE PIPE, HDPE PIPE, PLASTIC PIPE, PVC COLUMN PIPE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2730663 05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
BLH
2731608  06/05/2014
RANCHODMAL P RATHOD
trading as ;BHARAT LIGHT HOUSE
H.B. COMPLEX, NEAR-BUTTER MARKET, HUBLI, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI
HOSEPIPES, FLEXIBLEPIPES, PVC PIPE, CONDUITPIPES, RIGID PIPE, PVC SLEEVINGS, PACKAGING, STOPPING AND
INSULATED MATERIAL, PVC TAPE, PVC CASING AND CAPING, MUDGUARD
2732394 06/05/2014
CHIRAG JAIN
trading as ;M/S. ARIHANT SALES
FF-22, ELLORA PLAZA-3, MAHARANI ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
PVC PIPE AND FLEXIBLE PIPE NOT OF METAL, SPRIKLER PUMP AND SPRIKLER FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2733271    08/05/2014
THE SUPREME INDUSTRIES LIMITED
612, RAHEJA CHAMBERS, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :15/01/2014
MUMBAI
CROSS LAMINATED FILM, COVERS MADE OF CROSS LAMINATED FILMS, COMPOSITE PIPES AND FITTINGS OF
FIBERGLASS, FILTERING MATERIALS (SEMI PROCESSED FOAMS OR FILMS OF PLASTIC); PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS,
PLASTIC SUBSTANCES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PLASTICS IN THE FORM OF FILM
OR SHEETS, UPVC PIPES, LLDPE TUBE, INJECTION MOULDED FITTINGS AND HANDMADE FITTINGS, POLYPROPYLENE
RANDOM COPOLYMER PIPES AND FITTINGS; FLEXIBLE PIPES AND HOSE PIPES (NON-METALLIC) BEING GOODS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
THERMAL FR COMPOSITE

2733629    08/05/2014
MR. RITESH P. THAKKAR
306, 3rd FLOOR, RICHI HOUSH, NR. RAILWAY CROSSING, B/H HOTEL MANSAROVAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD

PLASTIC PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS INCLUDING BOLT, NUT, ELBOW, TEE, REDUCER, FLANGE COUPLER, REDUCING TEE, COLAR, UNION, LONG RADIUS BEND, CROSS, END CAP, INSERTED FITTINGS, FLANGAL TYPE BALL VALVE, SCREW END TYPE BALL VALVE, NON RETURN VALVE, Y TYPE STRAINER, FOOT VALVE, GATE VALVE, BUTTER FLY VALVE MADE FROM ALL TYPE OF PLASTIC LIKE HDPE, P.P., CPVC, UHMW, NYLON, GLASS FIBER, PUF, P.U, PPRC, I C P, PPH, LDPE, ALL TYPES OF PLASTIC MULTI LAYER PIPES
2735817   13/05/2014
MAHESH SADASHIV MULGE
trading as : MAHESH PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 61, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HOTGI ROAD, SOLAPUR-413003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since : 04/02/2008
MUMBAI
PVC AND HOPE PIPES.
SANJEEVANI

2735925    13/05/2014
M/S. JAI AMBE POLYPRO PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. JAI AMBE POLYPRO PVT. LTD.
G-511 (C), INDRAPRASTHA INDUSTRIAL AREA, ROAD NO.-7, KOTA-324005, RAJASTHAN
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/05/2014

AHMEDABAD
WATER STORAGE TANKS MADE OF PLASTIC
2739357    19/05/2014

Mr Anshu Kumar
NAVIN KUMAR
RITA KUMARI
MEERA DEVI
DEONATH SINGH
JALAFI DEVI
trading as :RAJ POLYTUBES

FATEHJUNG PUR, P.O. SABALPUR, PS. DIDARGANJ, PATNA -800009. BIHAR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
an Indian Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

PVC Pipes, Filters & Fittings being included in class 17.
2739383  19/05/2014
SAYER DEVI DUGAR
trading as ;NORTH EAST SUPPLY AGENCY
P-12, NEW HOWRAH BRIDGE APPROACH ROAD, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2004

KOLKATA
Polythene Tube, Polythene Film being included in Class - 17,
OIKE & CO., LTD.
trading as ;OIKE & CO., LTD.
181 TOKUSAYAMA-CHO NISHI-IRU, NISHINOTOIN BUKKOJI, SHIMOGYO-KU KYOTO-SHI, KYOTO 6008461 JAPAN MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

METALIZED PLASTIC SHEETS FOR MOLDING AND FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MOLD PRODUCTS; SEMI-PROCESSED PLASTICS FOR MOLDING AND FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MOLD PRODUCTS
PRASHANT KANTIBHAI PAMBHAR
trading as :PRASHANT POLYPLAST
1st floor, Above Prashant Polymers, B/h Sasta Anaj Shop, Near Khodiyar Auto Garage, Village - Mavdi, Rajkot - 360 004, Gujarat (India)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
UPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, CPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, CPVC BALL VALVES, UPVC BALL VALVES, PVC BALL VALVES, PVC PLUG AND CAP, NON METALLIC AGRICULTURE PIPES AND FITTINGS, NON METALLIC DRIP IRRIGATION PIPES AND FITTINGS, NON METALLIC SWR (SOIL, WASTE AND RAIN) PIPES AND FITTINGS.
3488573    21/02/2017
KANHAIYA LAL BALDEWA
trading as ;SHREE PAWAN PLYWOODS
1482 B/5, WAZIR NAGAR KOTLA MUBARAKPUR, NEW DELHI-110003.
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/ MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZ POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/01/2017
DELHI
ACRYLIC SHEETS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE. TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC RESIN SHEETS INCORPORATING CONDUCTIVE MESHES, TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC SHEETS INCORPORATING SHIELDING FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES, ACRYLIC RESIN SHEETING FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF LAMINATED GLASS, RUBBER HOSE FOR USE WITH WELDING APPARATUS, RUBBER SHEETS, BONDING FILM FOR HEAT-INITIATED LAMINATION WITH PRINTED MATTERS. AS PER CLASS 17.
ZIBALDI

3495163  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
HOSE PIPES, PPR PIPES/PEX PIPES, PVC & PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLE PIPES, CONDUIT PIPES, PVC BANDS, PVC PIPES, PVC FITTINGS, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL, LAMINATED SHEET, BACKLIGHT SHEET AND RUBBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3495529    28/02/2017
SANJAY JAIN
trading as ;MADHAV COTEX PVT LTD
10/231, FIRST FLOOR RAGHUBAR PURA MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 110031
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUALITY REGISTRATION CO.
R-7, Gali 15, Garima Garden Near St. Mary School Sahibabad Ghaziabad (U.P.) 201005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
POLYURETHANE FOAM SHEETS
3496818  01/03/2017
ARJUNBHAI P. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
HASTHA
3497036   02/03/2017
PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
trading as ;PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
T3, III FLOOR, CHONA CENTER, OLD #45/ NEW 16, COLLEGE ROAD, NUNGABAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600006 TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V LEGAL EMPIRE
NO.4F, FOURTH FLOOR, MOUNT CHAMBERS BUILDING, NO.758, ANNA SALAI, THOUSAND LIGHTS, CHENNAI-600002.
Used Since :01/06/2015

CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURES; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT METAL.
CASA
3499894    02/03/2017

KISHANBHAI J. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
ASIAN PAINTS SMARTCARE FABSEAL

3500180  02/03/2017
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
6 A, SHANTI NAGAR, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 055.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :28/01/2016
To be associated with:
3431280

MUMBAI
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not metal.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SMARTCARE FABSEAL EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3431280.
3500223   02/03/2017
ANIL ANANDA PATIL
trading as ;PATIL TRADING COMPANY
SURVEY NO.121/1, PLOT NO.2 A, RAMNAGAR, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON, 425003, DIST. JALGAON, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
PVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES, NON-METAL COUPLINGS FOR PIPES, NON METAL PIPE FITTINGS, ELBOWS NOT OF METAL FOR PIPES, JOINTS, NOT OF METAL, FOR PIPES, FLEXIBLE PLUMBING PIPES OF PLASTIC.
ABRD
3500588 03/03/2017
AMOL CHUDAMAN CHAUDHARI
trading as; AMOL CHUDAMAN CHAUDHARI
E-105, 1ST FLOOR, PRAMUKH MILAN, SAMARVARNI, SILVASSA - 396 230, DADRA NAGAR HAVELI, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
SELF ADHESIVE TAPES
NEW WHITE CABLE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
A-55, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, G.T. ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110095, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/01/2017

DELHI
HOSEPIPES, PPRPIPES/PEXPIPES, PVC & PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLEPIPES, PVC BANDS, PVCPIPES, PVC FITTINGS, CONDUITPIPES, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATINGMATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
SUBRATA PAUL
trading as ;MAA TARA HARDWARE
JALAN COMPLEX,NH-6,BOMBAY ROAD,JANGALPUR,AGRORI,HOWRAH-711302,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :26/09/2006

KOLKATA
PVC PIPES, PVC STORAGE TANK AND PVC FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3501914  03/03/2017

SUBRATA PAUL
trading as ;MAA TARA HARDWARE
JALAN COMPLEX,NH-6,BOMBAY ROAD,JANGALPUR,AGRORI,HOWRAH-711302,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA
COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :26/09/2006

KOLKATA
PVC PIPES, PVC STORAGE TANK AND PVC FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3501915 03/03/2017

SUBRATA PAUL
trading as ;MAA TARA HARDWARE
JALAN COMPLEX,NH-6,BOMBAY ROAD,JANGALPUR,AGRORI,HOWRAH-711302,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since:26/09/2006

KOLKATA

PVC PIPES, PVC STORAGE TANK AND PVC FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3501916  03/03/2017
SUBRATA PAUL
trading as ;MAA TARA HARDWARE
JALAN COMPLEX,NH-6,BOMBAY ROAD,JANGALPUR,AGRORI,HOWRAH-711302,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :26/09/2006
To be associated with:
3255779
KOLKATA
PVC PIPES, PVC STORAGE TANK AND PVC FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3510181  18/03/2017

P. JAI SINGH, TRADING AS JAI AAI-G ENTERPRISES,
No.13, Angelo Nagar - II, Kosappur, Chennai - 600 060
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Rigid PVC Pipes, Conduit Pipes, PVC Fitting, Plumbing Pipe, PVC Corrugated/Flexible Pipes, PVC Casing and Capping,
Garden Hose Pipes, Agri Hose Pipe, Section Hose Pipe and Breaded Hose Pipes, PVC Grip Holder.
OLYMPIA

1618904   06/11/2007
LUGGAGE AMERICA, INC.

trading as : LUGGAGE AMERICA, INC.
24200 SOUTH MAIN STREET, CARSON, CALIFORNIA, 90745, USA.

GOODS.
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS.
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LUGGAGE, SUITCASES, TRAVELING BAGS, CARRYING CASES, GARMENTS BAGS, TOTE BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS AND BACKPACKS.
RAJESH KUMAR CHATURVEDI
A-8/4, SHRI RAJSARTHI CHS, INDIRA NAGAR, NASIK 422009, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING OF GOODS

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
2252162  19/12/2011
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
trading as ;Aditya Birla Retail Limited
5th AND 6th FLOORS, SKYLINE ICON, 86/92, NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 059.
MERCHANTS
a Company registered under the Indian Companies Act of 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, SUITCASES, BAGS, TRUNKS, UMBRELLAS, VANITY CASES, WALKING STICKS.
2336279  23/05/2012
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND Imitations OF LEATHER, And Goods Made OF These Materials And Not Included In Other Classes, Animal Skins, hides, Trunks And Travelling Bags, umbrellas, Parasols And walking Sticks, whips, harness And saddlery Included In Class 18
2703596   21/03/2014

SHRUTHI PANIRAJ
No 76, 10th B, Main Road, 1st Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore - 560011.
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :04/02/2013

CHENNAI
Luggage, bags, wallets.
2717771  15/04/2014
NIKUNJ KUMAR CHHEDA
F-306, SHREE TIRUPATI BALAJI SRA CHS, NR VIJAY NGR HALL, SAHAR RD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :03/01/2012
MUMBAI
LEATHER BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, WALLETS AND SCHOOL BAGS IN CLASS 18
2722876    22/04/2014
COSMIC EAGLE BRANDS PVT.LTD
4A/51 OLD RAJINDER NAGAR DELHI 110060
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, HAND BAGS, WALLETS, PURSES, SPORTS BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS,
BRIEF CASES, VANITY CASES AND LEATHER BELTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
2726767    28/04/2014
SSIPL LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-1/F4, Mohan Co-Operative Industrial Estate, Main Mathura Road, New Delhi-110044
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :03/04/2013
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddler.
2727789  30/04/2014
SAYED MEHTAB HUSSAIN
trading as :I GOODLUCK BAGS
SHOP NO.22, HAYAAT COMPOUND NEXT TO NOOR MEDICAL, MAIN ROAD, DHARAVI, MAHIM (EAST) MUMBAI-400017
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :02/03/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER IN LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
2728789  01/05/2014
BHARAT BHUSHAN
trading as ;BHUSHAN BAG HOUSE
2878/A TEWIWARA CHOWK, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, HAND BAGS, WAIST BAGS, PITHOO
BAGS, SOLDIER BAGS, CASUAL BAGS, FASHION BAGS, WALLETS, PURSES, SUIT CASES, BRIEF CASES, VANITY
CASES AND LEATHER BELTS, SOFT LUGGAGE, ATTACHEE CASE, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, ANIMAL
SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, BEING
GOODS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2728844  01/05/2014
ABDUL BASIT SHAIKH
trading as ;ABSON ENTERPRISES
ROOM NO.A/35, GOPINATH COLONY 90 FT. ROAD, BEHIND SANMAN HOTEL, SION-DHARAVI MUMBAI-400017
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THIS MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, HIKJNG BAGS, FILE AND SIDE BAGS, BAG
AND BAGGAGE, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, BRIEF CASE,
SUITE CASE SCHOOL BAGS, COLLEGE BAG, OFFICE AIR BAGS, FILE CASES, WALLET, LEATHER BAGS, LADIES PURSE
AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017 Class 18

2728974 01/05/2014
MANGILAL,
SUNIL KUMAR BABULAL JAIN
HEMARAJ JAIN
trading as ;NAVKAR MARKETING
NO:08,15TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN SAMPANGIRAM NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 027,KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS PROMISE
QUALITY NOTHING ELSE
2729017  01/05/2014
SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL
trading as ;SATISFACTORY & COMPANY
43/1, B.M.SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2012

KOLKATA
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery being included in class-18.
FRONTIER
2729419  01/05/2014
SURINDER PAL SINGH TALWAR
trading as ;M/S. TALWAR HOSIERY INDUSTRIES
4049, SAI BABA COMPLEX, GALI AHIRAN, PAHARI DHEERAJ, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, leather bags, hand bags, traveling bags and leather purses
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017  Class 18

2730665 05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2731741   06/05/2014
CHANDAN T. GANDHI
DEEPAN A. SHAH
trading as ;FASHION TREND
29, IDEAL INDL. ESTATE, MATHURADAS MILL COMPOUND, S. B. MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :20/04/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BELTS AND BAGS FOR TRAVELLING, SCHOOL, CAMPING, SPORTS, CLIMBERS, IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
2732023    06/05/2014
GREENWOOD DESIGN PVT. LTD.
BANTALLA LEATHER GOODS PARK, FACTORY PLOT NO.1671, ROOM NO.1 & 2, ZONE-9, KLC. WEST BENGAL-743502
MANUFACTURER AND RESELLER OF LEATHER GOODS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDIP IPR & LEGAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.
P.B APARTMENT, FIRST FLOOR, 9 PURBACHAL BIDHAN ROAD, KOLKATA 700 078, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Used Since: 09/04/2014

KOLKATA
Leather Handbags, wallets, briefcases, satchels, messenger bags, laptop bags, belts, clutch bags, pouches, luggage bags, backpacks.
2732782   07/05/2014
AHSHAN ALAM
trading as ;RAHAT TRADERS
12,BALAI DUTTA STREET,KOLKATA 700073,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant & Traders.
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/01/2014
KOLKATA
Traveling bags, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes;
animal skins, hides; trunks and umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks being included in class-18.
2732959  07/05/2014
SPEEDX MARKETING PVT.LTD
SCO 364-365-366 3RD FLOOR, CABIN NO 314 SEC-34A, CHANDIGARH 160022
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :01/05/2014

DELHI
TRAVELING BAGS, WHEELED SHOPPING BAGS, TOOL BAGS OF LEATHER, SPORTS BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SHOPPING BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, NOSE BAGS (FEED BAGS), NET BAGS, HAND BAGS, GARMENT BAGS, GAME BAGS (HUNTING ACCESSORIES), BEACH BAGS; ALONGWITH LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
GLAMORIA

2734676  09/05/2014

NIBHA SINGH
G-157, GALI NO.-8, PREM NAGAR, PAPRAWAT ROAD, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI, PIN- 110043

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since : 30/04/2014

DELHI

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, Bags for climbers, Belts, Fur, Pocket wallets, School bags, Travelling bags, Wallets.
LOVABLE BHOGIRAM

2735072  10/05/2014

VIJAY KHANDELWAL
5 Harish Mukherjee Road, Kolkata - 700 025, State of West Bengal
Manufacturer, merchant and trader.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017 Class 18

2737579  15/05/2014
I. SHANThI LAL
trading as ;S.R.AGEnCIES
OLD NO.7, NEW NO, 15, PORTUES ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SUITCASES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, CARRYON BAGS, BRIEL CASES, HAND BAGS, PURSES, WALLETS AND POCKET CASE; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS ; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
2739217  19/05/2014
RAJAN MEHTA
RAJAN MEHTA
PARUL MEHTA
trading as :M/S HOUSE OF BRANDS FASHION LLP,
A-72, 1ST FLOOR, MANGOLPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 2, NEW DELHI-110034.
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :12/02/2010

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DESIGN
DUNKELVOLK

2739455  19/05/2014

PRIDE CORPORATION S.A.C
AVENIDA LOS PINOS N 568 URBANIZACION VILLA MARINA, CHORRILLOS, LIMA, PERU
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF PERU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
ANIMAL SKINS; TRUNKS AND SUITCASES; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND
SADDLERY
2739457  19/05/2014
PRIDE CORPORATION S.A.C
AVENIDA LOS PINOS N 568 URBANIZACION VILLA MARINA, CHORRILLOS, LIMA, PERU
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF PERU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
ANIMAL SKINS; TRUNKS AND SUITCASES; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND
SADDLERY
ON QUEST MERCHANDISING INDIA PVT. LTD.
K-27/1, ZAMOODPUR, NEW DELHI 110048
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since: 01/05/2014

DELHI
LEATHER BAGS, WALLET, HAND BAGS & PURSES
FOOLZY

2908878    24/02/2015
ASHUTOSH MITTAL
trading as : THE BIG WISH
G-103, Shri Sai Baba Appartments, Sector 9, Rohini, Delhi-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since :01/10/2014

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER.
3223741  30/03/2016
NAUTICA APPAREL, INC.
40 West 57th Street, New York, New York, 10019, United States of America
Manufacturers and merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since: 30/06/2001

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and articles made from skins hides, trunks, travelling bags and garment bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks all being goods included in class 18
3478126   09/02/2017
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiya, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3481380  14/02/2017
ALTAFBHAI MAKSOODBHAI SHAIKH
trading as ;MAKSOODBHAI BAG WALA
Opp. Dharti Nagar, Near HDFC Bank, Khetivadi Road, At. & Post. Hadgud 388 110, Ta. & Dist. Anand, Gujarat, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :01/12/1986

AHMEDABAD
TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING CASES, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASE, LEATHER BAGS, PURSES, LEATHER PURSES AND BELT BAG IN CLASS-18.
3481385  14/02/2017
ISHWARBHAI KANJIBHAI SUTARIYA
BHARATBHAI MADHABHAI BUTANI
ANILBHAI DAVJIBHAI MAKANI
trading as ;JI CORPORATION
162, MAGHANI TOWER, DELHIGATE, STATION ROAD, SURAT-395003, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :01/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER, BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHER BOARD, LEATHER BELTS, LEATHER PURSES, SYNTHETIC LEATHER, LEATHER HANDBAGS, LEATHER CLOTH, LEATHER BOXES, LEATHER CASES, LEATHER BRIEFCASES, BAGS OF LEATHER, LEATHER KEY CHAINS, LEATHER FOR SHOES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3485016  17/02/2017
MR. AMIT VERMA
ASHISH GABA
trading as ;G.V ENTERPRISES
E-9, GROUND FLOOR OM VIHAR EXTENSION, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.
TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BAGS AND SUITCASES, LAPTOP BAGS, HAND BAGS, LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER LUGGAGE AND
CARRYING BAG, LADIES BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, CARRY ON BAGS, SHOULDERS BAGS, GARMENTS
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, INCULDED IN CLASS 18.
CHINMAY KIDS
3487334  19/02/2017
MR. RISHABH KUMAR JAIN, PROPRIETOR OF M/S CHINMAY KIDS
trading as ;Chinmay Kids
C-99, New Usmanpur, Street No. 4, Near Jain Mandir, 1st Pusta, Delhi-110053.
Manufacturer, Trader, Seller and Retailer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
Baby Carrier, Baby Cuddler, Baby Carrying Bag, Slings for carrying babies, backpacks for carrying babies, Sling Bags for carrying babies, Carrying Bags, Carrying Cases, Carry All Bags, Back Frames for Carrying Childrens in Class 18.
3492173  27/02/2017
PRATAP MEENA
A-97/2, 1ST FLOOR, WEST VINOD NAGAR, NEAR KESHAV MARG, DELHI-110092.
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NCR LEGAL NEEDS
CH.NO. F-724, F-BLOCK, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032
Used Since : 08/10/2013
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND MADE GOODS OF THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED OTHER CLASS,
VIOLET PURSE, LADIES AND BELT OF LEATHER, ANIMAL SKIN, HIDES, TRUNTCS, TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLLES,
WALKING STICKS
3492177    23/02/2017

JATIN GALA
HEER BAGS, 87, Morland Road, Shop No.1, Shirinbai Chawl, Madanpura, Mumbai – 400 008
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT JAIN
307/309, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :17/02/2017
MUMBAI
TRAVELLING BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, CARRYON BAGS, HAND BAGS, SLING BAGS, PURSES, POUCHES, WALLETs, ALL
BEING GOODS COVERED IN CLASS 18
TAMO
3493220   27/02/2017
TAMO VISTA PVT. LTD.
173, LGF, KAILASH HILLS, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NS ATTORNEY
B-4/475-476, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
Used Since :22/02/2017
DELHI
LEATHER OR NON-LEATHER BAGS, LUGGAGE, PURSE, BAGS, SUITCASE, TRAVEL BAGS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 18.
3494825 28/02/2017
M/S. BULBASAUR MULTI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 60, GOVARDHAN GARDENS, YELACHENAHALLI, JC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE KANAKPURA ROAD,
BANGALORE – 560062, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :08/02/2017

CHENNAI
ARTICLES MADE FROM LEATHER, LEATHER BAGS, SUCH AS TRAVELLING BAGS, TOOL BAGS OF
LEATHER, BAGS FOR CLIMBERS AND CAMPERS, NET BAGS FOR SHOPPING, SHOPPING BAGS,
BAGS FOR SPORTS, BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, SCHOOL BAGS , GARMENT BAGS
FOR TRAVEL HANDBAGS MADE OF LEATHER, LEATHER PURSES, LEATHER WALLETS, LEATHER
FIBRE MATERIAL, LEATHER LACES, MOLESKIN (IMITATION OF LEATHER), POUCHES, OF LEATHER,
FOR PACKAGING AND LEATHER ENVELOPES FOR PACKAGING.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM
OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ABHINAV KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;M/S. ALLIN EXPORTERS
F-6, F. No. 201, West Vinod Nagar, Delhi, Pin code- 110092
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :02/02/2017
DELHI
Bags, Purses, Backpacks, Leather bags, Cosmetic bags, Work bags
DHAWAN & ONLY
3496254  01/03/2017
VARUN DHAWAN
trading as ;Varun Dhawan
5 Agnelo, Kadeshwari Mandir Marg, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Trader, Importer and Merchant
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809114

MUMBAI
Leather & imitations of leather; leather purses, hand bags, travelling bags, brief cases, belts, wallets; articles made from leather animal skins, hides, umbrellas, parasols & walking sticks, leather accessories & other travel related accessories being goods included in class 18.
3496567 01/03/2017
NETMAKHAN TECHNOLOGIES LLP
41, VARDHMAN MARKET, PLOT NO. 75, SECTOR 17, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400 703, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :23/11/2014
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, LEATHER BAGS, LEATHER BACKPACK, LEATHER SLING BAG, LEATHER WALLET, LEATHER TRAVEL BAGS, LEATHER CABIN BAGS, LEATHER CLUTCHES, LEATHER LADIES PURSE
3496783    01/03/2017
DEVHUTI MINOCHA
trading as ;Dhrohar
2nd Floor, Shivam Tower, Near TVS Showroom, FNG Road, Behlopur, Sector 65, Noida - 201301
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :20/02/2017

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, Animal skins and hides, Luggage and carrying bags, Umbrellas and parasols, Walking sticks, Whips, harness and saddlery, Collars, leashes and clothing for animals.
3496819  01/03/2017
ARJUNBHAI P. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER INCLUDED IN CLASS-18.
HASTHA
3497037  02/03/2017
PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
trading as ;PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
T3, III FLOOR, CHONA CENTER, OLD #45/ NEW 16, COLLEGE ROAD, NUNGABAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600006 TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V LEGAL EMPIRE
NO.4F, FOURTH FLOOR, MOUNT CHAMBERS BUILDING, NO.758, ANNA SALAI, THOUSAND LIGHTS, CHENNAI-600002.
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND Imitations OF Leather, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791,   03/04/2017           Class 18

3497568    01/03/2017
SHIVRAJ SINGH PARMAR
trading as ;M/s UNISON INDIA
UNISON INDIA-2, GUJRAL NAGAR BHAGWAN MAHAVIR MARG JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB, INDIA PIN CODE-144001
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
LEATHER BAGS, LEATHER TOOL BAGS, LEATHER TOOL BELTS, LEATHER TOOL POUCHES, LEATHER TOOL HOLDERS, LEATHER UPHOLSTERY, LEATHER TOOL APRONS, LEATHER ELECTRICAL TOOL POUCHES, ALL PRODUCTS MADE OF LEATHER
KURTIQUE
3500233  02/03/2017
INTREPID ONLINE RETAIL PVT. LTD.
20, 6th Cross, 8th Main, Vasanthnagar, Bangalore - 560052
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :24/02/2017
CHENNAI
Bags; Goods made out of leather; goods made out of imitations of leather; travelling bags; handbags, purses, totes, slings, wallets.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 18

3502627 03/03/2017
RAKESH KUMAR AGRAWAL S/O. LATE SH. MANAK CHAND AGRAWAL
trading as ;BHAGIRATH NANDLAL
202, TRIPOLIYA BAZAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Manufacture and merchants trading as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, SCHOOL BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, CARRY BAGS,
TRAVELLING BAGS, BACKPACK BAGS, LUGGAGE, PREMIUM BAGS, MAKE UP BAGS, PURSES, TIFFIN
BAGS AND SHOULD BAGS IN CLASS 18.
DSM
3506236  04/03/2017

DHAMPUR SUGAR MILLS LIMITED
241 OKHLA IND ESTATE PHASE -III, NEW DELHI - 110020.
Manufacturers, traders and merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
N.P.P
1499427  27/10/2006
SANDEEP KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;NORTHERN PLYWOOD PRODUCT
NAYA GAON CHUHAN, RAMNAGAR (NAINITAL) UTTRAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
# 5, 6 & 7, II ND FLOOR, 10, HAILEY ROAD, N. DELHI-110001.
Used Since :04/04/1990
DELHI
PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD
PERMA-PIPE

1625026    27/11/2007

PERMA-PIPE, INC
trading as: PERMA-PIPE, INC
6410 WEST HOWARD STREET, NILES, ILLINOIS-60714, USA
GOODS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
FLAT A-1201, 13TH FLOOR, MILLENIUM EMERALD HEIGHTS, RAMPRASTHA GREENS, SEC-7, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD U.P-
201010

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENT, NOT OF METAL.
RED TAPE
1725365  26/08/2008
MIRZA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
A-7, MOHAN CO-OP. INDL. AREA, MATHURA ROAD, N. DELHI.
MANUFACTurers, Traders AND Exporters,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARKS CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 110 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS NOT OF METAL; INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
ADNOK
1732052 15/09/2008
SH. PARVEEN GUPTA
trading as ;KUMAR SAW MILLS
VILLAGE JORRIAN, HARNAUL ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/12/2007
DELHI
19. MANUFACTURES & SUPPLIERS OF ALL KINDS OF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, PARTICLE BOARDS, PENAL DOORS, FILM FACED & OTHER TYPES OF DECORATIVE AND LAMINATED PLYWOOD, VENEERS, MARINE PLYWOOD, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING, MONUMENT NOT OF METAL AND ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
dhampur
1742669  13/10/2008
DHAMPUR SUGAR MILLS LIMITED
241 OKHLA IND ESTATE PHASE -III, NEW DELHI - 110020.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
317, VARDHMAN PLAZA-I, J BLOCK RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
1750335  04/11/2008
NATURAL PANELS
49, WEST AVENUE ROAD, PUNJABI BAGH WEST NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD FLOORING, VENEERS, WOODS, MEDIUM DENSITY FIBER BOARD, HIGH DENSITY FIBER, PARTICLE BOARD, PRE LAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD, LAMINATES, FLUSH DOORS, MOLDED SKIN DOORS, AND ALL THE GOODS FALLING CLASS NINETEEN
2019451 07/09/2010
M/S. GYPSTONE BUILDING PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
C - 74, SECTOR - 4, NOIDA - 201301, U.P.

Used Since :06/04/2009
DELHI
MINERAL FIBER CEILING TILES / BOARD, FALSE CEILING BOARDS & TILES INCLUDED BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS. NOT OF METAL.
2152606   31/05/2011
DURLAX ARCHTECH PVT. LTD.
901, A WING LOTUS CORPORATE PARK, GRAH AM FIRTH STEEL COMPOUND, NEAR JAICOACH SIGNAL, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
TRADER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/03/2011
MUMBAI
DECORATIVE COATING MATERIAL FOR COVERING PAVED SURFACES, BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE AND PANELS MADE THEREOF, , , PANELS NOT OF METAL , , WOOD PULP BOARD, TIMBER, PARTITIONS NOT OF METAL , , DOOR FRAMES NOT OF METALS, DOOR PANELS NOT OF METALS, DOORS NOT OF METALS , , NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS FOR USE IN SURFACING AND FLOORING NAMELY SYNTHETIC STONES, BLOCKS, WAINSCOTING, RAILS AND WALL PANELS FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION, ORNAMENTAL WALL, CEILING, DOOR AND FLOOR PANELS NOT OF METAL FOR USE IN BUILDING INDUSTRY, FLOOR TILES NOT OF METALS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
PLYLOGIC
2204090   13/09/2011
VIJAY KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;SAI PLYWOODS
5-5-1045, GOSHAMAHAL ROAD, HYDERABAD-500012, ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
409, Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016. India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
PLYSTATION

2204091  13/09/2011
VIJAY KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;SAI PLYWOODS
5-5-1045, GOSHAMAHAL ROAD, HYDERABAD-500012, ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
409, PRAJAY CORPORATE HOUSE, 1-10-63 & 64, CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
2255027  22/12/2011
MR. RAMVILAS PARIHAR
trading as : PARIHAR PLASTER AND MINERALS
G-144, IND. AREA, KHARA, BIKANER - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since: 01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
PLASTER OF PARIS UNDER CLASS 19

subject to no exclusive right over word Servottam except as substantially shown on label.
2270081   21/01/2012
GURUKRIPA PLYWOOD & LAMINATE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 4, GROUND FLOOR, BUILDING NO 16, ROSE APARTMENT CHSL, AMRUT NAGAR, OPP. OSHIWARA GARDEN ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI - 400 102
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/07/2010
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, LAMINATES, VENEERS
2271134    24/01/2012
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CFD, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT. 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Used Since :23/01/2012

MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2271136  24/01/2012
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CFD, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2271137  24/01/2012
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CFD, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT. 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Used Since :10/09/2002
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGIDPIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2388427  03/09/2012
MR. AJAY KUMAR NAGPAL
trading as ; NAGPAL PLASTERS
F-29, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAWLA MANDI, DIST. SHRI GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since : 01/07/2008

AHMEDABAD
PLASTER OF PARIS AND GYPSUM POWDER UNDER CLASS-19.
M/S SORABH CEMENT LIMITED
JHALRA TEH.NEEMKATHANA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :17/01/2012

AHMEDabad
CEMENT, WATER PROOFING COMPOUND (WPC), PLASTER OF PARIS, CERAMIC TILES FOR BUILDING PURPOSE AS PER CLASS-19.
subject to no exclusive right over the word SUPER.
2406634  05/10/2012
VINAY R. JAIN
trading as ;SHRI NAKODA MARBLE HOUSE
NAKODA NIWAS, NEAR SUMANGALAM, BHABOLA, VASAI (WEST) 401201
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/1995
MUMBAI
MARBLE AND GRANITE SLABS, TILES AND BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
EURO ZED

2409828   11/10/2012
MR. GAURAV BAGHLA
A-60, MODEL TOWN, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/09/2012

AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, FILM FACE UNDER CLASS-19.
2421402  01/11/2012
ZAHEER AHMED
trading as ;J.M. PLASTER
PLOT NO. 105 A V.P. KHARA, BIKANER -334001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
PLASTER OF PARIS (POP).
subject to no exclusive right over word INDIA except as substantially shown on label.
MILLIGRAM

2595739  13/09/2013

SRI GURUDATTA NILAYA, NO 6, BEHIND MG VISHAL NAGAR, ANANTHAPUR ROAD, BELLARY 583101, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since :01/02/2013

CHENNAI
BRICKS; CONCRETE BRICKS; CONCRETE PANELS; CONCRETE BLOCKS; WOOD BLOCKS; NON-METALLIC PAVING BLOCKS
PURVA CORONATION SQUARE
2723824  23/04/2014
PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED
trading as ;PURAVANKARA PROJECTS LIMITED
130/1, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA STATE, PIN - 560 042.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Used Since :21/12/2013

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2724354  24/04/2014
LAKHMICHAND BHAGUMAL SINDHI
trading as ;Deepak Plywood
Shop No 80, Ground floor, Jalaram Industrial Estate, UM Road, Near Navjivan Circle, Surat (Gujarat)
Manufacturer, Trading and Service Provider
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2002
AHMEDABAD
Wood articles, Plywood, Boards, Doors, Semi worked woods, Decorative Ply, Veneer, Laminates
2725074  25/04/2014
S.JAGANATHAN
J.VENNILA
trading as ;SRI RANGA PLY
S.F.NO.469/1 AND 469/3, BELLATHI, KARAMADAI - SIRUMUGAI ROAD, JADAYAMPALAYAM POST, METTupalAYam - 641302, COIMBatore DIST, TAMILNADu
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
PLYWOODS, FLUSHDOORS, BLOCKBOARD, COMMERICAL AND LAMINATED PLYWOOD, MEMBRANE DOORS, PANEL DOORS, AND GOODS INCLUDED
2727647  29/04/2014
HITESH M. PATEL
trading as : MOULD-WELL
BEHIND J.J. COMPLEX, NEAR 3 MOBILE TOWER, MUMBAI ROAD, KADODRA CHAR RASTA, KADODARA, TAL.
PALSANA, DIST. SURAT, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since : 11/02/2002
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOOR, BLOCK BOARDS AND TIMBER PRODUCTS
PENTINUM

2728870  01/05/2014

SH SHREEKUMAR
trading as ;P.N.TRADING COMPANY
VILLAGE SABILPUR TALAKPUR ROAD THAN CHAPPAR DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Used Since :25/08/2011

DELHI

PLYWOOD, TEAK PLY, SHUTTERING PLY, MARINE PLY, FLEXI PLY, BLOCK BOARD, PRELIMINATED & LAMINATED
BOARD, TEAK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL DOOR, DECORATIVES, SUNMICA, GLASS, WOODEN
BEADINGS, MOULDINGS, MARGINES, VENEER AND ADHESIVE
2729126   01/05/2014
LOGART CERAMIC PRIVATE LIMITED
S. NO. 553, B/H. PAVADIYARI BUS STOP, JETPAR ROAD, TAL. MORBI SAPAR-363630

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES AND STYLES OF CERAMIC PRODUCTS INCLUDING ALL TYPES OF TILES, GRANITE AND VITRIFIED PRODUCTS
KONIFER
2729401  01/05/2014
VAIBHAV GOEL
trading as: KONIFER WOODLAM INDIA
#1184, SECTOR - 17 HUDA, COURT-ROAD, JAGADHRI, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA - 135 003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since: 30/04/2014
DELHI
NON-METTALIC BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDING PLYWOODS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLY, DECORATIVE
PLYWOOD, LAMINATES, LVL, MICA, SUNMICA, VENEERS, WOOD FIBRE BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARDS, BLOCK BOARDS,
DENSIFIED FIBRE BOARDS AND FLUSH DOORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
TheBathStudio

2729736  02/05/2014

POOJA SOGANI
ALIKAH QUETTAWALLA
HAMIDA QUETTAWALLA
SACHIN JAISWAL
HUSAIN QUETTAWALLA
NIDHI JAISWAL

trading as : THE BATH STUDIO

SHOP NO. 1/2, RAVI RAJ DIVINE, CITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL BUILDING, AUNDH GAON, PUNE 411 007,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHAILENDRHA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Used Since : 01/05/2007

MUMBAI

WOODEN FLOOR BOARDS, FOLDING DOORS NOT OF METAL; DOOR, DOOR FRAMES, CASINGS, PANELS NOT OF
METAL; WINDOWS, WINDOW FRAMES NOT OF METAL, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID
PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITumen; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS,
NOT OF METAL
2730028  02/05/2014
JK LAKSHMI CEMENT LTD.
NEHRU HOUSE, 4 BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1394952, 2726650, 2726651, 2730027

DELHI
GYPSUM PLASTER
2730031  02/05/2014
JK LAKSHMI CEMENT LTD.
NEHRU HOUSE, 4 BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1394952
DELHI
GYPSUM PLASTER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD GYPSUM PLASTER
HINCOL PREMIX BITUMEN EMULSION

2730122 02/05/2014
HINDUSTAN COLAS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: Hindustan Colas Private Limited
A-9, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, IRUNGATTUKOTTAI VILLAGE, KANCHEEPURAM DIST, PIN CODE - 602 105, TN
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
944421, 944422, 2010855

CHENNAI
BITUMEN, BITUMINOUS PRODUCTS FOR BUILDING, BITUMINOUS COATINGS FOR ROOFING, ROAD COATING MATERIALS, BINDING MATERIAL FOR ROAD REPAIR, MATERIALS FOR MAKING AND COATING ROADS, CATIONIC BITUMEN EMULSIONS, CUTBACK BITUMEN, POLYMER MODIFIED BITUMEN, INDUSTRIAL EMULSIONS, BITUMINOUS MIX FOR ROAD REPAIR, BITUMINOUS PRODUCTS, BITUMINOUS EMULSIONS, BITUMEN & STONE PRODUCTS AND STONE MIX FOR ROAD REPAIRS
HINCOL SEAL COAT BITUMEN EMULSION

2730123  02/05/2014

HINDUSTAN COLAS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :Hindustan Colas Private Limited

A-9, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, IRUNGATTUKOTTAI VILLAGE, KANCHEEPURAM DIST, PIN CODE - 602 105, TN MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES,
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
944421, 944422, 2010855, 2730122

CHENNAI

BITUMEN, BITUMINOUS PRODUCTS FOR BUILDING, BITUMINOUS COATINGS FOR ROOFING, ROAD COATING MATERIALS, BINDING MATERIAL FOR ROAD REPAIR, MATERIALS FOR MAKING AND COATING ROADS, CATIONIC BITUMEN EMULSIONS, CUTBACK BITUMEN, POLYMER MODIFIED BITUMEN, INDUSTRIAL EMULSIONS, BITUMINOUS MIX FOR ROAD REPAIR, BITUMINOUS PRODUCTS, BITUMINOUS EMULSIONS, BITUMEN & STONE PRODUCTS AND STONE MIX FOR ROAD REPAIRS
2730209  02/05/2014
PAWAN KUMAR PRITHANY
DEEPAK KUMAR PRITHANY
MUKESH KUMAR PRITHANY
KISHAN PRITHANY
RAJ KUMAR PRITHANY
SAJJAN KUMAR PRITHANY
trading as :GREEN VISION INDUSTRIES
RAMESWARDHAM JOGIPATHAR GAON (GOVINDPUR),PANITOLA,NEAR GOVINDPUR RAILWAY GATE,DISTT.TINSUKIA-786183,ASSAM
MANUFACTURING & TRADING INDIAN.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/06/2011
KOLKATA
Concrete Bricks, Slabs, Blocks & Tiles
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2730211  02/05/2014
MUKEISH KUMAR PRITHANY
RAJ KUMAR PRITHANY
ISHIKA PRITHANY
trading as : RAMESWAR STEELS
D.M. LOHIA ROAD, TINSUKIA TOWN, P.O. TINSUKIA, DISTT. TINSUKIA-786125, ASSAM
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since : 15/05/2010
KOLKATA
Cement & Building Materials
2730667  05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
2732206 06/05/2014

SURESH
SHANKAR TIMBER
S.PATEL

trading as SHANKAR TIMBER AND PLYWOOD

#337, MAGADI MAIN ROAD, KAMAKSHIPALYA, NEXT TO POLICE STATION, BANGALORE - 560 079, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KRIS & KOLLATH
403, COMMERCE HOUSE, CUNNINGHAM ROAD, BANGALORE 560 052

Used Since: 01/05/2014

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEERS, LAMINATES, PARTICLE BOARDS, MDF.
AVENTINO
2732487 06/05/2014
NAVEEN GOEL
trading as: AVENTINO
HOUSE NO - 360, SECTOR - 15, PANCHKULA, (HARYANA).
TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since: 25/04/2014
DELHI
Laminated sheet and Decorative plywood, Wood polymer composition and building material, Plywood, Building timber, cardboard (Building -), Cladding, not of metal, for building, Door casings, not of metal, Door frames, not of metal, Door panels, not of metal, Doors, not of metal, Flooring (Parquet -), Granite, Linings, not of metal, for building, Marble, Shuttering, not of metal, for concrete, Veneers, Veneer wood, Wall claddings, not of metal, for building, Window frames, not of metal, Wood panelling, Wood veneers, Wood pulp board, for building
2732756  07/05/2014
ASHISH KUMAR KANODIA
trading as ;MAHASHAKTI ENGINEERING WORKS
94, DHARMOTALLA ROAD, GHUSURI, HOWRAH - 711 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Manufacturer & Merchant
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :24/01/1997
KOLKATA
Granite Slab, Tiles, Ceramic Tiles, Cobbles, Stones being included in Class - 19,
2733744 08/05/2014
NIRAVKUMAR SURESHBHAI PANDEV
trading as ;NIRAVKUMAR SURESHBHAI PANDEV
C/O. PANDEV PIPE, NR. TALUKA PANCHAYAT, STATION ROAD, KESHOD - 362 220, DIST : JUNAGADH, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF FLOOR TILES, WALL TILES, TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, CEMENT, BUILDING MATERIAL,
PLYWOOD, CEMENT SHEETS, RIGID PIPES, DOORS, VEENERS, LAMINATES AND DECORATIVE
PLYWOOD, LAMINATED SHEETS, INDUSTRIAL LAMINATED SHEETS, LAMINATED SWITCHBOARDS,
PLATES AND LAMINATED FABRICS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017 Class 19

2734266 09/05/2014
MR. NITIN AGGARWAL
trading as ;AGGARWAL TILES INDUSTRY
BEHIND COOLAR GHAS FACTORY, REWARI ROAD, TAURU, DIST. MEWAT 122 105, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Used Since :01/04/2001
To be associated with:
993858, 1004771
DELHI
TILES, WALL PUTTY, CEMENT & INCLUDED INCLASS-19.
2735932  13/05/2014
RAJANISHBHAI TALSHIBHAI BARASARA
VIJAYBHAI TARSHIBHAI BARASARA
trading as ;ASPINO INTERNATIONAL
SHOP NO.4, BHAKTI NAGAR, SATYAM PAN STREET, OPP. SARDAR BAUG, MORBI-363641
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Used Since :03/03/2014
AHMEDABAD
WALL GLAZED TILES, FLOOR TILES, PARKING TILES, AND VITRIFIED TILES, PORCELAINO TILES, QUARTZ STONE
(ARTIFICIAL STONE FOR WALL AND FLOOR) BUILDING MATERIAL, AND OTHER CERAMIC ITEM, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
SPEED PLY
2735947  13/05/2014
NAJEEB .K.K.P.
trading as ;SPEED WOOD INDUSTRIES
THURUTHY, CHUNGAN, PAPPINISSERY, KANNUR DIST, KERALA. INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since :01/04/2005
CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL BOARD, MARINE PLYWOOD AND BUILDING MATERIALS.
TRSSS

2736275  13/05/2014
T.RAMAKRISHNAN
trading as ;SSS BRICKS
NO:62/2, 63/6, JALLIPATTI VILLAGE, KAMBALAPATTI POST, POLLACHI (TK)-642007,TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :25/07/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF BRICKS
2736489  13/05/2014
ASHOK GARG
A-11, ORCHID PARK, SATELLITE, RAMDEV NAGAR, AHMEDABAD -

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE,
SF/203, 'ANGAN APARTMENT', OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, SAMA, VADODARA - 390 002
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING IN VARIETY AND VARIOUS TYPES OF TILES
SRIMURALI PLYWOOD PRIVATE LIMITED
B-116, MIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, BUTIBORI, NAGPUR (M.S)
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since: 01/01/2000

MUMBAI
PLYWOOD
CHIRAGKUMAR A. PATEL
trading as ;M/S. CHIRAG ENTERPRISE
KRISHNA, JEEVANDEEP SOCIETY, OPP. NEHRU BALVATIKA, ANAND-388001. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS.
M/S. FUTURE ECOCRETE PVT.LTD
247/20, G.I.D.C. Pandesara, Surat- 394 221, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT

Used Since :10/05/2013

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE BLOCKS (AAC), NONMETALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS NAMELY, CEMENT, DRY MIX MORTAR, GYPSUM PLASTER WALLPANELS, SLABS, NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING INCLUDING IN CLASS 19
WOODPLAST

2737430  15/05/2014
SDS TECHNOPLAST INDIA PVT. LTD.
19, RAIL VIHAR PITAM PURA, NEAR DEEPALI CHOWK, NEW DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since : 25/09/2010

DELHI
PVC DOORS, PLASTIC DOORS, PVC FOLDING SLIDING DOORS, PVC SLIDING DOORS, PVC FOLDING DOORS, PVC COLLAPSIBLE DOORS, PVC BATHROOM DOORS, PVC KITCHENS, PVC BEADING, PVC MOULDING, PVC PROFILES, PVC L BRACKETS, PVC LOUVERS, PVC DOOR SHUTTERS, PVC CONI, PVC WINDOWS, UPVC WINDOWS AND DOORS, PVC BATHROOM CABINETS, PVC PORTA HUTS, PVC CABINS, PVC PARTITIONS, PVC CUBICLES, PVC WALL PANELLING, PVC CEILINGS AND OTHER BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL, PVC ANGLES - AS PER CUSS-19.
2738638  16/05/2014
DIPAK SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
DINESH SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
ASHOK SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. RAVANI CERAMICS
SHOP NO.-102, FIRST FLOOR, JADESHWAR CHAMBER-1, NEAR ZANJAR CINEMA, N. H. 8/A, WANKANER-363 621. DIST.-
RAJKOT. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380
013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :16/12/2011

AHMEDABAD
CERAMIC TILES, CLAY, BUILDING STONE, REFRACTORY CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS NOT OF METAL, PLYWOOD,
BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATES, BUILDING MATERIALS, ( NON-METALLIC ), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING,
ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
2738771 17/05/2014
SURESHBHAI D. KANSAGARA
JAGDISHBHAI D. KANSAGARA
MAHENDRABHAI D. KANSAGARA
trading as ;M/S. LD CERAMICS
8 - A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT : VAGHASIA, NR. TOLL GATE, TAL : WANKANER, MORBI. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, CERAMIC FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES,
GRANITO, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES,
PICTURE TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
2907547    20/02/2015
GRESSCO CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
No - 502/70, 1st floor, CB Halli Yelahanka, Hillside Meadows, Hesaraghatta Main Road, MS Palya, Bangalore- 560097, Karnataka, India
Goods Manufacturer
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :22/11/2014
CHENNAI
All kind of cermaic materials, Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
3425834 02/12/2016
M/S SOPARIWALA EXPORTS
Mr Abdul Kader Abdul Latif
Mr Mohammed Siddique Abdul Gaffar
Mr Arif Fazlani
Mr Muhammed Irfan Fazlani
Mr Faisal Fazlani
Mr Iqbal Fazlani
Mr Imran Yunus Abdul Gaffar
Mr Asif Abdul Kader
Mr Nadeem Fazlani
Mr Hamza Fazlani
Mrs. Jameela Fazlani
trading as ;M/s Sopariwala Exports
Nirmal, 21st Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/01/1983
To be associated with:
1401910, 3425833
MUMBAI
Lime; chuna; slaked lime; edible lime, edible chuna.
3474143   06/02/2017
KAUSHAL SURESHBHAI PATEL
SHOP NO 11, SWAGAT RAINFOREST 4, SARGASAN, GANDHINAGAR-382421
MANUFACTURER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
3476286  08/02/2017
VIJAY ARJANBHAI GOYANI
trading as ;M/S. SPARSH
D/169, VITTHAL NAGAR SOCIETY, HIRABAUGH, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT CITY, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.B.JOGANI & CO.,
RAJESH B. JOGANI ADVOCATE, 118, LALBHAI CONTRACTOR COMPLEX, NANPURA, SURAT - GUJARAT
Used Since :25/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, VENEER, AND LAMINATES.
3483772  16/02/2017
VIRENDRABHAI P. VAGHASIYA
HARDIK A. VAGHASIYA
HARDIK K. SAVALIYA
trading as ;AMAR ENTERPRISE
GREENCIETY, STREET NO 2 CORNER, BAPA SITARAM CHOWK, MAVDI, RAJKOT 360004 DIST: RAJKOT, STATE: GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :03/02/2015
AHMEDABAD
WOODEN DOOR AND WINDOW INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
LIOLI
3487409  20/02/2017
ANKITBHAI C. FALDU
SHREE UMIYAJI KRUPA RAJIVNAGAR, MAIN ROAD PORBANDAR - 360575
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED, TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3488572  21/02/2017
KANHAIYA LAL BALDEWA
trading as ; SHREE PAWAN PLYWOODS
1482 B/5, WAZIR NAGAR KOTLA MUBARAKPUR, NEW DELHI-110003.
MANUFACTURE/ TRADE/ MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 10/01/2017
DELHI
BLACKWOOD, PLYWOOD, PARTICLES BOARD, MICA BOARDS, DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES AND VENEER, TIMBER, TILES, WALLS TILES, PLYWOOD DOORS, DECORATIVE DOORS, CEMENT, PLASTER OF PARIS, P.O.P, WALL PUTTY, MOSAIC TILES, FLOORING TILES, CERAMIC & VITRIFIED TILES, MARBLES; "NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL, MOLDABLE WOOD, BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS, WOOD AND ARTIFICIAL WOOD, STRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, NOT OF METAL, AS PER CLASS-19.
SV WOODS
3490296  22/02/2017
SATYA VENTURES
SANJEEV KUMAR
SURYANSH GUPTA
KAJAL GUPTA
KIRAN GUPTA
trading as ;SATYA VENTURES
SATYA PARKASH BHAWAN, PHAGWARA ROAD, NEAR S.D. COLLEGE, HOSHIARPUR -146001
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAUI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :18/02/2017
DELHI
Wooden doors ; Wooden window frames; Wooden door frames; Wooden boards; Wooden flooring;Plywood
3494734    27/02/2017
VIKEH CHAMBIAL
trading as :Chambial pipes - buy it. sell it. love it
Dhanush Industries, Khasra No 550/2/3, Chunri Road, Village Harapura, P.O Gurumajra, Baddi, Solan - 173205, Himachal Pradesh.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL, PIPES AND TUBES, AND FITTINGS THEREFOR, INCLUDING VALVES, NON-METALLIC.
ZIBALDI

3495165  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
Plywood, Laminated and Decorative Plywood, Water-Proof Plywood, Boards, Ply Board, Block Boards, Teak-Ply, Sun Mica, Door and Windows, Flush Doors, Doors and Window Frames, Panel, Paneling and Panel Boards, Planks, Timber Veneers, Wall Boards, Wood Works for Building, Decorative ply board & other plywood products and Building Materials, Natural and Artificial stone, cement, lime, Mortar, plaster and gravel; pipes of earthenware of cement; road Making materials asphalt; pitch and bitumen; portable buildings, Stone monuments; chimney pots Included in class 19.
BEIJING SHOUGANG ENGINEERING INDIA PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR,WING B,TECHNOPOLISH BUILDING, PLOT NO.4,BLOCK BP,SEC V,SALT LAKE,KOLKATA,PARGANAS NORTH,WEST BENGAL-700091
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-METALLIC]; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH, AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
3495917    01/03/2017
INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (ICAR)
trading as ;INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (ICAR)
THOGAMALAI ROAD, THAYANUR POST, TIRUCHIRAPALLI-620102, TAMILNADU,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED AS SOCIETY UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC)
3496934  02/03/2017
PINTUKUMAR P. JAIN
trading as PAKHI IMPEX
SHOP NO. 2, PLOT NO. 17, SECTOR - 4, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI - 400708
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 14/02/2017
MUMBAI
MARBLE, CEMENT, TILES AND CERAMICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
RAJENDRA KUMAR MUNKA
trading as ;SMART PLY INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE PANSARA, DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF- BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED LAMINATED SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHAMS, HUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOLDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, VEEGERS, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD, HDF BOARD & TIMBER PRODUCTS.
3497249  02/03/2017
RAJENDRA KUMAR MUNKA
trading as ;SMART PLY INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE PANSARA, DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
3497247
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF-BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED LAMINATED SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOLDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLY, PENAL DOORS, VEENERS, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD, HDF BOARD & TIMBER PRODUCTS.
GRACEPLY

3498118    02/03/2017
ADITYA MUNDRA S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL MUNDRA
trading as ;M/s Multi Ply Industries,Sabalpur, Village Fateh jam Pur, Patna - 800009 (BIHAR)
63-64, Kaveri Apartments,Bandr Bagicha,Fraser Road,Patna - 800001 (BIHAR)
Manufacturing, Marketing and Trading;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :01/08/1998
To be associated with:
899963
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEERS, LAMINATES,MDF,WPC,PARTICLE BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
Glare
3498119  02/03/2017
ADITYA MUNDRA S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL MUNDRA
trading as ;M/s Multi Ply Industries,Sabalpur, Village Fateh jam Pur, Patna - 800009 (BIHAR)
63-64, Kaveri Apartments,Bandr Bagicha,Fraser Road,Patna - 800001 (BIHAR)
Manufacturing, Marketing and Trading;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :13/01/2004
To be associated with:
1312972
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEERS, LAMINATES,MDF,WPC,PARTICLE
BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
TORAN
3498120    02/03/2017
ADITYA MUNDRA S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL MUNDRA
trading as ;M/s Multi Ply Industries,Sabalpur, Village Fateh jam Pur, Patna - 800009 (BIHAR)
63-64, Kaveri Apartments,Bandr Bagicha,Fraser Road,Patna - 800001 (BIHAR)
Manufacturing, Marketing and Trading;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :13/01/2004
To be associated with:
1322425
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEERS, LAMINATES,MDF,WPC,PARTICLE BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
COP

3498121  02/03/2017

ADITYA MUNDRA S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL MUNDRA
trading as ,M/s Multi Ply Industries,Sabalpur, Village Fateh jam Pur, Patna - 800009
(BIHAR)
63-64, Kaveri Apartments,Bandrk Bagicha,Fraser Road,Patna - 800001 (BIHAR)
Manufacturing, Marketing andTrading;
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :13/01/2004
To be associated with:
1312970

KOLKATA

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEERS, LAMINATES, MDF, WPC, PARTICLE
BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3498191   02/03/2017
JAGDISH M PANCHANI
#335, TRIVENI ROAD, YESHWANTHPUR, BANGALORE-560022, KARNATAKA
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since : 01/03/2017

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, PARTICLE BOARDS, LAMINATED BOARDS, VENEERS,
BUILDING TIMBER
3498467    02/03/2017
LOCERO CERAMIC PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: LOCERO CERAMIC PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 216 P1,P2,P3, SARTANPAR ROAD, 8A N H WAY, AT RATAVIRDA, WANKANER, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, 363621, INDIA.
Manufacturer cum Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FEFAR JAYKISHAN KANJIBHAI
Office No.3, Third floor, Akshar Tower, Opp. SBI SSI Branch, B/h.IDBI Bank, Kanya Chhatralaya Road, Morbi-363641.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, PARKING TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, GRANITO, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, GLAZE VITRIFIED TILES, MULTI CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, TWIN CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES AND ALL OTHER TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
ADORATION CERAMICA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: ADORATION CERAMICA PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat - 704, Ravapar Village, Hiral Point, Ravapar, Morbi, Rajkot - 363641, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer cum Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FEFAR JAYKISHAN KANJIBHAI
Office No.3, Third floor, Akshar Tower, Opp. SBI SSI Branch, B/h.IDBI Bank, Kanya Chhatralaya Road, Morbi-363641.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDabad
WALL TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, PARKING TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, GRANITO, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, GLAZE VITRIFIED TILES, MULTI CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, TWIN CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES AND ALL OTHER TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
3500142  02/03/2017
HITESH NARANBHAI AGHARA
JALPABEN HITESHBHAI AGHARA
JAYSHREEBEN SOMJIBHAI AGHARA
CHIRAGBHAI KESHAVJIBHAI AGHARA
PRAFULABEN DILIPBHAI AGHARA
DIVYESH KUVARJIBHAI NESADIYA
BHAVESH KUVARJIBHAI NESADIYA
DIPAM ISHWARBHAI VIDJA
RAVIKUMAR SOMJIBHAI AGHARA
DILIPKUMAR KESHAVJIBHAI AGHARA
HANSABEN KESHAVJIBHAI AGHARA
CHETNABEN BHARATBHAI SAVSANI
KANCHANBHAN DIVYESHBHAI NESADIYA
CHARULBHAN BHAVESHBHAI NESADIYA
PRABHABEN GOPALBHAI CHAROLA
trading as ;M/S. SUN IMPEX
SURVEY NO.70-P3, 8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT : GALA, MORBI – 363630. GUJARAT – INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATES, VENEER, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, LAMINATES, PRE
LAMINATED PARTICLE AND MDF BOARD, WOODEN PANEL, WOODEN DOORSKIN PARTICLE BOARD, INCLUDED IN
CLASS - 19.
CHITWAN CLUB

3505299 04/03/2017

M/S. SHIV SAGAR WOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
S-23, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, U.P.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 31/03/2005

To be associated with:
1792737

DELHI

Plyboards, block boards, flush doors, decorative laminates and other plywood items
CHITWAN GOLD
3505300  04/03/2017
M/S. SHIV SAGAR WOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
S-23, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/03/2005
To be associated with:
1792737, 3505299
DELHI
Plyboards, block boards, flush doors, decorative laminates and other plywood items
CHITWAN PRIME
3505301  04/03/2017
M/S. SHIV SAGAR WOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
S-23, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/03/2005
To be associated with:
1792737, 3505299, 3505300
DELHI
Plyboards, block boards, flush doors, decorative laminates and other plywood items
CHITWAN SILVER
3505302  04/03/2017
M/S. SHIV SAGAR WOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
S-23, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/03/2005
To be associated with:
1792737, 3505299, 3505300, 3505301
DELHI
Plyboards, block boards, flush doors, decorative laminates and other plywood items
KOHINOOR
1663858  12/03/2008
SUNIL BANSAL
trading as ;VINTAGE MATTRESS
PLOT NO-708 INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II CHANDIGARH (U.T)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :02/12/2002
DELHI
Mattresses; Pillow; Foam Sofa-Cum Bed
2264399  10/01/2012
GENEX SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
604 VISWANANAK, ICT LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING,
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC (PACKAGING-), CONTAINERS (CLOSURES, NOT OF METAL, FOR-), PALLETS, NOT OF METAL (LOADING-), PALLETS, NOT OF METAL (TRANSPORT-), CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL (STORAGE, TRANSPORT), CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR LIQUID FUEL
2264403  10/01/2012
GENEX SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
604 VISWANANAK, ICT LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING,
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC (PACKAGING-), CONTAINERS (CLOSURES, NOT OF METAL, FOR-), PALLETS, NOT OF METAL (LOADING-), PALLETS, NOT OF METAL (TRANSPORT-), CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL (STORAGE, TRANSPORT), CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR LIQUID FUEL
DURA PUF (SILVASSA) PVT. LTD.
9, KITAB MAHAL, 1ST FLOOR, 192, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400001.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R. MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since: 01/04/2010

MUMBAI
MATTRESSES
ALCHEMY
2599764  20/09/2013
ANIL DHINWA
trading as :ALCHEMY
AT4/1, 3RD CROSS, SHAMANNA GARDEN, BANNERGHATTA ROAD, AADUGODI POST, BANGALORE-560 030
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH CHOWDHARY
No. 189 7th Main Srinivasanagar
Used Since :01/04/2006

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS OR OF PLASTICS
2650035  27/12/2013
SUMEET KUMAR BHALOTIA
trading as ;MARUTI ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC
NO: 5-1-527, SHOP NO: 93, JAMUNA ARCADE, JAMBAGH, HYDERABAD - 95, AP INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/01/2013
CHENNAI
WINDOW SHADING SYSTEMS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY, ROLLER SHADES AND ROMAN SHADES AND ALSO CONSISTING OF REMOTE CONTROLS, KEYPAD CONTROLS, POWER PANELS, TRANSFORMERS, TRANSFORMER PANELS, RECEIVERS, POWER SUPPLIES; DRAPEY HARDWARE, NAMELY, DRAPEY TRACKS, ROLLER TUBES, MOUNTING BRACKETS, FACIA, AND SIDE CHANNELS SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT AND SOLD SEPARATELY
GIMOTTO
2722517    22/04/2014
SEATING WORLD INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;SEATING WORLD INDIA PVT LTD
#8-2-698, FLAT NO. 101, M J TOWERS, ROAD NO. 12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/04/2014

CHENNAI
GOODS: KITCHEN CABINETS, SOFAS, SEATING VIZ. CHAIRS, LOUNGE SEATING, DESKING, SHELF FOR STORAGE,
OPEN PLAN OFFICE SYSTEM, LIVING ROOM FURNITURE, DINING ROOM FURNITURE, BEDROOM FURNITURE, KIDS
ROOM FURNITURE, COMPUTER FURNITURE, STUDY ROOM FURNITURE, TV TROLLEY, NAVY FURNITURE, MATTRESSES
AND INTERIORS
Kamadhenu

2722546   22/04/2014

G.R.ARVIND

trading as :KAMADHENU DISTRIBUTORS

NO: 108, PENNGARAM MAIN ROAD, DHARMAPURI - 636 701, TN

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :07/03/1968

CHENNAI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
2724152  24/04/2014
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
importer and trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS, 6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Playpen, furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
MR. BHARATBHAI KESHAVBHAI RAIYANI
SHRI KEVIN PARSHOTTAMBHAI RAMANI
trading as :KARTIK POLYMERS
AJI VASAHAT STREET NO.02, AJAY WEIGH BRIDGE STREET, 80 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT-360003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :25/03/2005

AHMEDABAD
STOOLS, SEATS, TRAYS NOT OF METALS, WALL PLUGS NOT OF METAL, TOWEL CLOSETS, COAT HANGER.
2727121 29/04/2014
RISHAV JOSHI trading as ;LUGANO WOOD
A2/016, SITE 5, KASNA INDUSTRIAL AREA, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDHA NAGAR-201308, UP SERVICE PROVIDER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
FLAT NO.18(GF),RADHIKA APARTMENTS,POCKET-1,SECTOR-14,DWARKA,NEW DELHI 110 078,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
2728946 01/05/2014
SUNIL SURESH
trading as ;SUNIL SURESH
12/7, SHAMA RAO COMPLEX, MISSION ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :01/09/1999

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURES FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS OF WOOD), COUNTRY
COMFORT FURNITURE, CLASSIC AND NEO CLASSIC FURNITURE, CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE, SECTIONALS
FURNITURE, LOBBY AND LOUNGE FURNITURE, OFFICE FURNITURE, RECLINERS, DINNING TABLES, TABLES AND
CABINETS, DRAWER, DRAWER COFFEE TABLE, BUTLER TRAY, WINE RACK, DRAWER CHEST, DESK AND CHAIR SET,
STRAP TABLE WITH CROSS LEGS, TEA TABLE MIRROR, CONSOLE, CROCK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE,
IVORY, WHALE BONE, SHELL AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE
MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
2728975  01/05/2014
MANGILAL HEMARAJ JAIN
SUNIL KUMAR BABULAL JAIN
trading as ;NAVKAR MARKETING
No: 08, 15 1B CROSS, 4K" MAIN, SAMPANGIRAMNAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
KANHA FOAMS

2730624  05/05/2014

KANHA FOAMS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-95,96, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAGRU EXT. BAGRU JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

Manufacturer and merchants.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since : 05/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

MATTRESS, PILLOWS, COVERED FOAM SHEETS.
TANSUKH

2730625  05/05/2014
KANHA FOAMS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-95,96, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAGRU EXT. BAGRU JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :05/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
MATTRESS, PILLOWS, COVERED FOAM SHEETS.
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
2731449   05/05/2014
V. CHANDRA SHEKARA CHARY
trading as ;VIRAT PLYWOOD AND HARDWARE
SHOP NO.3 AND 4 STREET, SURVEY NO.240,242 AND 243, OPP.HANUMAN TEMPLE, CHINNA THOKATTA, NEW BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500 011, A.P.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WARDROBES, OFFICE FURNITURE, MODULAR KITCHEN AND INTERIOR GOODS
MEGHA JOSHI
43, Eagle Ridge Resort, Begur Koppa Road, Bangalore-560068
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother- of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
DELINE

2732124  06/05/2014
DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
BALAVANA, NO.61, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560095 KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APARTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :06/02/2014

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, FURNITURE FOR OFFICE AND HOME, FITTED KITCHEN FURNITURE; MODULAR KITCHEN FURNITURE; SINK UNITS; BATHROOM FURNITURE; FITTED BATHROOM FURNITURE; BATHROOM FITTINGS IN THE NATURE OF FURNITURE; MODULAR BATHROOM FURNITURE; BATHROOM CABINETS’
2732127 06/05/2014
DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;DELINE LIVING INDIA PVT LTD
BALAVANA, NO. 61, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560095
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHENDRA BHANSALI
FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.
Used Since :06/02/2014

CHENNAI
‘FURNITURE, FURNITURE FOR OFFICE AND HOME, FITTED KITCHEN FURNITURE; MODULAR KITCHEN FURNITURE;
SINK UNITS; BATHROOM FURNITURE; FITTED BATHROOM FURNITURE; BATHROOM FITTINGS IN THE NATURE OF
FURNITURE; MODULAR BATHROOM FURNITURE; BATHROOM CABINETS’
2732175 06/05/2014
MR. HITESH DHIRAJLAL KUKADIYA
trading as ;GREEN ENTERPRISE
7, Vasant Vihar Shopping Centre, Swaminarayan Mandir Road, Naroda, Ahmedabad-382 330 Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE
2732338  06/05/2014
SUMAN KUMAR PAUL
ILA PAUL
trading as :SPINOCARE
VILL.+ P.O.CHAMRAIL,P.S.LILUAH,HOWRAH-711114,W.B.,INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
INDIAN NATIONAL (S).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2014
KOLKATA
Mattress, pillow, bolster being included in class-20.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
MARIA INTERIORS

2732728   07/05/2014

AJI GEORGE
TESSI AJI

trading as: MARIA ENGINEERING AND FURNITURE WORKS
ATTUNKAL ARCADES, ANJILITHANAM, P.9, THIRUVALLA, PATHANAMTHITTA, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGD PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since : 01/01/2002

CHENNAI

FURNITURE MIRROR, PICTURE FRAMES; ARTICLES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK REEDS, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, CELLULOID, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS,
2733499  08/05/2014
SMT. PREETI GUPTA W/O. SH. ANIL GUPTA
trading as ;DEV STEEL INDUSTRIES
86-87, RAGHU NATHPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
Manufacturer and merchants.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :19/11/1990
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE (METALS, WOODEN & PLASTIC)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2733508  08/05/2014
TRUNKS COMPANY LLP (UNDER THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT 2008)
PRIYANK MEHTA S/o. SH. VIRENDRA MEHTA
PARITOSH MEHTA S/o. SH. VIRENDRA MEHTA
LIVIO MATHIEU JEROME DELESGUES S/O MR. JAEQUES DELESGUES
44, KARATARPURA IND. AREA, 22 GODAM, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants.
LLP (Under the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008)
Address for service in India/ Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES,
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :31/05/2010
AHMEDABAD
Armchairs, Art Of Wood, Wax, Bedsteads Of Wood, Benches (Vice ) Not Of Metal, Cabinets, Furniture, Cases Of Wood Or Plastic, Chairs (Seats), Chests Of Drawers, Desks, Desks (Standing), Display Stands, Doors For Furniture, Dressing Tables, Footstools, Furniture (Partitions Of Wood For), Index Cabinets (Furniture), Office Furniture, Racks [Furniture], Screens [Furniture], Seats, Shelves For Filing-Cabinets [Furniture], Sideboards, Sofas, Table Tops, Tables Of Metal, Trolleys [Furniture], Works Of Art, Of Wood, Wax, Plaster Or Plastic.
2735087  10/05/2014
K. MOHAN KUMAR
10/B, Kamarajapuram, North 4th Cross, Karur, 639002.
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bedding; Mattresses, Spring Mattresses and Pillows
ESSEL
2736953 14/05/2014
ESSEL PROPACK LIMITED
Top Floor, Times Tower, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPAK G PARMAR
Dipak Girdharlal Parmar Cyber-IPR 13/A, Bhaijivanji Lane, Thakurdwar Road, Mumbai 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods(not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.568341
MUMBAI MERI JAAN

2737527  15/05/2014
KANAKIA ART FOUNDATION
215-ATRIUM, 10TH FLOOR, NEXT TO COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT HOTEL, OPP. DIVINE CHILD HIGH SCHOOL,
ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400093.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN TRUSTS ACT, 1882)
Used Since :05/05/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PLASTIC BANNERS IN CLASS 20
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MUMBAI
2739358    19/05/2014
REHAN AHMAD
trading as ;R. K. INDUSTRIES
GARDHVA TOLA, MAHENDRU, SULTANGANJ, PATNA-800006, BIHAR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since:04/02/2014

KOLKATA
All Types of Furniture being included in class 20
FOOLZY
2908877  24/02/2015
ASHUTOSH MITTAL
trading as ;THE BIG WISH
G-103, Shri Sai Baba Appartments, Sector 9, Rohini, Delhi-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since :01/10/2014

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS, AIR CUSHIONS, CUSHIONS, AIR MATTRESSES, PILLOWS
& AIR PILLOWS, BOLSTERS, MATTRESSES (SPRING-).
3089480  28/10/2015
VIVEK BHARATI
D-344, RAJAJIPURAM, LUCKNOW-226017
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :27/10/2015
DELHI
TATTOO WORK STATION (TABLES), FIXTURES, TABLES OF METAL OR PLASTICS AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
SHOP DISPLAY SYSTEM

3145409  31/12/2015
MR. RAJESH MAJNU VISHWAKARMA
trading as ;SHOP DISPLAY SYSTEM
A/929, JAI BHAVANI MITRA MANDAL CHA WL,NEAR DUTT A MANDIR, KRANTI NAGAR,BMK COMPOUND BAILBAZAR,
KURLA WEST MUMBAI-400070 (MAHARAstra),
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2000
MUMBAI
DISPLAY BOARD, DISPLAY STANDS FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES OF WOODS
3470666   01/02/2017
Gaurav Anil Gupta
trading as ;STARCHEM INDUSTRIES
SHED NO. 492, ROAD NO. 4/83-1, OPP. PRAFFUL DYG. G.I.D.C SACHIN, SURAT,

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Komal Khadaria
607-608, AJANTA SHOPPING CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WOOD ADHESIVE USED FOR THE BONDING OF CRAFT BOARD, HARDBOARD, INTERIOR DESIGNING, MDF, HOME FURNITURE AS WELL AS A TEXTILE FURNISHING AGENT.
3478128   09/02/2017
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiyu, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
LASERCRAFT

3484944   17/02/2017
MOHD AZEEM
SADAF KHANAM
SHAMA trading as : PRISTINE PROJECTS
K-72, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, ABUL FAZAL ENCLAVE-1, OKHLA, JAMIA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110025
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UBAID UR REHMAN
D-128, ABUL FAZAL ENCLAVE-1, JAMIA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110025
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE (ALL KIND OF FURNITURE MADE OF WOOD, METAL AND SYNTHETIC MATERIAL), MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES OF WOOD, CORK, REEDS, CANE, PEARL, MEERCHAUM, CELLULOID, AND SUBSTITUES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS.
ROOM'S GRAVITY  
3492867  27/02/2017
GAURAV SOOD  
SHIVANI SOOD  
trading as : RGS DESIGN STUDIO
A-262, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024.
MANUFACTURING AND SELLING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECTIVE LAW OFFICES
A-74, LGF, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024.
Used Since : 14/02/2017
DELHI
WOODEN LAMPS, CARD HOLDERS, MAGAZINE STANDS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, BAR ACCESSORIES ETC.
3494794  01/03/2017
JITENDRA N LIMBANI
SURESH P LIMBANI
PIYUSH M PATEL
CHHAGAN V PATEL
SHANTIBHAI L PATEL
trading as ;JAGRUTI INDUSTRIES
Sr. No:599/1, Savli - Jarod Road, At/Po. - Gothada, Ta. - Savli, Dist. - Vadodara 391770 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/02/2012
AHMEDABAD
ROTO MOLDED PLASTIC WATER TANK MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 20

3494822 28/02/2017
TELAGAMSETTI RAMBABU
K. AMARNATH
trading as ;M/S. MR ENTERPRISES
H NO 32-132, H.A.L. COLONY, GAJULARAMARAM ROAD, QUTBALLAPUR, MEDCHAL - 501401,
TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :19/01/2017

CHENNAI
MATTERESSES, BED SPRINGS OF NON-METALLIC MATERIALS, SPRINGS (PLASTIC HARDWARE),
SPRING MATTRESSES, FOAM MATTRESSES, FOAM CAMPING MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, WATER AND
AIR PILLOWS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, SLEEPING BAGS, INCORPORATING A PILLOW,
SUPPORT PILLOWS FOR USE IN BABY SEATING, BEDS, BED MATTRESSES, CHILDREN'S BEDS, SOFA
BEDS, ADJUSTABLE BEDS, CUSHIONS, AIR CUSHIONS IN THE NATURE OF FURNITURE (NOT FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES), SOFT FURNISHINGS (CUSHIONS), BOLSTERS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS
MATTRESS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF
APPLICATION.
ZIBALDI

3495166  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
Furniture, Modular Furniture, Office and Home Furniture, Foam, Mattresses, Mattress Toppers, Spring Mattresses, Pillows, Air Mattresses and Pillows, Cushions, Bolster, Back Rest Seat System, Sleeping Bags, Rubberised Coir Materials and Bedding Articles made out of Foam and Rubberised Coir included in class 20.
3495412  01/03/2017
MR. ISMAILBHAI JAFARBHAI DAREDIYA
trading as ;AMIT BLOW PLAST
SURVEY NO. 145, PLOT NO.8, EAST OF S.I.D.C.ROAD, VERAVAL (SHAPAR), DIST. RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJRAT
Used Since :16/04/2002
AHMEDABAD
WATER TANKS OF PLASTIC FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE AND INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 20.
ARJUNBHAI P. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-20.
3497926    02/03/2017
VIBRANT INDUSTRIES
BHUVANESHWARI SHRIDHAR
KSHAMA JAYANTH
NO. 51/44/2, SRIGANDHADA KAVALU, HANUMMANTHNAGAR, SUNKADAKATTE, BENGALURU-560091
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLASTIC WATER STORAGE TANKS
3497927   02/03/2017
VIBRANT INDUSTRIES
BHUVANESHWARI SHRIDHAR
KSHAMA JAYANTH
NO. 51/44/2, SRIGANDHADA KAVALU, HANUMMANTHNAGAR, SUNKADAKATTE, BENGALURU-560091
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3497926
CHENNAI
PLASTIC WATER STORAGE TANKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3497926.

Transliteration:  VARUNA
JAADU

3498175  02/03/2017
SIYAHIWALA TAHER ALI
trading as ;M/S. SPRING COMFORT INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 58, KHASRA NO. 52, POWARI (RITHI), TALUKA KAMPTEE, NAGPUR (M.H.)
Manufacturer and merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI
CHAIRS, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES AND" GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, PLASTIC FURNITURE, WOODEN AND STEEL FURNITURE OF METAL, WOODEN WARDROBES, STEEL ALMIRAHS, STEEL RACKS, STEEL CABINETS, FURNITURE FITTINGS & FURNITURE SHELVES ESPECIALLY MADE FOR KITCHEN, STEEL AND WOODEN FURNITURE FOR USE IN BANQUET HALLS, MARRIAGE PALACES, HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS, FURNITURE FOR HOME AND OFFICES, BEDDINGS, FOAM, MATTRESSES AND PILLOWS IN CLASS - 20
3498971    02/03/2017
M/S EARTH EXPO COMPANY
PRAVIN VALANKI
DIPAKBHAI MOHANBHAI SOLANKI
HARESHBHAI SHAMJBHAI SOLANKI
trading as : M/S EARTH EXPO COMPANY
107 - B,NOMONEY COMPLEX,NEAR MEGHDOOT CINEMA,MAHUVA - 364290,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR -
380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/03/2017

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
Soul For Style

3500293  02/03/2017
AMANDEEP DAHIYA
trading as; Soul For Style
DB-79C, DDA FLATS, HARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110064
Manufacturer and merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 30/11/2016
To be associated with:
3500285
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT;
UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER.
1726852  29/08/2008

VIPIN JAIN

trading as: AQUA-GEM

D-113, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-I, DELHI -52

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.

NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)

Used Since: 01/05/2004

DELHI

MODULAR KITCHENWARES, ACCESSORIES, OF ALL KINDS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
ABHI

2030189   29/09/2010

SAROJ SURANA

trading as ;S.P.S. INDUSTRIES

314-B, SECTOR-E, SANVER ROAD-INDUSTRIAL AREA, INDORE (M.P.)

MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER

A INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.

31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Used Since :01/04/2007

MUMBAI

PLASTIC DISPOSABLE CUPS/ GLASSES
2261961  05/01/2012

ARVIND UMERSHI SHAH
ROOM NO. 7, MILAN BUILDING, 4TH GOLIBAR ROAD, T.P.S. III, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/04/2008

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKER UTENSILS, NON STICK INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
2417899  26/10/2012
ATMA RAM SHARMA
trading as ; ATMA RAM AND COMPANY
NEAR SARAWAGI BAGHICHI, M.P.CHOWK, SADULPUR, CHURU - 331023 - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AYPE TRADE MARK CO.
4279-GALI BHAIRON, NAI SARAK, NEW DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 01/04/2006
AHMEDABAD
BROOMS
MEHULBHAI KANUBHAI SANGANI
trading as ;M/S. 4X STEEL KITCHEN BASKET
Plot No - 21, Ground Floor, Ghanshyam Nagar Society, Sheri No - 2, L.H. Road, Surat, (Gujarat) India.
Manufacturer and Merchant.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :04/01/2013
AHMEDABAD
STEEL KITCHEN BASKET IN CLASS-21.

Trade Mark: 4X STEEL KITCHEN BASKET
2571299  27/07/2013
LINC WRITING AIDS PVT. LTD.
3 Alipore Road, Satyam Towers, 1st Floor, Kolkata - 700 027 State of West Bengal
Manufacturers, merchants, traders and exporters.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :21/07/2013
To be associated with:
2480599
KOLKATA
Kitchen wares, crockery, glassware, table accessories, porcelain ware and earthenware all being goods included in class 21.
2719328   16/04/2014

BARGAIN TEXTILES PVT. LTD.
71,CHRISTOPHER ROAD (TANGRA CHINA TOWN),NEAR BEIJING RESTAURANT,KOLKATA 700046,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturers, Merchants, Exporters & Service Providers
an Indian company registered under the companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/2014

KOLKATA
Household or kitchen utensils and containers(not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
2723964    23/04/2014
SOLAS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
NO.37, 35TH ROAD, TAICHUNG INDUSTRIAL PARK, TAICHUNG, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN R.O.C.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2533321

KOLKATA
POTS, PANS, BOWLS, PLATES, DISHES, CUPS, LADLES, CHOPSTICKS, FRYING SPOON, POT STANDS, TURNERS,
COOKING POT SETS, TABLEWARE (OTHER THAN KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS), TEA SERVICE (TABLEWARE), COOKIE
JARS, CRUETS, CHOPPING BOARDS, BOTTLE OPENER, SAUCERS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD
OR KITCHEN USE.

ASSOCIATED WITH APPL.NO. 2533321 AND SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM
OF APPLICATION.
2725929   28/04/2014
MR. BHARATBHAI KESHAVBHAI RAIYANI
SHRI KEVIN PARSHOTTAMBHAI RAMANI
trading as ;KARTIK POLYMERS
AJI VASAHAT STREET NO.02, AJAY WEIGH BRIDGE STREET,80 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT-360003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :25/03/2005
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHES PINS, DUST BINS, BASKETS FOR DOMESTIC USE, COMBS, BROOMS, BRUSHES, MOPS, SOAP BOXES,
STRAINERS, KITCHEN PRESS, SEV SANCHA, COCONUT SCRAPERS, CONTAINERS FOR HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN
USE, SCRUBBING BRUSHES, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, BUCKETS, LUNCH BOXES, STANDS (KITCHEN
UTENSILS).
2726173    28/04/2014
SIRAJ.V.P
SAIFUDDEEN.A
NO.86, 3RD FLOOR, COLES ROAD, FRAZER TOWN, BANGALORE- 560005
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
1380, 9th F Cross, Sarakki Gate Main Road, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore-560 078
 Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
2726395  28/04/2014
MR. SANJEEV JAIN
trading as ; ARJAV ENTERPRISES
882, GALI NO-7, BHOLA NATH NAGAR, MANI RAM MANDIR ROAD, DELHI 110032
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO-9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since : 08/04/2011
DELHI
TISSUE PAPER NAPKIN IN CLASS-21
2726645 28/04/2014
JAYDEEP VALLABHBHAI PAMBHAR
JASMIN MOHANBHAI KARENA
trading as : PEARL EXPORT
GOKUL NAGAR STREET NO. 5, PLOT NO. 10/C, NEAR GOKULDHAM, OPP. DHARA GAS GODOWN,
MAVDI, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALPESH N. DAVDA
7 - EVEREST SOCIETY, JAYANT K.G.SOCIETY MAIN ROAD, OPP. KHADI BHAVAN, NEAR ANAND BUNGAL
CHOWK, MAVDI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 004 -GUJARAT
Used Since : 20/11/2013
AHMEDABAD
STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN BASKETS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT
OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS
BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL,
UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE,
PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES IN CLASS-21
2727282    29/04/2014
Carlsberg India Private Limited
trading as ;Carlsberg India Private Limited
4th Floor, Rectangle No. 1, Commercial Complex, D-4, Saket, New Delhi-110 017.
Manufacturer, importer, whole seller, distributor, and merchant
A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Used Since :01/04/2014
To be associated with:
2542483, 2542484

DELHI
Glassware, glass flasks (containers), drinking glasses, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
AVIN ADVANCED PRIVATE LIMITED
11/A, Survey No. 41/1, P2, Golden Industrial Estate-2, P.O. Virva, Tal. Ladhika, Dist Rajkot, GUJARAT India
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND EXPORTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :15/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC BASKET, PVC BASKET, ABS BASKET FOR HOUSEHOLD AND DOMESTIC USE INCLUDED IN CLASS-21
2730671 05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT: AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
PRASHANTHI

2730971  05/05/2014
K.VENKATASUBRAMANIAN
V.RADHIKA
H.KISHORE KUMAR SOLANKI
RAJENDRA KUMAR SOLANKI

trading as : RAJMANI METAL INDUSTRIES

PLOT NO: 207, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 3RD PHASE, HOSUR ROAD, ANEKAL TALUK, BANGALORE - 560 099,
KARNATAKA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Used Since : 28/04/2014

CHENNAI

PRESSURE COOKERS AND PARTS THEREOF, NON-STICK COOKWARE, THERMO WARE, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS,
KITCHENWARE, VACUUM FLASKS, CROCKERY, CUTLERY, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS, CASSEROLES AND TEA-CANS
2730974  05/05/2014
K.VENKATASUBRAMANIAN
V.RADHIKA
H.KISHORE KUMAR SOLANKI
RAJENDRA KUMAR SOLANKI
trading as ;RAJMANI METAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO: 207, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 3RD PHASE, HOSUR ROAD, ANEKAL TALUK, BANGALORE - 560 099,
KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :28/04/2014
To be associated with:
2730971
CHENNAI
PRESSURE COOKERS AND PARTS THEREOF, NON-STICK COOKWARE, THERMO WARE, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS,
KITCHENWARE, VACUUM FLASKS, CROCKERY, CUTLERY, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS, CASSEROLES AND TEA-CANS
PROMEGA

2731076  05/05/2014
MR. RAHUL CHAUDHARY
trading as ;PROMEGA INDUSTRIES
J-11, FIRST FLOOR, UDYOG NAGAR, ROHTAK NAGAR, DELHI-110041
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED' THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
AASHI
2731078  05/05/2014
MR. ROHIT KAPOOR
MS. SHALINI
trading as; BRAIN STORM SERVICES
C-69, GROUND FLOOR, RAM DUTT ENCLAVE, UTTAM NAGAR, DELHI-110059
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since: 01/07/2013
DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
MEGHA JOSHI
43, Eagle Ridge Resort, Begur Koppa Road, Bangalore-560068
MANUFACTURING AND SALES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
2731826 06/05/2014
NARSHIBHAI KHODABHAI UGHREJA
NARSHIBHAI KHODABHAI UGHREJA
KANTABEN NARSHIBHAI UGHREJA
HASMUKHBHAI NARSHIBHAI UGHREJA
ARUNABEN HASMUKHBHAI UGHREJA
MUKEHSHBHI NARSHIBHAI UGHREJA
RINABEN MUKEHSHBHI UGHREJA
HITESHBHI NARSHIBHAI UGHREJA
SHITALBEN HITESHBHI UGHREJA
trading as ;M/S. KALYAN GLAZED TILES
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, B/H. LALPAR, 132 K.V. POWER HOUSE, JAMBUDIA, MORBI - 363 642
GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF S.S.KITCHEN SINK, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINER (NOT OF
PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH) COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS
BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOLL, UN
WORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING) GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN
AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 21.
2732111  06/05/2014
MAYUR VALLABHBHAI GAJIPARA
trading as ;SHREE PLASTIC
MARUTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,CHARBHUA MARBLE STREET, B/H. RAJ INDUSTRIES, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 24/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHES PINS, DUST BINS, BASKETS FOR DOMESTIC USE, COMBS, BROOMS, BRUSHES, MOPS, SOAP BOXES, STRainers, KITCHEN PRESS, SEV SANCHAs, CONTAINERS FOR HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN USE, SCRUBBING BRUSHES, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, BUCKETS, LUNCH BOXES, STANDS (KITCHEN UTENSILS), GRATERS (FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES), VEGETABLE MASHERS, TORTILLA PRESSES, LEMON SQUEEZERS, NON-ELECTRIC EGG BEATERS (RAWAI)
R.P. MANOHAR SINGH
trading as: UDESH

No: 02, T.M.S.M. Industrial Estate, Mahadeshwara Nagar, Bangalore - 560 091, Karnataka
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. Venkatasubramaniam.
S-3 and S-4, 2nd Floor, Rukmini Plaza, No. 84, D.V.G. Rd., Basavangudi, Bangalore-560 004.
Used Since: 02/04/2014

CHENNAI

Pressure Cookers and Parts Thereof, Non-Stick Cookware, Thermo Ware, Household Utensils, Kitchenware, Crockery, Casseroles, Cutlery, Vacuum Flasks, Stainless Steel Utensils and Tea Cans
2734379  09/05/2014
SANDIP A. SHAH
RAJESH N. DOSHI
trading as :KEVAL STEEL
B/3, DEEP TOWER, GOLANI COMPLEX, VALIV ROAD, VASAI (EAST)-401208, DIST-THANE (MS)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRIPS MANAGEMENT
13, RELE BLDG, 1ST FLOOR, 43, FANASWADI, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :01/02/2004

MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS FOR EXAMPLE, KITCHEN UTENSILS, PAILS, PANS OF IRON, OF ALUMINIUM, OF PLASTICS OR OF OTHER MATERIALS, SMALL HAND-OPERATED APPARATUS FOR MINCING, GRINDING, PRESSING, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS INCLUDING STAINLESS STEEL, ALUMINUM. NON-STICK, SANDWICH, ANODIZED AND HARD ANODIZED COOKWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 21

2734612 09/05/2014
AMRUTBHAI KANTILAL PATEL
RAKESHKUMAR NARAYANDAS PATEL
KARSANBHAI SOMDAS PATEL
trading as: M/S. DIAMOND MELAMINE
15, AMBICA ESTATE, NR. G.D. HIGH SCHOOL, SAIJPUR BOGHA, NARODA ROAD,
AHMEDABAD - 382 345. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 15/02/2012

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF MELAMINE DINNER SET, CROCKERY SET, PLATES, TRAY, BOWLS, SAUCER,
THERMOS FLASK, ALUMINIUM UTENSILS, GLASS WARES, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND
CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH) COMBS AND SPONGES,
BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES, STEEL WOLL, UN WORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN
BUILDING) GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
2736677  13/05/2014
TINUBHAI TRIBHOVANDAS PATEL
Piyushkumar Jayantibhai Desai
trading as :KING STAR WIRE PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UN WORKED OR ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UN WORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
2738603   16/05/2014
HARESHBHAJ. BODA
2. RIMPALBHAI T. GODWANI
trading as ;HEAVEN KITCHEN PRODUCTS
Plot No.6, Survey No.23/1, Nr. Puspak Gas Godown, At. Haripal Pal, Kalawad Road, Tal. Lodhika, Rajkot-360007 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :04/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
KITCHEN BASKET, HOUSE HOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSIL INCLUDED IN CLASS -21
2739972  20/05/2014
RAKESH.C.JAIN
trading as ;SADHNA ENTERPRISES
NO.24, RAGHUNAYAKULU STREET, CHENNAI - 600 003,TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :05/12/2002
CHENNAI
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS AND HOUSEHOLD VESSELS, NON STICK COOKWARE, PRESSURE COOKER, IDLY COOKER, AND COOKING VESSELS AND COOKING ARTICLES MADE FROM STAINLESS STEEL AND PLASTIC.
MARILL

3028904  11/08/2015
ARVIND GUPTA
trading as ;MITTAL INDUSTRIES
3739/34, SAINI MARKET, GALI CHARANDASS, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :13/07/2015
DELHI
KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS, NON-STICK COOKWARE, PRESSURE COOKERS, PANS & HARD ANODIZED
COOKWARE, CROCKERY, STONEWARE CROCKERY, GLASS WARE CROCKERY, PLASTIC ITEMS, PLASTIC JARS, MUGS,
TIFFIN, WATER BOTTLE, DINNER SET, FLASK, HOUSEHOLD FOR USE IN KITCHEN, KITCHEN SINK, PLASTIC JARS AND
BOTTLES, MODULAR KITCHEN AND ITS ACCESSORIES MELAMINE WARE AS PER CLASS-21.
3471429  01/02/2017
KETAN K. BAFNA
NEETA V. PARMAR
BHAVESH P. BAFNA

trading as : PRUTHVI PLASTO INDUSTRIES

PLOT NO. C-5-121, SHOP NO-13, SAGAR CHAMBER, G.I.D.C., CHAR RASTA, VAPI-396191, GUJARAT - INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

BOTTLES, JUGS, CASSEROLES, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
3482753  15/02/2017
MR.ANKUSH JAIN
trading as :SOMI SALES INDIA
413-432, ATLANTIS K-10, TOWER, OPP.HONEST RESTAURANT, GENDA CIRCLE, VADODARA-390007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BASTING SPOONS FOR KITCHEN USE, BOWLS, TABLEWARES COOKWARE AND FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS IN CLASS 21.
3492705  23/02/2017
SIM ASSOCIATE
MUNEER AHMED
IRFAN KHAN
SHAKEEL AHMED
60 FEET ROAD, VIVEK NAGAR, HASSAN, KARNATAKA, PIN 573201
Manufacturer and supplier
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since: 17/02/2017
CHENNAI
Flasks; Insulating flasks; Glass flasks [containers]; Insulated flasks; Flower vases; Kitchen utensils; Kitchen containers; Kitchen graters; Trays [household]; Crockery; Cooking utensils for use with domestic barbecues; Barbecue mitts
3494671  28/02/2017
PAWAN KULKARNI
PRASHANT KULKARNI
MAYA P. KULKARNI
JYOTI P. KULKARNI
trading as ;TECNICA INDUSTRIES
# 102, SAMBHAJI NAGAR, VADAGOAN, BELGAUM - 590005.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :11/06/1998
CHENNAI
ALUMINUM AND COPPER TAWA AND KITCHEN UTENSILS
ZIBALDI
3495167  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ; SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 01/04/2015

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, MELAMINE CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND
EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, CHINAWARE, BEVERAGE WARE; BEVERAGE GLASSWARE;
PRESSURE COOKER, BOWLS; CERAMIC FIGURINES; DISHES; CUPS; DINNER SETS, EARTHENWARE, LUNCH BOXES;
MUGS; PLATES; FLASKS, KITCHENWARE, TABLE-WARES MADE OF CERAMIC MATERIAL, BREAKABLE AND UN-
BREAKABLE CROCKERY, THERMOWARES, COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-
MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES;
NSI
3495664  28/02/2017
MOHD. IMTIHZ
trading as ; ARMAN TRADING COMPANY
LOHA BAZAR, DHABI GATE, MALERKOTLA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/09/2013
DELHI
Household or kitchen Utensils and Containers; Sponges; Articles for Cleaning Purposes; Steelwool & Glassware.
SUHANAALMYA
3496268   01/03/2017

SH. VISHAL GOYAL.
trading as ;SUHANA FLAVOURS.

KHASRA NO.-482-483, OPP. SAMBHAV FARM HOUSE, VILLAGE KADIPUR, NEW DELHI-110036, INDIA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/02/2017

To be associated with:

2679170

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; UNCORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 21

3496773  01/03/2017
MAMTA KALPESH MOTTA
trading as : Kalptaru Trades
401, Omgaodevi Ashirwad CHSL, Kelkar Road, Ramnagar Nagar, Dombivli-East, Thane, Maharashtra. Pin Code-421201
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 01/05/2015

MUMBAI
3498904 02/03/2017

RAMESH KUMAR MOONDRA
trading as ;M/S. MUNDAL POLYPLAST INSUSTRIES
B-129, PUSHP INSUSTRIAL ARCADE, NEAR SHEETAL CINEMA, RAKHIAL, SARANGPUR BRIDGE ROAD.
AHMEDABAD- 380021, GUJRAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD,
VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :23/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
PET BOTTLES, REFRIGERATING BOTTLES, GLASS BOTTLES AND RECEPTACLES, FLASKS, VIALS,
PLASTIC JARS AND CONTAINERS, HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS; COMBS AND SPONGES;
BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN
BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
3500591  03/03/2017

BHARAT JAGAD
trading as : BHARAT JAGAD
D - 38, BALAJI ESTATE, NR. MATAJI MANDIR, OPP. AVKAR HOTEL, ISANPUR - NAROL HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/03/2017

AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
3501011  03/03/2017  
ASHOK KHURANA  
trading as :KHURANA SALES CORPORATION  
50 GAFFAR MARKET KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI  
Goods  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ARPIT JAIN  
E-7, 2nd Floor, Vijay Nagar, Single Storey, Delhi - 110009  
Used Since : 20/01/2010  
To be associated with:  
1779172  
DELHI  
PORCELAIN AND CERAMICS WARE FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE OR KITCHEN UTENSILS NAMELY LUXURY  
PLATES, TABLEWARE INCLUDING CROCKERY FOR KITCHEN USE, DINNERWARE- NAMELY, CUPS, POTS AND TEA  
POTS, SAUCERS, PLATES, PLATTERS, CONTAINERS, GLASSWARE, CERAMIC FIGURES, SHOW PIECES, PORCELAIN,  
BONE CHINA, THERMOWARE, PLASTIC WARES, MELAMINE WARE, ACRYLIC ITEMS LIKE JARS, PICKLE POT, SALT AND  
PEPPER SETS, MELAMINE / PLASTIC DINNERS SETS, TRAYS, CASSEROLES, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS  
21.
3501849    03/03/2017
VIPULBHAI T. PATEL
ALPESHBHAI R. PARECHA
trading as ;M/S. LOGAN CERAMIC
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, LAKHDHIRPUR ROAD, AT : JAMBUDIYA, MORBI GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THERE WITH), KITCHEN SINK, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES , STEEL WOLL, UNWORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING ), GLASSWARE, TOOTH BRUSHES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 21
3502144 03/03/2017
VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as; M/s VISAKA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
No: 1-8-303/69/3, Visaka Towers, SP Road, Secunderabad-500003, Telangana State India,
Manufacturers, Marketers and Traders
A Company registered under the companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Combs and sponges; Brushes [except paintbrushes]; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
3502219 03/03/2017
MADHULI EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; MADHULI EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
6, PARSANA CORNER, NR. NATHJI PAN, 50 FEET ROAD, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT,
GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF S.S KITCHEN BASKET (FOR DOMESTIC USE), TOWEL RACK, GLASS SOAP DISH, NAPKIN
HOLDER, PAPER HOLDER, LIQUID SOAP DISPENSERS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 21
3505385  04/03/2017
THEOBROMA FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :Theobroma Foods Private Limited
1504, Maker Chambers V, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Manufacturer and Merchant
Company incorporated under the laws of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household utensils containers; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; Beer Mugs; Bottles; Cups; Dishes; Glass Bowls; Candlesticks; Non-electric Coffee filters, percolators, pots; Hand-operated Coffee grinders; Confectioners' bags; Drinking vessels; Flasks; Flowerpots; Glass jars; Jugs; Non-electric kettles; Mugs; Paper-plates; Pots; Shakers; Spoons, Strainers; Vases; works of art of porcelain, of terracotta or glass
2701656 19/03/2014
SUPERFIL PRODUCTS LIMITED
10TH FLOOR, NO.672, ANNA SALAI, TEMPLE TOWERS, NANDANAM, CHENNAI-600035
Manufacture/Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since :21/05/2011
To be associated with:
2701648
CHENNAI
Cables, Nets, Ropes, cords, slings, twines, binding bands and Strings not made of metal.
2727721 29/04/2014
SHRI RATANLAL GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI KUSHALRAJ GEKCHAND PAREKH
SHRI MUKESH RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI PRITESH KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
SHRI MAHAVIR RATANLAL PAREKH
SHRI ABHISHEK KUSHALRAJ PAREKH
trading as :OSWAL OVERSEAS
OSWAL HOUSE, PLOT NO.4 AND 11,SECTOR NO.2, KANDLA SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, GANDHIDHAM (KUTCH) 370230
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :19/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
TARPAULINS, BAGS OF TEXTILES FOR PACKAGING, BAGS FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS IN BULK
2730673   05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE
MATERIALS
2731080  05/05/2014
VK PLASTLAM PRIVATE LIMITED
20B, Tin Murti Bunglows, Near Devansh Bunglow, Surdhara Circle, Thaltej, Ahmedabad-380054
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MS. RAJKUMARI R. UDHWANI, ADVOCATE
503, DIWAN CHAMBERS, OPP. LOHA BHAVAN, OLD HIGH COURT LANE, OFF. ASHRAM ROAD, NAVRANGPURA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 009 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2014
AHMEDABAD
TARPAULINS, NETS, TENTS, VEHICLE COVERS, PLASTIC FIBERS FOR TEXTILE USE, SACKS AND BAGS FOR THE
TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS IN BULK INCLUDED IN CLASS 22.
KINNECT

2733207  07/05/2014
MICROFIBER CORP PRIVATE LIMITED
Survey No. 209/3, Masat Industrial Estate, Village Masat, Samarwari, Silvassa, Dadra & Nagar Haveli 396 230 within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ropes and strings
Moncerise

2737257  15/05/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
7, BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI 110103
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTNL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); STRAPS, NOT OF METAL, FOR HANDLING LOADS/ BELTS, NOT OF METAL, FOR HANDLING LOADS; WRAPPING OR BINDING BANDS, NOT OF METAL.
JAYPORE

2769925 08/07/2014
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since: 21/02/2012
DELHI
SACKS AND BAGS
2769929  08/07/2014
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
SACKS AND BAGS
ZIBALDI
3495168  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.
3497726   02/03/2017
RAJESHBHAI SAMPATMAL SETHA
PRAKASHBHAI MIRJAMAL SINGHI
JAYABEN MAGANBHAI HARPAL
PARSOTAMBHAI NATHUBHAI HARPAL
trading as ;M/S. AJANTA PACKAGING
OLD UPLETA ROAD, OPP. NATIONAL OIL MILL, B/H J.S. PLASTIC, DHORAJI, DIST-RAJKOT, GUJARAT
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
Ropes
CASA
3499899 02/03/2017
KISHANBHAI J. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ROPES, STRING, NETS, AWININGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-22.
2725067  25/04/2014
AALIYA MOHD ILYAS SHIRGAR
trading as ;Metro Silk Thread
27-A, Lalwala Compound, Bamroli Road, Surat (Gujarat)
Manufacturer, Trading and Service Provider
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Used Since :21/06/2012
AHMEDABAD
Jari, Yarns and Threads
2727054  29/04/2014
YAMUNA INDUSTRIES LTD
trading as : YAMUNA INDUSTRIES LTD
C- 6, HOSEKOTE INDUSTRIAL AREA, VILLAGE CHOKKAHALLI, HOSEKOTE, BANGALORE - 562114, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.K. & ASSOCIATES
6153, BLOCK 1, STREET NO. 5, DEV NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-5
Used Since : 08/02/2012
To be associated with:
1726614, 2110249, 2110250, 2110251, 2286967
CHENNAI
YARNS AND THREADS USED FOR KITE FLYING.
BULANI KHIYALDAS ROCHIRAM
trading as : KTL LOOP
2, RAMDOOT RAW HOUSE, BEHIND VIDHYAKUNJ SCHOOL, NEAR SAI RAM RESIDENCY, PALGAM, SURAT, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since: 26/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
YARN AND THREADS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2730675 05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
2730676   05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
2731777 06/05/2014
SUNDARDAS NATHANI
trading as ;YASHIKA THREAD MILL
2 CH, 7, CHOPASNI HOUSING BOARD, 1st PULIYA, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since : 31/12/1988
AHMEDABAD
SEWING THREADS AND ALL KIND OF THREADS INCLUDED IN CLASS 23
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 23

2732180 06/05/2014
MR. DHARMESH M ITALIYA
trading as GEL KRUPA SEQUANCE
212, SHERI NO. 18, GHANSHYAM NAGAR, L.H. ROAD SURAT 395 006, GUJRAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since: 15/12/2006
AHMEDABAD
EMBROIDERY THREAD, THREAD FOR TEXTILE USE
2733096 07/05/2014
HUZAIFA VAZIRI
trading as ;FASCO THREAD CO.
3/914, PATHANWADA, OPP. MAZAR SHARIF, ZAMPA BAZAR, SURAT - 395003, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :01/04/1970

AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREADS
2026887  22/09/2010
MR TILAKRAJ NARANG
trading as ;MAHALAXMI HANDLOOM INDS
209, GREAN PARK, TEHSIL TOWN, PANIPAT-132103
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308
Used Since : 30/08/2001
DELHI
BLANKETS.
2270320 23/01/2012
NITIN GOSWAMI
KHIMGIRI GOSWAMI
trading as: JYOTI BED AND BATH
VALLABH BAUG, M.G. ROAD, GANDHI MARKET, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400077
TRADER
PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Used Since: 02/10/1964
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
2272141 25/01/2012
SOU.PRAYA VINAY JAIN
trading as JAINCO COTTEX
4/94, NEW CLOTH MARKET, ICHALKARANJI-416 115, DIST.KOLHAPUR (M.S.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/01/2001
MUMBAI
SUITING, SHIRTING, DHOTIS, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS AND FABRICS
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 01/06/2011

MUMBAI
TEXTILES PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SHIRTING, SUITING WOLLEN CLOTH AND BLANKETS, POLYESTER, WOLLEN BLENDED FABRICS, STAIN AND SHAWLS IN PIECE, BED SHEETS, TABLE AND PILLOW COVERS, FLANNEL UPHOLSTERY, TOWELS, HANDKERCHIEFS (TEXTILES), DRESS MATERIALS, DUPATTA INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI
ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 01/06/2011

MUMBAI
TEXTILES PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SHIRTING, SUITING WOLLEN CLOTH AND BLANKETS, POLYESTER, WOLLEN
BLENDED FABRICS, STAIN AND SHAWLS IN PIECE, BED SHEETS, TABEL AND PILLOW COVERS, FLANNEL
UPHOLSTERY, TOWELS, HANDKERCHIEFS (TEXTILES), DRESS MATERIALS, DUPATTA INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 24

2394399  11/09/2012
MR. ANIL Todi
trading as ;LINENS & ALL
143, DEVRAJ INDUSTRIAL PARK, PIPLEJ PIRANA ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 382045.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :13/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
CURTAINS, BED SHEET, BED COVER, PILLOW COVER, CUSHION COVER
2431977  23/11/2012
TIJARIA POLYPipes LTD.
SP-1-2315 2316, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAMCHANDRAPURA, SITAPURA EXT., JAIPUR - 302 022
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLANKETS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
2431978  23/11/2012
TJJARIA POLYPEXES LTD.
SP-1-2315 2316, IIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAMCHANDRAPURA, SITAPURA EXT., JAIPUR - 302 022
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLANKETS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
subject to association with 2431977.
2431979  23/11/2012
TIJARIA POLYPIPES LTD.
SP-1-2315 2316, RICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAMCHANDRAPURA, SITAPURA EXT., JAIPUR - 302 022
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLANKETS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
2572099  29/07/2013
TSG FASHIONS LIMITED
trading as ;TSG FASHIONS LIMITED
4/1A, JAGMOHAN MULLICK LANE , KOLKATA - 700 007 WEST, BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER (S), MERCHANT (S), TRADER (S), EXPORTER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2012
To be associated with:
2199286
KOLKATA
Cloth; Fabrics for Textile Use; Textile Material; Sheets (Textile); Bed Covers; Pillowcases; Table Covers; Bed Blankets;
Towels of Textile; Furniture Coverings of Textile or Plastic; Door Curtains; Handkerchiefs of Textile; Traced Cloth for
Embroidery; Cotton Fabrics; Woollen Cloth; Crepe (Fabric); Brocades; Silk (Cloth); Rayon Fabric; Jute Fabric; Household
Linen; Knitted Fabric; Velvet; Non- Woven Textile Fabrics; Upholstery Fabrics; Mosquito Nets; Banners; Wall Hangings of
Textile.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017   Class 24

2719329    16/04/2014
BARGAIN TEXTILES PVT. LTD.
71,CHRISTOPHER ROAD (TANGRA CHINA TOWN),NEAR BEIJING RESTAURANT,KOLKATA 700046,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturers, Merchants Exporters and Service Providers
an Indian company registered under the companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/2014

KOLKATA
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; including sarees and unstitched dress materials, bed and table covers, towels, napkin, blanket, pillow & duvet.
ASHIMA DYE Cot LIMITED
Texcellence Complex, Khokhara Mehdabad, Ahmedabad - 380021, Gujarat, India,
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, AND TABLE COVERS.
LIVING GREEN

2723362  23/04/2014

THE RAJLAKSHMI COTTON MILLS (P) LTD.,
FMC FORTUNA, 4TH FLOOR, 234/3A, A.J.C. BOSE ROAD, CALCUTTA 700 020
Manufacturers of garments, bed linen, towels and other home furnishings.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANUPRIYA JAIPURIA
C-46 Defence Colony, New Delhi 110024

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2723073

KOLKATA
Bed linen, towels and other home furnishings.
2723811  23/04/2014

MR. KARAN SHARMA
trading as ;MR. KARAN SHARMA
LORDS - 511,7/1,LORD SINHA ROAD,KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/ 1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Textiles and textile goods, Bed and Table covers, Bed linen, Bed spreads, Cotton fabrics, Covers for cushions, Face towels of textiles, Towels of textiles, Furniture coverings of textiles, Blankets, Quilts falling in Class - 24.
2724349   24/04/2014
VIJAY SARDA
trading as :S.N. SILK MILLS
106 - JAY SHREE R AM MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002 ( GUJRAT)
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :24/12/2007
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS
2726596  28/04/2014
ABDUL SHAMEER.K
trading as : KRIPA TEX
T.P. BUILDING, PULIKKAL, PULIKKAL POST, MALAPPURAM DIST, PIN - 673 637, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2727575  29/04/2014
MAHAVIR PRASAD GOKULCHAND MUNDHRA
trading as : RADHESHYAM SHYAMSUNDER
M - 3270, Surat Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat - 395 002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
ART SILK CLOTH INCLUDING, DRESS AND DUPATTA MATERIAL, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -24.
ANNADA

2729019 01/05/2014
SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL
trading as ;SATISFACTORY & COMPANY
43/1, B.M.SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Used Since :10/04/2012

KOLKATA
Textiles and textile goods not included in other classes; suiting, shirting and dress materials, bed and table covers being included in class-24.
2730325  02/05/2014
CHOWDESHWARI SILKS & SAREES
No. 55, Chowlagalli, Sunkalpet Cross, Bangalore - 560002
Silk Sarees Manufacturer, Trader, Retailer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP LEX GLOBAL SERVICES
#82,21ST MAIN,2ND FLOOR, ABOVE SRI KRISHNA STORES, BANASHANKARI 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560070
Used Since :30/04/2012
CHENNAI
Textiles and textile goods, Sarees, Handloom Woven Sarees including Silk, Crape and other variety of sarees.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2730678 05/05/2014
S. R. THORAT MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
RAJAPUR ROAD, SANGAMNER-422605, DISTRICT:-AHMEDNAGAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
2731015   05/05/2014
RICHA PROCESSING MILL [P] LTD.
trading as ;RICHA PROCESSING MILL [P] LTD.
I-16 DLF INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1 FARIDABAD
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI
QUILTS, BED COVERS, BED QUILT, QUILTED BED SPREAD, DOHAR, DUVETS, DUVET COVERS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, BED LINEN, SHEETS [TEXTILE], BED CLOTHES, BLANKETS [BED], COVERLETS [BED SPREADS], PILLOWCASES, CUSHION COVERS, MATTRESS COVERS, TOWELS OF TEXTILE, BATH LINEN [EXCEPT CLOTHING], RUGS [TRAVELLING], CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC.
GIRIJA RAJAGOPAL
NO.37, KRISHNAPURAM EXTENSION, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI - 600 053, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :08/04/2014

CHENNAI
TEXTILE GOODS, TEXTILE HANDKERCHIEFS, TEXTILE MATERIAL, HAND TOWELS, BED COVERS, COT SHEETS, FABRIC
FOR TEXTILE USE, MOSQUITO NETS, PILLOW COVERS, SHIRT FABRICS, WATERPROOF TEXTILE FABRICS, LININGS,
NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, TEXTILE ARTICLES FOR BEDS, HOUSEHOLD USE, KITCHEN USE, SOFT FURNISHINGS
AND TABLE USE, TEXTILES MADE OF SILK, SATIN, SYNTHETIC MATERIALS, VELVET AND WOOL
The purple pony

2731726   06/05/2014
MEGHA JOSHI
43, Eagle Ridge Resort, Begur Koppa Road, Bangalore-560068
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
2732191    06/05/2014
ASHOK KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ANGROOP PLUS
3014, Jai Shree Ram Market, Ring Road, Surat 395 002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ART SILK, PURE SILK AND COTTON CLOTH INCLUDING SAREE, BLOUSE, DRESS AND DUPATTA MATERIAL, SHIRTING, SUITING, DHOTI, LUNGI, HANDKERCHIEF, BED SHEET, BLANKET, SHAWL, TOWEL, PILLOW COVER, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -24.
2732308    06/05/2014
K.SIVALINKAM
PADHMA SIVALINGAM
S.ARUN KARTHIKEYAN
trading as ;PAS AND COMAPANY
NO. 74, NEW MARKET STREET, TIRUPTIR - 641 604, TAINILNADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
"TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SUITING, SHIRTING, SAREES, DHOTIES, BED AND TABLE COVERS"
A.C.S
2732594  07/05/2014
SUNITA RANI
trading as ;AMAN CREATION
275, ARPIT MARKET, OPP BSNL OFFICE, JHANSI RANI CHOWK, MUZAFFARNAGAR UP-251001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF DRESS MATERIAL
2732744  07/05/2014
Uttam Gupta
trading as: Sumita Textiles
301, Ganpati Apartment, Aggarsain Colony, Model Town, Panipat-132103, Haryana
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. Gupta & Co.
262, Lawyers Chambers, Criminal Side, Tis Hazari Court, Delhi - 110 054.
Used Since: 01/04/2008

Delhi
Textiles and Textiles Goods, Bed and Table Covers, Blankets, Handloom, Quilt All Being Goods
2733095  07/05/2014
BHARAT D. JOSHI
trading as : KAMESHWARI CREATION
L - 3066, 2ND FLOOR, SURAT TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since: 01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE GOODS IN CLASS 24
SONAL PRATIK BIYANI
104, GROUND FLOOR, PASHUPATI TEXTILE MARKET, MOTI BEGAMWADI, SALABATPURA, SURAT 395003, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, DRESS MATERIALS, SUITING AND SHIRTING, CURTAIN CLOTHES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017  Class 24

2733585 08/05/2014
NARESH JAIN
MANJULA JAIN
trading as ;WELCOS SPUNFAB
F-46, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHILWARA-311001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/03/2005
AHMEDABAD
SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS AND DRESS MATERIALS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2734295 09/05/2014
MAYURI BLANKETS (P) LTD.
L-59, SHASHTRI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110052
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL, ADVOCATE
139 WEAVERS COLONY PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA
Used Since: 07/09/2012
DELHI
BLANKETS, BED SHEETS, BED COVERS, COMFORTER & QUILTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
SARVOTTAM SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SARVOTTAM SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED
103, Park Street, Kolkata 700 016, West Bengal.
Manufacturer, Merchant, Trader & Exporter.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :22/03/1993
KOLKATA
Cloth; Fabrics; Fabrics for Textile Use; Textile Material; Sarees (Unstiched); Cotton Fabrics; Sheets (Textile); Rayon Fabric;
Jute Fabric; Knitted Fabric; Velvet; Silk (Cloth); Linen Cloth; Bed Covers; Pillowcases; Cushions Covers; Table Covers;
Mattress Covers; Bed Blankets; Towels of Textile; Furniture Coverings of Textile or Plastic; Net Curtains; Door Curtains;
Handkerchiefs of Textile; Linings (Textile); Woollen Cloth; Crepe (Fabric); Upholstery Fabrics; Brocades; Wall Hangings of
Textile.
MARU-MANJARI
2735009  09/05/2014
GIRIJA FABRCS PVT. LTD.
D-524, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, 4th PHASE, BALOTRA-344022 RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
DYED, SYNTHETIC, PRINTED POPLIN, RUBIA, TEXTILES PIECE GOODS.
2735086  10/05/2014
K.MOHAN KUMAR
10/B, Kamarajapuram, North 4th Cross, Karur, 639002.
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Textiles and Textile Goods Not Included In Other Classes; Bed and Table Covers.
2735826   13/05/2014
SATYANARAYAN RAMSWAMI GADDAM
trading as ;GADDAM WEAVING MILL
34/3/66, NEW PACHHA PETH, ASHOK CHOWK, SOLAPUR-413006.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :30/07/1999

MUMBAI
TOWELS AND NAPKIN
GHAZNI TEX

2736770  13/05/2014
SHREE BHARKA (INDIA) LIMITED
SPL 3, RHICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PUR ROAD, BHILWARA RAJASTHAN 311001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :17/11/1995

AHMEDABAD
TEXILE FABRICS.
ANWAR TEX
2736771  13/05/2014
SHREE BHARKA (INDIA) LIMITED
SPL 3, RHICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PUR ROAD, BHILWARA RAJASTHAN 311001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :17/11/1995
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE FABRICS.
MARJAN TEX
2736772  13/05/2014
SHREE BHARKA (INDIA) LIMITED
SPL 3, RHICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PUR ROAD, BHILWARA RAJASTHAN 311001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :17/11/1995
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE FABRICS.
2736933  14/05/2014
JASWINDER SINGH
trading as : MODERN GARMENTS
851, NIRANKARI STREET NO-5, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udhampur singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/05/2010
DELHI
VINODKUMAR BIYANI
trading as ; ADARSH PRINTS
D - 2008, Surat Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat - 395 002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :28/10/1981

AHMEDABAD
ART SILK, PURE SILK AND COTTON CLOTH INCLUDING DRESS AND DUPATTA MATERIAL, SHIRTING, SUITING, DHOTI, LUNGI, HANDKERCHIEF, BED SHEET, BLANKET, TOWEL, PILLOW COVER, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -24.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791,  03/04/2017           Class 24

2738656    16/05/2014
RATI NEHRA
15/2 Milestone, Old Palam Gurgaon Road, Gurgaon, Haryana - 15
Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :09/03/2013

DELHI
Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling sheets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets; diaper changing pad covers not of paper; baby blankets; quilts; fitted bed sheets; dohars; sleeping bag (sheeting).
Baby Jalebi
2738658   16/05/2014
RATI NEHRA
15/2 Milestone, Old Palam Gurgaon Road, Gurgaon, Haryana - 15
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :09/03/2013
DELHI
Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling sheets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets; diaper changing pad covers not of paper; baby blankets; quilts; fitted bed sheets; dohars; sleeping bag (sheeting).
2739322    19/05/2014
200 NOT OUT VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104 GYANDEEP CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY LTD, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD NO-7, OPP COFFEE LANE, JVPD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai 400 037.
Used Since :25/06/2010
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS IN CLASS 24
2870753 27/12/2014
M/S. SMART BABY RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
386, SECTOR-26, PANCHKULA, HARYANA-134116
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; baby blankets, Table covers
2967266  19/05/2015
ANU OHRI
trading as: M/S. OHRI SONS
M/S. OHRI SONS, SCF-77, Sector-15 MKT, Faridabad, (Haryana)
Readymade Garments and Fabrics
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANDEY RAJIV RAJHANS
G-3 QUTUB VIEW APART KATWARIA SARAI NEW DELHI-16
Used Since : 01/05/2014
DELHI
Fabrics, Textile piece-goods, Dress Material, Suiting and Shirting, Silks, Bed sheets, Bed covers, Bed Spreads, Pillow Covers, Cushion Covers, Table Covers, Towels, Blankets, Shawls, Quilts, Linen, Furnishing Fabrics.
3474219  06/02/2017
RAJANIKANT M. LIMBASIYA
VIMAL P. LIMBASIYA
trading as ;SORATH SILK
PLOT NO-428/2- ROAD NO-4 G.I.D.C, SACHIN- SURAT-394230, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
SUITING MATERIALS (TEXTILE), SHIRTINGS, FABRICS, TEXTILE GOODS, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILE GOODS, TEXTILE MATERIAL.
PARTHIBHAI JETHABHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LYVANTA
30, Patelvas, Uttampura, Dangiyu, Banaskantha, Dantiwada - 385510
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHINTAN KEDAR MANKAD

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
3482377   15/02/2017
MR.RAJENDRAKUMAR K. PATEL
MR.BRIJESH R. PATEL
MR.JENISHKUMAR A. PATEL
MR.PARAS N. PATEL
MR. BHAVESH N. PATEL
trading as ;M/S. BAGHBAN DEVELOPERS
49, Haridarshan Society, Kalpna Chavla Marg, Near D-Mart Store, Adajan, Surat-395009, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.M.ANKOLERKAR, ADVOCATE
C-443, B.G.TOWERS, OUT SIDE DELHI GATE, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 004

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
TOWELS OF TEXTILE, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS, FURNISHING FABRICS, COTTON FABRICS, CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BED COVERS, BLANKETS, BED, TABLE AND BATH LINEN, NAPKINS, BANNERS, FLAGS, NOT OF PAPER, PLASTIC MATERIAL [SUBSTITUTE FOR FABRICS] BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
BEAMER
3487918  21/02/2017
MADHUR KNIT CRAFTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MADHUR KNIT CRAFTS PVT. LTD.
87,1st FLOOR, PURANI KOTWALI, CHAURA BAZAR, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB) (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R & K ASSOCIATES
65-B, RAJGURU NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)-141012.
Used Since :01/08/2012
DELHI
BLANKETS AND FABRICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
3488183  21/02/2017
GOVIND SUKHANI
rajesh rajpal
trading as : R. G. PERFECT
SHOP NO. 7, LALWANI MARKET, OPP. SHIV SHAKTI HALL, KUBERNAGAR, AHMEDABAD-382340
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 14/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, SYNTHETIC FIBER FABRICS, MIXED FIBER FABRICS, TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF APPAREL.
3489850    22/02/2017
PRASHANT RADADIYA
trading as :CAFFOY CLOTH COMPANY
202, YOGESHWAR APP., RAGHU VIR SOC., OPP., P.P. SAVANI SCHOOL, HIRABAUG, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006,
GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :24/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE MATERIAL, FABRICS, CLOTHS, TEXTILE SUBSTITUTES, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS.
SAFE SHOP ZENO
3495136  28/02/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, FABRIC HANDLOOM GOODS, TEXTILE FABRICS INCLUDING BEDSHEETS & PILLOW COVERS; PILLOWS, BLANKETS AND QUILTS; TABLE COVERS; TOWELS AND HANDKERCHIEFS, HORIZONTAL VENETIAN BLINDS, VERTICAL BLINDS, ROLLER BLINDS AND SHADES, CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES MADE OF FABRICS OR PLASTIC FABRIC, WOVEN AND NON WOVEN MADE OF ORGANIC AND OR SYNTHETIC MATERIAL FOR BLINDS, TEXTILE CURTAIN PELMETS, BLINDS; CUSHION COVERS, WINDOW COVERINGS AND WALL HANGING OF TEXTILE.
3496395  01/03/2017
MRS. ANUPAMA MAHESHWARI
trading as; M/S PADAM CREATIONS
Unit 1, Padam Sapphire Sky, D-121, Kabir Marg, Banipark Jaipur
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N, J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 15/10/2015
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
3500146    02/03/2017
SUNITA SANJAY SURANA
BRIJ KISHORE MUNDRA
SHRI NARAYAN MUNDRA
SATYANARAYAN GUPTA
trading as ;M/S. SHREE RAMANUJ DYEING AND PRINTING MILLS
HG- 9, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER, MAJURA GATE CROSSING , RING ROAD, SURAT-395002, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since :15/12/2003

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF TEXTILE AND TEXTILES PIECES GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES , BED AND TABLE COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 24.
3500382  03/03/2017
LIFESTYLE SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Lifestyle Sarees Private Limited.
Lifestyle House, 2nd Floor, Shree Ganesh Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat- 395 002.
manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Textiles piecegoods including suitings, shirtings and dress materials being goods included in class 24.
SWETANSHI

3500384  03/03/2017
LIFESTYLE SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Lifestyle Sarees Private Limited.
Lifestyle House, 2nd Floor, Shree Ganesh Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395 002.
A company registered in India.
manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3500382

AHMEDABAD
Textiles piecegoods including suiting, shirtings and dress materials being goods included in class 24.
ANTRA
3500386  03/03/2017
LIFESTYLE SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Lifestyle Sarees Private Limited.
Lifestyle House, 2nd Floor, Shree Ganesh Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat- 395002.
manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :20/02/2005
To be associated with:
1341464, 3500386
AHMEDABAD
Textiles piecegoods including suitings, shirtings and dress materials being goods included in class 24.
RITIKA JHUNJHUNWALA
4/25 Agrawal Nagar, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Matunga, Mumbai 400 019 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :06/07/2016

MUMBAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers; household linen; bed linen; linen cloth
Carve Zone A Product Of Vimal Syn tex Fab Pvt Ltd

3501760 03/03/2017
VIMAL SYNT EX FAB PVT. LTD
3/14, Dhar Road, Manawar-454446
Manufacturer & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Used Since: 01/03/2012

MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; Suiting and Shirtings, bed covers; table cover included in Class 24.
3503081 03/03/2017
ASHA PARAS DOSHI & PARAS SHASHIKANT DOSHI
trading as ;Asha Paras Doshi & Paras Shashikant Doshi
301, Vardhaman Residency, 8/2, Patel Colony, Near Jain Temple, Jamnagar - 361 008, Gujarat
Manufacturer & Merchant
Joint Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
Dress Materials, Kurtis (Unstitched), Textiles and Substitutes for Textiles; Household Linen; Curtains of Textile or Plastic.
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 12/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
SOTEX NETWORK
3504709  04/03/2017
SOTEX NETWORK PVT. LTD.
D-107, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase -1 , Delhi -110020
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textile and Textile related products not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers. Curtains; Bath Linen; Bath
towels; Bedsheets; blankets; cotton fabrics; cover for cushions; fabric place mats; fabric for textile use; hand spun silk
fabric; hemp-wool mixed fabrics; interior decoration fabrics; jute fabrics; knitted fabrics; linens; lining fabric for footwear;
mixed fiber fabrics; metal fiber fabrics; non-woven fabric; net curtains; oil cloth; quilts; rayon fabric; shrouds; shower
curtains; silk(cloth); textile material; textiles and substitute for textiles.
PEEMORE

3504813  04/03/2017
RANDHIRKUMAR NANUBHAI RADADIYA
trading as : PUNIT SILK MILLS
514 -15 -16, ARIHANT TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE MATERIAL, FABRIC, CLOTH.
POPSICLES

3507909 13/03/2017
NEELU CHIRAG TRIVEDI TRADING AS TIRUPATI VENTURES
COTEX HOUSE PLOT NO. 102, 16 TH ROAD, M. I. D. C ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI - 400 093.
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNA P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKV Post Bangalore 560065
Used Since :01/10/2009
MUMBAI
Fabrics, cotton fabrics, knitted fabrics, labels of cloth, linen cloth, silk fabrics for printing patterns, upholstery fabrics, fabrics for textile use
3509117  16/03/2017
ATUL JAIN
384A,Ground Floor, Room No.2,Dabhokar Wadi Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai400002 , Maharashtra
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods
ANAND SILK HOUSE

677098    17/08/1995
D.S. ANAND
No 536, KOLLA COMPLEX, AVENUE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 005, KARNATAKA STATE
Used Since :19/08/1986
CHENNAI
ALL SILK, POLYSTER AND COTTON SAREES
SOFIYA KIDS

1716714    31/07/2008

SOFIYA KIDS
trading as ; SOFIYA KIDS
B-18 NEW SEELAMPUR DELHI

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001.
Used Since : 01/04/1998

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEARS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
RAJESH MONGA
trading as ;THE BANGKOK MART
E-28A, 1ST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-II CENTRAL MARKET NEW DELHI-110024
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
THE BANKOK MART
trading as ;THE BANKOK MART
THE BANKOK MART, K-84, GROUND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-2, NEW DELHI-110024
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ALL TYPES OF GARMENTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REEMA SACHDEVA
C-209, SOUTH ANARKALI, CHANDER NAGAR, DELHI-51
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
GARMENTS ITEMS AND PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD THAILAND.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
L.T.
1747484 23/10/2008
RAM CHANDRA SWAMI trading as :Life Time Fashion
IX-6398, Mukherjee Gali No.2, Gandhi Nagar, Delhi-110031.
MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :16/06/1998
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING JEANS, TROUSERS & SHIRTS.
GILLY HICKS DOWN UNDIES
1751123  05/11/2008
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH EUROPE SAGL
VIA MOREE, 6850 MENDRISIO, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
1769494  31/12/2008
KAILASH PARBAT CHAMARIYA
ANAND NAGAR, ROHIWALA ROAD, ROOM NO.27/28, PRABHAT COLONY, OPP. ONGC OFFICE, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI-400 054.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS

Used Since :01/04/2005

MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
D.LOVE
2057105  22/11/2010
SMT. MANIHA JAIN
trading as ;DOVE CREATION
4736, OPP. POLICE CHOWKI, JAIN MANDIR ROAD, SUNDER NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address: SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2004
DELHI
Hosiery and readymade garments.
DIYA AND CHANDANI JEANS COMPANY

2066499  10/12/2010
MANOJ RAMESHLAL VALECHA
MAHIMA PALACE, 3RD FLOOR, NEAR BHADIYA HOSPITAL
Manufacturer AND MAECHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :18/11/2009

MUMBAI
READYMADE BODY GARMENTS
2242958    02/12/2011
DANISH MASROOR KHAN
trading as : INSTYLE
FARHAN CHS, 11/12, WARODA CROSS ROAD, VERONICA ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400 050
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since : 01/11/2011
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2247187   09/12/2011
M/S. ONLINE DIRECT DELIVERY SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
M/S. ONLINE DIRECT DELIVERY SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED, 110, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, SWASTIK RTEGALIA,
WAGHBIL ROAD, THANE 400 607.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUREKHA BABU NAKMAN
HIRA APT., 4TH FL., ROOM NO. 46, B WING, HANUMAN NAGAR, KALYAN(E), MUMBAI-412306
Used Since: 01/12/2011

MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
2255053   22/12/2011
SAILESH SRIVASTAVA
SHAMIM BARKATALI
trading as ;FANTOOSH INDIA
1, GROUND FLOOR, SUBHODAYA APARTMENTS, BOGULKUNTA, HYDERABAD-500 001, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.
Used Since :05/02/1996

CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS.
2255056  22/12/2011
RINKU NOORALI
SAILESH SRIVASTAVA
trading as : FABRIC INDIA
# 2, GROUND FLOOR, SUBHODAYA APARTMENTS, BOGULKUNTA, HYDERABAD - 500001, ANDHRA PRADESH STATE.
MANUFACTURERS TRADERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDH.
Used Since : 15/03/1996

CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS
C.V. VENUGOPAL trading as ;DIVAS
NO. 18, 3RD MAIN, 4TH CROSS, VIJAY NAGAR, R.P.C LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560040, KARNATAKA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :14/07/2008

CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS, DESIGNER WEARS, BRIDAL WEARS, WESTERN WEARS, UNDERGARMENTS AND HOSIERY GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
2266211  13/01/2012
UTV SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
1ST FLOOR BUILDING NO.14, SOLITAIRE CORPORATE PARK, GURU HARGOVINDJI MARG, CHAKALA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :31/08/2011
MUMBAI
CLOTHING AND WEARING APPARELS OF ALL SORTS INCLUDING HOSIERY, HEADGEAR AND FOOTWEAR; CAPS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, SPORTSWEAR BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2266279   13/01/2012
DEVENDRA V. CHOUHAN
trading as; DEVKINANDAN CREATION
NARMADA KUTIR, M.G.CROSS ROAD, KAPOLWADI, OPP. G.H.SCHOOL, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI -400066.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/12/2010
MUMBAI
SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSER, JEANS, PANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
URBANVASTRA

2267755  17/01/2012
ABHISHEK BIR SINGH
trading as ;GRAVITY GARMENTS
50/A, HUMA BANGLOW, CHUIM ROAD, OPP. SAI HANUMAN MANDIR KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400052. MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :15/12/2011

MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2268565   18/01/2012
JOGENDERA PRAJAPATI
KISHAN PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M. M. ENTERPRISES
SWAMI CHAWL, SERVICE ROAD, OPP. WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/12/2010

MUMBAI
SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSER, JEANS, PANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2268566  18/01/2012
FEROZ KHAN
C-6/7/03, SECTOR 3, C.B.D.BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI-400 614
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/12/2010
MUMBAI
SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSERS, JEANS, PANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
DEEPKA GUPTA
trading as :TRIVENI GRAMENTS
16, FIRST FLOOR, NEAR JODHPUR MISTHTHAN BHANDAR, BRAHAMPURI ROAD, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, READYMADE GARMENTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, TROUSERS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS TWENTY FIVE.
for State of Rajasthan only.
2336283    23/05/2012
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSIFIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
SHIRTS, SPORTS SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, CLOTHING AND ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, CLOTHING, SAREES, SILK SAREES INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
Evid's

2365214  18/07/2012

BHAVINA DEVENDRA SHAH

trading as ;M/s. AADESHWAR ENTERPRISE

4th Floor, Austh Laxmi Complex, O/s. Dariyapur Gate, Idgah Road, Ahmedabad 380016, Gujarat State, India

Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since :12/07/2012

AHMEDABAD

CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, UNDERCLOTHING, LEGGINGS, LOUNGEWEAR
BHARATKUMAR RATANCHAND JAIN - HUF
trading as SAMBHAV DESIGNER SAREES
J-506, J. J A/c Market, Upper Ground, Ring Road, Surat, Gujarat, India - 395002
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY FIRM
Used Since: 24/01/2008

AHMEDABAD
PRINTED SAREES INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
TSG FASHIONS LIMITED
trading as ;TSG FASHIONS LIMITED
4/1A, JAGMOHAN MULLICK LANE , KOLKATA - 700 007 WEST, BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER (S), MERCHANT (S), TRADER (S), EXPORTER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2012
To be associated with:
2319897
KOLKATA
Clothing; Dresses; Ready-Made Clothing; Shirts, Trousers, T-Shirts, Leggings, Skirts, Coats, Pants, Suits, Pajamas; Hosiery; Socks; Underclothing; Bodices (Lingerie); Swimsuits; Sarongs; Dressing Gowns; Neckties; Sweaters, Shawls, Scarves; Knitwear (Clothing); Furs (Clothing); Ear Muffs (Clothing); Uniforms; Waterproof Clothing; Overcoats; Pullovers; Clothing of Leather; Jerseys (Clothing); Jackets (Clothing); Gloves (Clothing); Belts (Clothing); Headgear for Wear; Hats; Footwear; Shoes.
2572545  30/07/2013
BHERARAMBHAI SOTIJI MALI
trading as ;M/S. MANMANDIR GARMENT
14, GROUND FLOOR, PADMAVATI COMPLEX, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 001. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
A Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Used Since :10/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
for State of Gujarat only..
2580333  14/08/2013
CHETAN RAJPUROHIT
trading as JAWBONE
NO. 64, MARUTHI COMPLEX, MAMULPET, BANGALORE - 560053
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since: 01/06/2013
CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS AND ALL GOODS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017  Class 25

2583973  22/08/2013
NIBRAS SHOES PVT LTD.,
trading as :NIBRAS SHOES PVT LTD.,
NO.12/42, TAYLORS ROAD,KILPAUK, CHENNAI 600010, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :05/07/2012

CHENNAI
FOOTWEAR
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
TINA JOSEPH trading as GARROS
Block 11 (Eleven), Fc, Jains Nakshatra Apartments, Chinna Nolambur, Maduravoil, Chennai 600095, Tamil Nadu.
CLOTHING OF LEATHER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 05/09/2013

CHENNAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, LEATHER, CLOTHING OF IMITATIONS OF LEATHER UNDER CLASS 25
2657591   10/01/2014
GIRL D.
M.DARSHANA PRIYA
trading as ;GRASP CLOTHINGS
NO.1 THIRUGNANASAMBANDHAM ROAD RACE COURSE ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REALMLEX
FLAT D1, 3RD FLOOR, MUKTHA NIRMAAN APARTMENTS,76,MOUNT POONAMALLEE ROAD,PORUR,CHENNAI-600 016,
Used Since :26/08/2013
CHENNAI
BELTS (CLOTHING), BERETS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, PANTS, READYMADE CLOTHING, SANDALS, SHIRTS, SLIPPERS,
TEE-SHIRTS, SHOES
2670752  01/02/2014
ABDUL SAJJAD SHAikh
ABDUL GANI SHAikh
trading as : SAG ENTERPRISES
RF GRD, WP NAIL NG, KAILBHARANI HUTMENTS, SION RAILWAY STATION, MUMBAI - 400 022
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Readymade garments
2697663  12/03/2014
MRS. JINAL DHIREN RATHORE
408/C, NIRANJAN, 99, MARINE DRIVE, MUMBAI 400002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHING; FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR; READYMADE GARMENTS SUCH AS LINGERIE FOR WOMEN, MEN AND CHILDREN
Headbangers Ball
2701589  19/03/2014
VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC.
1515 BROADWAY, NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036 USA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, CHARACTER COSTUMES, STAGE COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR
2711597    02/04/2014
M/S S R VIN COMPANY
S. RAFFEEQUE AHMED
V. ABIDA NASREEN
No.72 SOMALAPURAM VILLAGE, SOMALAPURAM ROAD, AMBUR - 635 802, VELLORE DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Used Since :31/03/2014

CHENNAI

BOOTS, SHOES, LEATHER SHOES, SHOES FOR CASUAL WEAR, SHOES FOR INFANTS, SHOES FOR LEISUREWEAR, SHOES FOR SPORTSWEAR, SANDALS
2718023  15/04/2014
SATRAM DAS RAJDEV
SURESH RAJDEV
MONESH RAJDEV
trading as : S. SURESH KUMAR
210, M. T. CLOTH MARKET, INDORE - 452001 {M.P.}
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTERSHIP FIRM
Used Since : 01/12/2013
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS
2721663    21/04/2014
SAMIT GUPTA
B-73, KALPATRU RESIDENCY, OPP CINEMAX, SION CIRCLE, SION, MUMBAI - 400 022
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :11/02/2014

MUMBAI
FITNESS AND SPORTS CLOTHING, SHOES AND ACCESSORIES
CAVINCALLY, CAV (monogram)

2722391  22/04/2014

RUBY TRADERS & EXPORTERS LIMITED
NO.1,R.N. MUKHERJEE ROAD,ROOM NO.52,4TH FLOOR,MARTIN BURN HOUSE,KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST
BENGAL,INDIA.

MANUFACTURE AND MARKETER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THARA & THARA
19, OLD NO. 9/1, THIRU VI KA BRIDGE ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Used Since :16/06/1981

KOLKATA

ALL TYPES OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND ARTICLES OF CLOTHING AND WEARING APPARELS INCLUDING MENS-
WEAR, LADIES-WEAR, CHILDRENS AND INFANTS APPAREL, NIGHTWEAR, JEANS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS,
TRACKS, JACKETS, KNITWEAR, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, OUTERWEAR, SHORTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, COATS, VESTS,
SWEATERS, TIES, SCARVES, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, GOWNS; BIBS, NOT OF PAPER: SWIMSUITS,
SPORTSWEAR, WATERPROOF JACKETS, AND PANTS, RAIN WEAR, GLOVES, MITTENS, BELTS, UNDERWEAR,
PAJAMAS, BATHROBES, HATS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, BERETS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, PANTY HOSE, SHOES, SPORTS
SHOES, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, BEACH SHOES, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, BANDANAS, FOOTWEAR; HEADWEAR;
WRIST BANDS.
2723283  23/04/2014
DINESH DAVE
trading as : DAVE WATERPROOF WORKS
43, B.B. GANGULY STREET, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700012, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since: 10/06/2006
KOLKATA
Readymade garments of all kinds including waterproof wear, seasonal wear shoes being included in class-25.
ABBAS RAZA trading as KHUSHRO TRADING CO.
IX/7015, ASHOK GALLI, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-31
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Used Since: 20/08/2011

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25
2723812 23/04/2014
MR. KARAN SHARMA
trading as ;MR. KARAN SHARMA
LORDS - 511,7/1,LORD SINHA ROAD,KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/ 1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Clothing, Headgear, Footwear, Shawls, scarves, Readymade clothing, Shirts, Shoes, Trousers, underclothing, underpants, underwear, Vests, swimsuits, Bathing trunks, Bath robes falling in Class 25
2724153 24/04/2014
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
importer and trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
2724228  24/04/2014
MOHD. ARIF
H.NO A/1118, ST NO 39/5, JAIFRABAD, NEW DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI

READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

2724234  24/04/2014
J.L BAGHLA
551, SUBHASH ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110031
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS, UNDERGARMENTS, SOCKS IN CLASS 25.
2724235  24/04/2014
MD AAMIR
C-24, NIZAMUDDIN WEST DELHI-110013
MANUFACTURERS AND MEARCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUShIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
FOOT WEAR AND FOOTWEAR ACCESSORIES FOR MEN,WOMENS AND CHILDRENS IN CLASS 25.
2724322  24/04/2014
MR. PRAVIN MAGANBHAI PATEL
trading as ;DEEP GARMENT
353, 3rd Floor, M.G. Market, Nagarsheths Vando, Gheekanta, Ahmedabad-380 001 Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

2724429 24/04/2014
BRIJMOHAN CHHAPARWAL HUF
trading as ;NAVAL CREATION
C - 2028, Surat Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat - 395 002.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :25/10/1981
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF, READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDERGARMENTS AND HOSIERY, READYMADE SAREE, DRESS, BLOUSE AND LEHANGA-CHUNNI, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -25.
2725071  25/04/2014
DEEPAI CHAWLA
trading as :DEE DEE CREATIONS
NO. 2 (7), MURUNGAMPALAYAM,SOUTH, AVINASHI ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 603, TIRUPUR DIST,T.N.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/03/2014
CHENNAI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
2725126    25/04/2014

K.K. VYAS

trading as ; TIRUPATI MARKETING

C-2/2, FIRST FLOOR, JAI MATA DI COMPOUND, KALHER, TALUKA BHIWANI, DIST. THANE, IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAM PARKASH KUMAR & C0.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

CLOTHING INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS
2725606 26/04/2014
VINAY SHARMA
A-4/66, PRIYADARSHNI APARTMENT, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI-110063
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FOOTWEAR
2725734  26/04/2014

B. REX ANTONY

trading as ; REUEL PATRICK

NO.8/438-C, A.V.P.LAYOUT, GANDHI NAGAR POST, TIRUPUR-641 603, TIRUPUR-DIST, TAMILNADU

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. LOGANATHAN

32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Used Since : 23/04/2014

CHENNAI

HOISERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "RP"
GEORGE ALEXANDER

2725908  28/04/2014

RAKESH AGGARWAL
A-7, GALI NO. 2, BEHARI COLONY, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2726202 28/04/2014
K.R.VIJAY GOWTHAMAN
trading as ;M/S.PARUTTHII TEX
NO.26, JAMMANAI STREET, TIRUPUR-641 604, TIRUPUR - DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :03/04/2014
CHENNAI
HOSIERY INCLUDING VESTS, BRIEFS, KNITTED TRUNKS, UNDERWARDS, BRASSIERES, CHEMISES, SLIPS, PETTI-COATS, PANTIES, BERMUDAS, NIGHTIES, CASUAL WEARS, PAJAMAS, POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, KIDS WEARS, CAPS, BABA-SUITS, SPORTS WEARS, HEAD GEARS, GLOVERS, SWIM WEARS, UNIFORMS, LEGGINGS, KNITTED AND WOVEN READYMADE GARMENTS
2726284  28/04/2014
HETAL VASANT HAKANI
NIMISH VASANT HAKANI
trading as ;F W TEAM
132, SANTOSH TOWERS, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTOR
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAURABH ASHOKKUMAR JAIN
29B, MHATRE PLAZA, OPP. DAHANUKAR WADI, M.G. ROAD, KANDIVLI(WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHES, BEACHWEAR, FOOTWEAR, SPORTSWEAR, ASCOTS, BATHING ROBES AND SWIMSUITS, BELTS, BERETS, BOAS, TIES, CAMISOLE, CARGOS, CAPS, COATS, CUFFLINKS, CHINOS, DENIMS, DRESSES AND DRESS MATERIALS, GOWNS, FUR CLOTHING, GABARDINES, GAITERS, GIRDLES, GLOVES, HEADBANDS, HEADGEAR, HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, JACKETS, JUMPERS, KINTWEAR, PULLOVERS, LEATHER CLOTHES, LEGGINGS, JEGGINGS, LINEN GARMENTS, MITTENS, OVERCOATS, PETTICOATS, PYJAMAS, READY-MADE CLOTHING, SCARFS, SCARVES, SHAWLS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLIPS, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, STOCKINGS, STOLES, STRAPS, SUITS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS, SWEATERS, TEE-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, TRUNKS, UNDERGARMENTS, UNIFORMS, VESTS, WATERPROOF CLOTHING, WRISTBANDS AND YOKES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017, Class 25

2726285 28/04/2014
HETAL VASANT HAKANI
NIMISH VASANT HAKANI trading as ; F W TEAM
132, SANTOSH TOWERS, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTOR
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAURABH ASHOKKUMAR JAIN
29B, MHATRE PLAZA, OPP. DAHANUKAR WADI, M.G. ROAD, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHES, BEACHWEAR, FOOTWEAR, SPORTSWEAR, ASCOTS, BATHING ROBES AND SWIMSUITS, BELTS, BERETS, BOAS, TIES, CAMISOLE, CARGOS, CAPS, COATS, CUFFLINKS, CHINOS, DENIMS, DRESSES AND DRESS MATERIALS, GOWNS, FUR CLOTHING, GABARDINES, GAITERS, GIRDLES, GLOVES, HEADBANDS, HEADGEAR, HANDKERCHIEFS, HOISERY, JACKETS, JUMPERS, KINTWEAR, PULLOVERS, LEATHER CLOTHES, LEGGINGS, JEGGINGS, LINEN GARMENTS, MITTENS, OVERCOATS, PETTICOATS, PYJAMAS, READY-MADE CLOTHING, SCARFS, SCARVES, SHAWLS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLIPS, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, STOCKINGS, STOLES, STRAPS, SUITS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS, SWEATERS, TEE-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, TRUNKS, UNDERGARMENTS, UNIFORMS, VESTS, WATERPROOF CLOTHING, WRISTBANDS AND YOKES
MUHASIN K.M
SHAJI THALANAR THODUKA
ASHRAF.K
MUGFEER. K. M
trading as ;TENCENT CLOTHING

DOOR NO. 26/926 F1, 1ST FLOOR, EXPRESS BUILDING, KALLAI ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673002, PIN - 673002, KERALA STATE, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Used Since :07/03/2013

CHENNAI

ALL TYPES OF READYMADE CLOTHING INCLUDING SHIRTING, SUITING, PANTS, TROUSERS, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S WEAR, LADIES WEAR AND UNDER GARMENTS
DEZUM
2726674 28/04/2014
SALMANUL HARIS
trading as ;DEZUM
KOORAD, MADAMBAM (P.0), CHOKKAD PUNCHAYATH, PIN-679 339, NILAMBUR TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SHIRTS T- SHIRTS PYJAMA JUBHA TIES JACKETS COATS JEANS SUITS BLAZERS AND ALL OTHER MENS WEARS CASUAL WEARS POLO SHIRTS PANTS TROUSERS KIDS SPORTS SWIM WEARS PARDHA ABHAYA MAFTA HIJAB PRAYER DRESS SCARF SHAWL BRIEF AND PANTIES BATH TOWEL BANYAN CHURIDHAR BABA SUITS UNDERGARMENTS LADIES INNERWEARS HOSIERY INCLUDING BRA VESTS KNITTED TRUNKS CHEMISES SLIPS NIGHTIES SOCKS CAPS DENIM FOOTWEARS SANDALS BOOTS SNEAKERS SHOES BELT.
2726727  28/04/2014

HANIFA SAFIYULLAH
trading as: RAWLA GARMENTS
NO.52 (1), P.G.R.LANE NEAR DOOM LIGHT MAIDANAM, TIRUPPUR- 641 604. TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
HOSIERY INCLUDING VESTS, BRIEFS, KNITTED TRUNKS, UNDER WARES, BRASSIERES, CHEMISES, SLIPS, PETTI-COATS, PANTIES, LEGGINGS, JEGGINGS, CAPRIES, BERMUDAS, NIGHTIES, CASUAL WARES, PAJAMAS, POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, BLOOMER, KIDS WARES, CAPS, BABA-SUITS, FROCKS, SPORTS WARES, HEADGEARS, GLOVES, SWIM WARES, UNDERGARMENTS, UNIFORMS, KNITTED AND WOVEN READYMADE GARMENTS, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS FOR WEAR AND BELTS FOR WEAR, JEANS, HATS, SLEEPWEARS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, TIES AND COATS.
VINOD BHAI V. CHENANI
trading as ;M/S. SATNAM ENTERPRISE
835/2, SINDHI COLONY, AMBAWADI CHAR RASTA, SARDAR NAGAR, AHMEDABAD-382475. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 01/09/2013
AHMEDABAD
LEGGINGS (READYMADE), HOSIERY.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2726992  29/04/2014
HARSH WADHWAN
33/29, Bhikham Singh Colony, Street no.17, Vishwas Nagar, Shahdra, Delhi -110032
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since : 29/04/2014
DELHI
Infant wear, child clothing's, Baba Suits, Readymade garments included in class 25.
2727004  29/04/2014
JABAR SINGH
trading as ;K. PREM TEX
317, 3rd Floor, Mahalaxmi Complex, Nr. Gheekanta Police Chowki, Ahmedabad 380001 Gujarat (India)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURE AND TRADING OF GARMENTS
SANJEEV NARANG
trading as: LYALLPUR GENERAL STORE
LYALLPUR HOUSE, BHOLAGIRI ROAD, NEAR HOTEL LIONS, HARIDWAR-249401, UK
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARORA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
1158, BAZAR KANAK MANDI, AMRITSAR - 143 006, PUNJAB.

Used Since: 01/01/1950

DELHI
HOSIERY, WOOLEN HOSIERY, WOOLEN-PRODUCTS & READYMADE GARMENTS; APPARELS; CLOTHING; READYMADE SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, JERSEYS, COATS, WAIST COATS, OVER-COATS, FUR-COATS, GOWNS, CAPS, MUFFLERS, VESTS, SLACK-DRESSES, NIGHT-CLOTHS, JETTIES, PAJAMAS; SHAWLS (NOT IN PIECE), SOCKS, COSTUMES, SWEATERS, UNIFORMS, PULLOVERS, JACKETS, SHRUGS, SLEEVELESS SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, SLEEVELESS JACKETS, TOPS, BABY TOPS, BABY SUITS, SLACKS, LEGGINGS, JAGGING, WOOLEN SALWAAR, KURTIES AND FROCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2727407  29/04/2014
MR. VIJAY KUMAR, M.S.
trading as ;TOR EXPORT
TOR EXPORT, #66, 11TH B CROSS, 3RD MAIN, PRASHANTH NAGAR, BANGALORE-560079
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF READYMADE GARMENTS
2727576  29/04/2014

NAMITA MUNNA PRASAD
trading as ;SEN SEMBLE
282 - A, Laxmivila Township, GIDC Road, Sachin, Surat - 394 230.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF, READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDERGARMENTS AND HOISERY, READYMADE SAREE, DRESS, BLOUSE AND LEHANGA -CHUNNI, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -25.
RAGHUVIR

2727600  29/04/2014
GIRISH R. AGARWAL
216, NEW CLOTH MARKET, OPP. RAIPUR GATE, AHMEDABAD-380002 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.A.BHATT, ADVOCATE
B-603, SIGNATURE-2, NEAR SARKHEJ SANAND CIRCLE, OPP. RELIEF HOTEL, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD - 382210 - GUJARAT

Used Since : 08/09/2012

AHMEDABAD
READYMAD GARMENTS, JEANS, DENIM PANTS, TROUSERS, APRONS, GLOVES AND ALL OTHER READYMAD GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS -25.
2727730  29/04/2014
SUDAM NATHA LATPATE HUF
trading as ;SHREE OM SERVICES
HAMAM HOUSE, GROUND FLOOR, OFFICE NO.15, 36, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI-400023, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :29/04/2014
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, HEADGEAR, FOOTWEAR, KNITWEAR, INNER WEAR, NIGHTWEAR, WINTER WEAR, SPORTSWEAR, SWIM WEAR, BATH ROBES, BEACH CLOTHES, WATERPROOF CLOTHES, SHAWLS, SCARVES, GLOVES, WRIST BANDS, HEAD BANDS, NECKTIES, BELTS, CAPS, HATS, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS - ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR BABIES, KIDS AND CHILDREN.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2727772  29/04/2014
DEEPAK KASHYAP
RZ-A-30/B, PUL PEHLAD PUR, NEW DELHI - 110 044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since :26/04/2014
DELHI
CLOTHING INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDER GARMENTS, KNITWEAR AND HOSIERY; FOOTWEAR INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2728017    29/04/2014

FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
1-2 / 16, 2nd Floor, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi - 110 002. Also at: Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034, Karnataka
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2699776

DELHI

Readymade garments; Footwear; headgear; Clothing for men, women and children including knitted and hosiery: beach shoes; sandals; slippers; ties; suspenders; undergarments; swimwear; headwear, beanies, gloves, raincoats, wind-resistant jackets, lingerie, shorts, caps, wool hats, visors, headbands, ear muffs, wristbands, and cloth bibs; Golf accessories, namely, golf shirts, caps, visors, and shoes;
TERRAVULC

2728019   29/04/2014

FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
1-2 / 16, 2nd Floor, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi - 110 002. Also at: Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034, Karnataka
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Clothing, footwear, headgear;
2728055  30/04/2014
MR. SARTAJ KHAN
MR. WASIQ KHAN
trading as ;VSK JEANS
12-A/18, GALI NO 10, VIJAY MOHALLA, MAUJPUR DELHI-53
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRB LAW FIRM
H NO 102, BLOCK-A, GALI NO-3, SURYA VIHAR, PART-II, NEAR GAYASI LAL KOTHI, SEHATPUR FARIDABAD HARYANA
121003
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO ONLY JEANS. PANT, SHIRT, T-SHIRTS & TROUSER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
2728062  30/04/2014
THE MEN'S WEARHOUSE, INC
trading as ;THE MEN'S WEARHOUSE, INC
6380 ROGERDALE ROAD, HOUSTON TEXAS 77072, USA,
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SHIRTS, JEANS, PANTS; COATS; TOP COATS; JACKETS; SWEATERS; TOPS; BOTTOMS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017

Mehala
trading as: SSM Knit Fashions
No.1/768B, Palavanjipalayam, KNP Colony Post Office, Tirupur - 641 608 TN
Manufactures and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. Loganathan
32, Subbulakshmi Complex, Binny Compound Main Road, Tirupur - 641 601.

Used Since: 01/04/2014

Chennai
Hosiery and Readymade Garments

2728086 30/04/2014
2728090   30/04/2014
G.VENKATESH
S.GEETHA
trading as ;RAGAV EXPORTS
NO. 10/332, BHARATHI NAGAR, 1ST STREET, AMMAPALAYAM, ANUPPARAPALAYAM POST, TIRUPUR - 641 652, TN
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
HOSIERY AND READymADE GARMENTS
K.C. ZAKIR AHAMED
trading as ; KC APPARELS
17/3, KARIYA GOUNDER STREET, STAR COMPLEX, KHADERPET, TIRUPUR - 641 601, TN
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Used Since : 01/01/2014

CHENNAI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2728674  30/04/2014

trading as ;KALU HOSIERY

HOUSE NO. 583, KRISHNA GALI NO-4, SUBHASH ROAD, TIKONA PARK, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031

MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Used Since :05/06/2008

DELHI

READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-25
2728702  01/05/2014
KARAN LIFESTYLE PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 3127, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 2, CHANDIGARH-160002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K. C. JAIN, ADVOCATE.
3126, SECTOR 21 -D, CHANDIGARH - 160 022.
Used Since :23/04/2014
DELHI
CLOTHING FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
SURESH BINJARAM KUMAWAT
trading as : NOTY BOY'S
SHOP NO. 10, SURYAM SQUARE, SWAMINARAYAN PARK CHAR RASTA, NR. KARNAVATI MEGA MALL, VASTRAL, AHMEDABAD
TRADERS
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TRADING OF ALL TYPES OF MENS WEAR. INCLUDING IN CLASS 25
2728881 01/05/2014
MILLENIUM FOOTWEAR (P) LTD.
trading as ;MILLENIUM FOOTWEAR (P) LTD.
86-B/2,TOPSIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA - 700046, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2014
KOLKATA
Shoes and footwear of all kinds being included in class-25.
2728940 01/05/2014
RAJU KUMAR SHIVANI
trading as ;D.P FABRIC
E-16/1062, KHALSA NAGAR, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALLI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2729020  01/05/2014
SOMA PAL
SUBHRA PAL
trading as ;SATISFACTORY & COMPANY
43/1, B.M.SAHA ROAD, HINDMOTOR, DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANTS & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2012
KOLKATA
Readymade garments of all kinds including hosiery goods, rain coats, rain pants, rain hats Footwear, shoe, chappals, slippers being in class-25.
2729027  01/05/2014
VISWANATH CHANGOIWALA
trading as ;RAJIV CREATION
10,SIR HARI RAM GOENKA STREET,KOLKATA 700007,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL(S)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :17/05/2005
KOLKATA
Readymade garments of all kinds including Hosiery goods being included in class-25.
2729264  01/05/2014
HARISH AMBARAM CHOUDHARY (AANJANA)
trading as ;SHUBHLAXMI ENTERPRISE
C/65, 3RD FLOOR, AUSHTA VINAYAK COMPLEX, O/S. DARIAPUR GATE, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD 380 001. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/11/2013
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS
ns NEVER SURRENDER

2729725 02/05/2014

V.G. ANAND RAM

trading as; DEDICATED BUYING SERVICES

NO.8/335, A KALAIVANI THEATRE ROAD, AVINASHI GOUNDANPALAYAM, TIRUPUR - 641603, TN

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

C. MANGAYARKARASI

NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

Used Since: 04/04/2014

CHENNAI

MANUFACTURING CLOTHING, READYMADE SERVICES GARMENTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, LADIES PYJAMA, LADIES
NIGHT DRESS, MEN'S WEAR, WOMENS WEAR, CHILDREN'S WEAR, SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, PANTS, BOTTOMS, JEANS,
TROUSERS, COATS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, HOSIERY, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, TRUNKS,
PANTIES, CHEMISE, BRAS AND PETTICOATS, NIGHTIES AND NIGHT PANTS, TIES, SOCKS, SCARVES, SHAWLS AND
HATS
2729740  02/05/2014
MANIKA KHANNA
trading as ;BUYLANE
29, GROUND FLOOR, NEW MARKET, WEST PATEL NAGAR, DELHI-110008
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :05/02/2014
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS
2730163    02/05/2014

ANU KHATRI
113/70, SWAROOP NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 002.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2617915

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF; READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING
UNDERGARMENTS AND HOSIERY; READYMADE SAREE, DRESS, BLOUSE AND LEHANGA - CHUNNI; BOOTS, SLIPPER,
SOCKS, BELTS AND SHOES; AS
2730202  02/05/2014
THOMAS PUNNAYIL THOMAS
CHAMPADA PUNNAYIL HOUSE, MANJADI P.O, THIRUVALLA, PATHANAMTHITTA, PIN - 689 105, KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since :01/01/2013
CHENNAI
SHIRTS, T SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, CASUALS, INNER GARMENTS, SOCKS, AND ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS.
MR. NARENDRA KUMAR DOOMRA
trading as : AVI RUBBER PRODUCTS
F-122, BICHWAL INDUSTRIAL AREA, BIKANER-334006.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since : 01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
HAWAI CHAPPAL, FOOTWEARS, SLIPPERS UNDER CLASS 25.
2730307  02/05/2014
MR. PRAKASH S KOCHAR
138, DHARAMNAGAR SOCIETY, NEAR MILANMANDIR, SABARMATI, AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :16/04/2014
AHMEDABAD

READYMADE GARMENTS (CLOTHINGS)
2730616   05/05/2014
SUNIL GOKALDAS TEJWANEY
SHEELA GOKALDAS TEJWANEY
LATA SHRICHAND TEJWANEY
trading as ;TEJWANEY APPRELS
966, RAVIWAR PETH, PUNE :: 411 002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
ALL INDIAN NATIONALS AND MAJOR PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL,
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasha Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/10/1985
To be associated with:
444976
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS, BRASSIERES, AND PANTIES
2730786 05/05/2014
RAMESH S. RANGLANI
trading as ;M/S. GREEN-LAND
G-17, GROUND FLOOR, VAIBHAV LAXMI MARKET, OPP. RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, GHEEKANTA ROAD,
AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF COTTON & JEANS, SHIRTS, JEANS, PENTS, T-SHIRTS AND FOOT WEAR INCLUDED
IN CLASS - 25.
2731016 05/05/2014

RICHA PROCESSING MILL [P] LTD.
trading as ;RICHA PROCESSING MILL [P] LTD.
I-16 DLF INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1 FARIDABAD
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI
HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS.
NIRAJ AGARWAL
trading as : NIRAJ COLLECTIONS
B.L. NO.3,H/NO.3,KAKINARA,24 PARGANAS (N),PIN-743126
Manufacturer, Merchant and Wholesaler

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY,
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Clothing namely : Kurti, all types of Ladies Garments and Hosiery Products all included in Class 25
2731235  05/05/2014
UNIT RUBBER PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
15/1/D.C.N. ROY ROAD,KOLKATA 700039
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Footwear including Hawai Chappals
2731242  05/05/2014
SAJID RAZA
trading as ;TAP-X GARMENTS
H 16/679, SH NO. 1, AMRIT KAUR PURI, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-05
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25
2731245  05/05/2014
LISWAN RETAIL PVT LTD.
H NO. 610, ADARSH COLONY, PALWAL, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since: 20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791 , 03/04/2017 Class 25

2731250 05/05/2014
JAGSIR SINGH ROMANA
RANVIR SINGH ROMANA
trading as ;CHANNI GARMENTS
8A/11, G, III FLOOR, WEA CHANNA MARKET, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25
2731579    05/05/2014
DMAAL
RAJEEV RANJAN
PRERNA KAPOOR
trading as ;DMAAL
A-62 ,FIRST FLOOR, BAGHEL HOUSE, INDIRA ENCLAVE NEB SARAI NEW DELHI-110068 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
F-12/9, SIR SYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025
Used Since :09/04/2014
DELHI
CLOTHING ,READYMADE GARMENT AND HOSIERY, SHIRTS,T-SHIRTS,KNIT WEAR,JEANS,PANTIES,
TROUZERS,READYMADE GARMENTS FOR KIDS,CHILDREN,MEN AND WOMEN,INNER GARMENTS,BOOTS,SHOES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE IMAGES
APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2731636  06/05/2014
PAYAL JAIN
S-126, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110 048
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AAYUSHMAAN GAUBA (ADVOCATE)
E -47 FIRST FLOOR ANAND NIKETAN NEW DELHI 110021 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR.
2731641  06/05/2014
PAYAL JAIN
S-126, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110 048
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AAYUSHMAAN GAUBA (ADVOCATE)
E-47 FIRST FLOOR ANAND NIKETAN NEW DELHI 110021 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR.
2731652  06/05/2014
NIXON.P.J
PALLIPADAN HOUSE, AVINISSERY, OLLUR POST, THIRISSUR - 680 313, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMNER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since: 29/03/2014

CHENNAI
SHIRTS, T SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, CASUALS, INNER GARMENTS, SOCKS AND ALL KINDS OF READymade GARMENTS AND DRESS MATERIALS, BOOTS, CHAPPALS, SLIPPERS ALL TYPES OF FOOTWEAR'S,
2731655   06/05/2014
FEBIN.K.P
SAMEER MYTHEENKUTTY
ANSAL.P.S
trading as : LEGENDARY LIFESTYLE
BUILDING NO. X/436B, MEKKADAMPU POST, MUVATTUPUZHA, ERNAKULAM - 682 316, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since : 24/03/2014
CHENNAI
SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS, PANTS, TROUSERS, INNER GARMENTS, KIDS WEARS, SOCKS AND ALL KINDS OF
READYMADO GARMENTS,
MEGHA JOSHI
43, Eagle Ridge Resort, Begur Koppa Road, Bangalore-560068
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
2731743  06/05/2014
CHANDAN T. GANDHI
DEEPAN A. SHAH
trading as ;FASHION TREND
29, IDEAL INDL. ESTATE, MATHURADAS MILL COMPOUND, S. B. MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400013
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :20/04/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF CLOTHING SPECIFICALLY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, PANTS AND TROUSERS, CAPRIS, NIGHTWEARS, LADIES TOPS AND KURTIS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARGOS AND JEANS, CHINOS, KURTAS, CASUAL WEARS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, LEATHER BELTS (CLOTHING) INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2731801  06/05/2014
AVYAAN RETAIL PVT. LTD.
101, Rajgir Milap, Juhu Dhara Complex, Juhu-Versova Link Road, Juhu Circle, Andheri (W), Mumbai-400 056
Manufacturer Merchant, Dealer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Clothing, footwear and headgear
2731806  06/05/2014
AVYAAN RETAIL PVT. LTD.
101, Rajgir Milap, Juhu Dhara Complex, Juhu-Versova Link Road, Juhu Circle, Andheri (W), Mumbai-400 056
Manufacturer, Merchant, Dealer & Trader
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Clothing, footwear and headgear
KAMLI

2731944 06/05/2014

ABHISHEK GUPTA

trading as ;KAMUK LIFE

G-205, KABIR ENCLAVE, NEAR HOMEOPATHY COLLEGE, BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT - 380058

Manufacturing & Trading

AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FORM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE

E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

All types of Readymade Garments.
2732192 06/05/2014
ASHOK KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ANGROOP PLUS
3014, Jai Shree Ram Market, Ring Road, Surat 395 002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDERGARMENTS AND HOSIERY, READYMADE SAREE, DRESS, BLOUSE AND LEHANGA -CHUNNI, BOOTS, SLIPPER, SOCKS, BELTS AND SHOES, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS -25.
2732205   06/05/2014
SHRI JHABERMAL PUNYA
SHRI GOPAL PUNIYA
trading as: GRJ INDIA
1766, TIKKIWALON KA RASTA, KISHANPOLE BAZAR, JAIPUR-302001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 24/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
READY MADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, NECKTIES, CAPS
ZEPPO

2732241  06/05/2014
SYED HUSSAIN ASIF
trading as : ZEPPO FOOTWEAR
# SHOP NO. 4 AND 5 SWAPNALOK COMPLEX, SD ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500 003, AP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FOOTWEAR
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

2732300 06/05/2014
AMIT RAMCHANDRA AHUJA
trading as ;M/S. HOT AND HANDSOME
U-6, ROYAL PALACE BUILDING, ABOVE GHANGHOR, OPP. AGARWAL SAMAJ BHAVAN, GHOD DOD ROAD,
SURAT, GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA,
AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :17/01/2007
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF READY MADE GARMENTS, LADIES WEAR, KIDS WEAR AND JENTS WEAR INCLUDED IN
CLASS - 25.
2732309  06/05/2014
K.SIVALINGAM
PADHMA SIVALINGAM
S.ARUN KARTHIKEYAN
trading as :PAS AND COMAPANY
NO. 74, NEW MARKET STREET, TIRTIPUR - 641 604, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
"READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY GOODS."
ZAKIA
2732547   07/05/2014
SUNITA
SONIA
trading as :S.K.M KNITWEARS
2213 B-52, ST NO. 2, NEW VIJAY NAGAR, TAJPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA,-141007, PB
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IMPEX TRADE MARK CO.
B-V/332, BENJAMIN ROAD, NEAR DIVISION NO.3, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :15/04/2014
DELHI
WOOLLEN SWEAT SHIRTS, TOPS, HOSIERY GOODS & READYMADE GARMENTS.
RAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;BOLLER KNITWEAR
3668/1, ST NO. 6, NEW MADHOPURI LUDHIANA-141008, PB
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IMPEX TRADE MARK CO.
B-V/332, BENJAMIN ROAD, NEAR DIVISION NO.3, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :15/04/2009
DELHI
WOOLLEN PULLOVERS, WOOLLEN KIDS WEAR, WOOLLEN CARDIGANS, WOOLLEN HOSIERY.
ARVINDRA KNIT

2732549  07/05/2014

ARVINDER

trading as ARVINDRA KNIT

2040/16C, JAIN NAGAR, SHIVPURI ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008, PB
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
IMPEX TRADE MARK CO.
B-V/332, BENJAMIN ROAD, NEAR DIVISION NO.3, LUDHIANA.

Used Since : 15/06/1989

DELHI

WOOLLEN BABY SUITS
pengy
2732642 07/05/2014

V -STAR CREATIONS PRIVATE LTD.
trading as ;V -STAR CREATIONS PRIVATE LTD.

DOOR.NO.XI/735 D AND E , KUNNUMPURAM ROAD, KAKKANAD P.O. KOCHI - 682030,KERALA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Used Since :01/05/2014

CHENNAI

‘ARTICLES OF CLOTHING; READY-MADE CLOTHING INCLUDING OUTER AND INNER WEAR FOR CHILDREN: KID'S
INTIMATE APPAREL, BODY WEAR AND DAY WEAR NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, CONTROL BRIEFS, CAMISOLE,
SLIPS, CHEMISES, LINGERIE, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, PANTS, SLACKS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, LEGGINGS, STOCKINGS,
TIGHTS, SLEEPWEAR, BRASSIERES, PANTIES, SLIPS, NYLON, SHIFTS, BRIEFS, SLIPS, GOWNS, SCARVES,
SHAWLS, DRESSES AND FOUNDATION GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
2732812  07/05/2014
RAHMATHULLA SHARIFF
trading as ;KARNATAKA MEGHA SALE
NO.53,7TH CROSS, SAMPIGE ROAD, MAleşwaram, BANGLADESH - 560003,KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND SELLER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGLADESH-4
Used Since :09/10/2013
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURER AND SELLER OF ALL TYPES OF READYMADE GARMENTS ETC.
2732849 07/05/2014
GREEN ORBIT APPARELS PVT.LTD.
21, BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, UNIT III, CPC OFFICE COMPLEX,
KOLKATA - 19, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER
(A company incorporated under the company Act, 1956).
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2014
KOLKATA
BABY GARMENTS
2733202  07/05/2014
AMIT KUMAR JHA
D-36, Sanjay Colony, Okhla Phase- II, New Delhi-110020
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. NEERAJ LAL
D 1A-26, JANAK PURI DELHI-58

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Ready made garments including T-shirts, shirts, Jeans, Pants, Slacks, Jackets, Under Garments, Children and Ladies clothing
MRS. NAGEEN KAUSER
trading as ;M/s. NIHA ENTERPRISES
NO.24, 8TH MAIN ROAD, JAYANAGAR, 3RD BLOCK EAST, BANGALORE - 560 041, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
WHATTA WALK

2733426  08/05/2014

EUPHORIC INNOVATIONS PVT.LTD.,
trading as ;EUPHORIC INNOVATIONS PVT.LTD.,

DOOR NO.7/313 H, NH-17, KOLATHARA P.O., CALICUT, PIN-673655, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BOBY VARGHESE.
1ST FLOOR, GALAXY TOWER, SUB JAIL ROAD, ALWAYE, KERALA. - 683 101.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

FOOTWEAR.
JACK & JIMMY
2733494  07/05/2014
SH. TEJINDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S I. B. KNITWEARS
# 3507, STREET NO.-14, NEW SHIVA JI NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
HOISERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2733536  08/05/2014
JASKARAN SAHIB SINGH
trading as ;STALLION ENTERPRISES
B2-700, CHAWANI MOHALLA, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
2733540  08/05/2014
JAMBU KUMAR.K
trading as ;HAREESH DESIGNS AND MARKETING
NO. 21, 2ND CROSS, BEHIND EASSE INDUSTRIES, KODICHIKANAHALLI MAIN ROAD, BOMMANBAHALLI, BANGALORE - 68, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE AND TRADE OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
COMODO
2733558  08/05/2014
FARAA INTERNATIONAL EXPORTS LLP
Pattarkadavam House -Edakkaparamba Kannamangalam Post, Vengara(Via), Malappuram, Kerala, India Pin-676304
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since: 07/05/2014
CHENNAI
Clothing, footwear, headgear
2733724  08/05/2014
HIMATAJI HAKMAJI DARJI
trading as; JAGDISH GARMENTS
59, 2ND FLOOR, PADMAVATI COMPLEX, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380001, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 10/07/2000
AHMEDABAD
SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2733898  08/05/2014
K. RAMA RAO
trading as : Manufacturer, Distributor and Service Provider
Shop.No.11, Lenin Commercial Complex, Beside Sai Baba Temple, Bhagyanagar Colony, Opp: KPHB Colony, Hyd - 72
Manufacturer and Distributor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since : 12/11/1999

CHENNAI
Clothing, Footwear, Headgear
EVER BLUE

2733930   08/05/2014
DISHANT RAJPUT
9/6689, JANTA GALI GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :14/04/2013

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS JEANS ARTICLES TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS. DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SUIT, NECKTIES AND NECK WEAR SUCH AS MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT'S BOWS, BEHS (CLOTHING) EXCEPT LEATHER BELTS. UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN- MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS. PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS, ICNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS. SHOCKS, STOKING, BATHING COSTUMES, SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR. JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS AND CLOTHING
2734135  09/05/2014
VOLTA FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: VOLTA FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 6A & 6B, Sy No.186 & 187 Part, Kondapur, Hyderabad - 500084, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since: 30/04/2014
CHENNAI
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
2734256    09/05/2014
ANILSHUKLA
RAJESH BHATIA
SACHIN SINGH
trading as ;R B ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO 13, FIRST FLOOR, NALANDA SHOPPING ARCADE, STATION ROAD, GOREGOAN WEST, MUMBAI-400062, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/12/2013
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
MD. ISMAIL & SON'S

2734932  09/05/2014
MD. MAHFOOZ
trading as :MD. ISMAIL & SON'S
C/O BIHAR HANDLOOM STORE, H.S. LANE, UTTARTOLA, NATHNAGAR, BHAGALPUR-6, BIHAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/04/1983

KOLKATA
Shawl made of Silk
2734938   09/05/2014
P. THARUNI
trading as ;THARUNI'S FASHION
W/o P. Krishna Rao, H. No. 1-58/5, Jawahar Colony, Road No. 1, Chanda Nagar, Hyderabad-500050, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Road No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-34, A.P., India
Used Since :09/05/2014
CHENNAI
Readymade garments, shirts, trousers, jeans, tee-shirts, clothing, footwear and headgear.
2734966  09/05/2014
SARVOTTAM SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SARVOTTAM SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED
103, Park Street, Kolkata 700 016, West Bengal.
Manufacturer, Merchant, Trader & Exporter.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :22/03/1993
KOLKATA
Clothing; Dresses; Ready-Made Clothing; Lehanga; Saris; Ghagra Choli; Salwar Kurta; Dupatta (Stole); Kurta; Shervani; Dhoti; Pajamas; Shirts; Trousers; Leggings; Skirts; Coats; Pants; Suits; T-Shirts; Hosiery; Socks; Vests; Underclothing; Sarongs; Dressing Gowns; Neckties; Knitwear (Clothing); Sweaters, Shawls, Scarves; Uniforms; Overcoats; Pullovers; Jackets (Clothing); Clothing of Leather; Furs (Clothing); Jerseys (Clothing); Gloves & Belts (Clothing); Hats.
2735013  09/05/2014
GIRIJA FABRICS PVT. LTD.
D-524, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, 4th PHASE, BALOTRA-344022 RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, & READYMADE GARMENTS.
ROYAL QUEEN

2735034   10/05/2014
ANKIT AGARWAL
trading as ;SHREE SIDDHI VINAYAK FASHION
70 FEET ROAD, OPP. KING PALACE, SUNDER NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/02/2011

DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
2735132  10/05/2014
ABHISHEK DEORA
trading as ;M/S DEORA INTERNATIONAL
GUJARON KI TALAI, DIGGI MALPURA ROAD, AFTER 2ND RAILWAY CROSSING, SANGANER, JAIPUR (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS, DESIGNER SUITS, DESIGNER KURTIES, FOOTWEARS, HEAD GEARS, CLOTHING UNDER
CLASS 25.
2735297   12/05/2014
SANJAY
16/13-I BLOCK, BAPA NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Manufacturer & Trader
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :08/05/2014
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS
273555  12/05/2014
PRANJAL GUNDOPANTH AMTE
trading as : R N ENTERPRISES
B-666, KARNIK NAGAR, NEW PACHHA PETH, DIST:SOLAPUR-413005,
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTILAL H AGRAWAL
Office no.6, Poorva Vibhag Datta Mandir Devasthan, Datta Nagar, Solapur-413 001, Maharashtra, India
Used Since : 01/03/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF SHIRTS
2735632  12/05/2014
SYED MANSOOR ALI
trading as : BUCKLZ
SHOP NO: 02, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NO: 56, HALLMARK PLAZA, EBRAHIM SAHEB STREET, BANGALORE - 560 001,
KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 31/05/2012
CHENNAI
FOOTWEAR AND ACCESSORIES
2735704  12/05/2014
SHIVANI NIRULA
trading as ;DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURES
B-2/2, VASANT VIHAR , NEW DELHI-110057
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURES OF Apparels for men and women-T-SHIRTS, YOGA PANTS, DRESSES, SHORTS, TRACK PANTS, LEGGINGS, BAGS, HEADGEAR, WALL ART, SHOES, SWIMWEAR, LINGERIE.
SINGLE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SATYA PAL ARORA
6457, Sector C 6 and 7, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
Apparels for men and women-T-SHIRTS, YOGA PANTS, DRESSES, SHORTS, TRACK PANTS, LEGGINGS, BAGS, HEADGEAR, WALL ART, SHOES, SWIMWEAR, LINGERIE.
2736156   13/05/2014
PANKAJ THARWANI
trading as ;STEZZE EXCLUSIVE FASHION LOUNGE
583, ROYAL MANIK, SHOP NO-3, NEAR DOLPHIN HOSPITAL, 56 DUKAN, INDORE M.P.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/11/2012
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS
CURRENCY - NX
2736363  13/05/2014
RAJKUMAR SAVITA
95/PN/407,GROUND FLOOR,PRABUDHA NAGAR, R.A. KIDWAI ROAD,WADALA,MUMBAI-400031
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :05/04/2013
MUMBAI
SHIRTS, CASUALS, FANCY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, FORMAL SHIRTS, TOP, KURTA, SALWAR, KAMEEZ, SLEEPS, PAIJAMA, JEANS, COTTON TROUSER, PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS GENTS AND LADIES, GIRLS, KIDS, BOYS AND LADIES GENTS READYMADE GARMENTS, AND GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
INDUS BEATS
2736523   13/05/2014
SHIBHUMI VENTURES LIMITED
1027, Sector-A, Pocket-A, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Manufacturers and Traders.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Clothing for men, women, children and infants; shirts, t-shirts, polo-shirts, sweaters, jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, knitwear, jumpers, jackets, wind jackets, vests, coats, overcoats, suits, dresses, gowns, skirts, blouses, tank tops, pants, trousers, jeans, slacks, tights, shorts, bermudas shorts, boxer shorts, singlets, pajamas, night gowns, sleepwear, underwear, briefs, lingerie, chemise, girdles, panty girdles, corsets, petticoats, panties, bras, robes, slips, camisoles, swimwear, bathing trunks, bathing caps and suits, bathrobes, baby boots, baby diapers of textiles, bibs, mittens, romper suits, baby pants and sleep suits, bonnets, neckties, bow ties, cummerbund, cravats, belts for clothing, suspenders, gloves, aprons, sweat bands for the wrist, scarves, shawls, muff, ear muffs, socks, stockings, panty hoses, hosiery, hats, caps, headbands, sun visors, berets, headwear, head gear, shoes, boots, slippers, sandals, sneakers, clogs, sports shoes, beach shoes, footwear; all included in Class 25.
2736749    13/05/2014
S.DINESHKUMAR
DHANASHREE MURUGAN
trading as ;PINNACLE ENTERPRISES
NO.70A, 3RD STREET, CHAIRMAN KANDASAMY NAGAR, PALAYAKADU, TIRUPUR - 641 603, TIRUPUR DIST, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.MEENAKSHI SUNDARAM
'GOKUL RESIDENCE" # 3/20, GROUND FLOOR, ELLAIAMMAN KOIL STREET, FLAT NO,1-A, WEST MAMBALAM,
CHENNAI-600 033.
Used Since :24/02/2014
CHENNAI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2736846  13/05/2014
S. GOPALAKRISHNAN
trading as ;FORCE MARKETING
NO. 144C, J.V. COMPOUND, NATRAJ LAYOUT 3RD STREET, NO. 15, VELAMPALAYAM P.O., TTP MILL ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 652, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C . N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :14/02/2001

CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERIES.
2736874  13/05/2014
MR. AKSHAT SHAH
trading as ;MANIBHADRA APPARELS
S- 34, 2ND FLOOR, PADMAVATI COMPLEX, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THAN (E)-400603
Used Since :11/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS (CLOTHINGS)
2737429  15/05/2014
MR. RAJINDER SINGH
MR. HARVINDER SINGH
trading as :GOLD COIN JEANS
E-22, KIRTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :06/05/2010
DELHI
GENTS & KIDS JEANS, PANTS, NON-DENIM PANT, TROUSER AND JACKETS SHIRTS, T-SHIRT, CAPS TROUSERS, COAT
SUITS, UNDER GARMENTS, MEN'S WOMEN'S, BOY'S AND GIRL'S SHIRTS, TOPS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SUITS,
BOTTOMS, SOCKS, HATS AND CAPS, SHOES, SHORTS, COATS, NECKTIES, READYMADE GARMENTS AS PER CLASS-
25.
IKAF ARABIAN COMPANY
P.O. BOX 36097, RIYADH 11419, SAUDI ARABIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SAUDI ARABIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
IKAF ARABIAN COMPANY
P.O. BOX 36097, RIYADH 11419, SAUDI ARABIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SAUDI ARABIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2737638    15/05/2014
JUBEER ALI
LABUTHAGOR
RAHAMATHULLA
trading as ;ZIL ZAL CLOTHING COMPANY
NO. 60, NOYYAL STREET, TIRUPUR - 641 604, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHIMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS; INNER WEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS, PHYJAMA, BERMUDA, KNIT SUITS, SLIPS, SWIM SUITS, HEAD GEARS, CAPS, SOCKS, SPORTS WEAR AND T-SHIRTS
2737643  15/05/2014
CHAMUNDI TEXTILES (SILK MILLS) LIMITED
trading as ;CHAMUNDI TEXTILES (SILK MILLS) LIMITED
B 206, BRIGADE MAJESTIC, NO 26 1ST MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560009, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CLOTHING INCLUDING SARIS, DRESSES, SUITS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS
CRISA
2738513  16/05/2014
CHUKKAPALLI ARUN KUMAR
CHUKKAPALLI VIJAYA KUMAR
CHUKKAPALLI SANDEEP
CHUKKAPALLI RAKESH
CHUKKAPALLI AVINASH
CHUKKAPALLI ABHILASH
trading as ;POPULAR SHOE MART (1)
D.NO.23-16-51, SANYASIRAJU ROAD, GANDHINAGAR, VIJAYAWADA-520003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, 311, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, NEAR HERBON CHURCH, HYDERABAD 500 080.
Used Since :09/03/2014
CHENNAI
LEATHER GOODS, FOOT WEAR, SHOES AND OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS
2738553    16/05/2014
NOUSHAD ALI ABDULKADIR ANSARI
trading as ;R. N. GARMENTS
SHOP NO.7, FIRST FLOOR, CHANDA CHEMBER, OPP. BHAGWATI EMPORIUM, RELIEF ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.G.SHAIKH, ADVOCATE
NO.2, SADAR MANZIL, MIR SAHIB NI MAHOLAT, NEAR TRAN KHUNIYA BAGICHA, MIRZAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF READY MADE GARMENTS AND JEANS PENTS AND ALL ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2738657  16/05/2014
RATI NEHRA
15/2 Milestone, Old Palam Gurgaon Road, Gurgaon, Haryana - 15
Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :09/03/2013

DELHI
Clothing, footwear and headgear for babies, toddlers and small children; baby layettes; baby bibs not of paper, bib & burp set.
Baby Jalebi

2738659   16/05/2014

RATI NEHRA
15/2 Milestone, Old Palam Gurgaon Road, Gurgaon, Haryana - 15
Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Used Since: 09/03/2013

DELHI

Clothing, footwear and headgear for babies, toddlers and small children; baby layettes; baby bibs not of paper, bib & burp set.
2738737    17/05/2014

M.JAYACHANDRAN
trading as ; CATTLEYA BOUTIQUE
SAI KRISHNA COMPLEX, NO.19/1, DHAMU GARDEN, S.M.PALAYAM ROAD, G.N.MILLS POST, COIMBATORE - 641 029, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since : 20/01/2012

CHENNAI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
2738912 19/05/2014
DHARAMPAL GOYAL
trading as ;M/S. BAJRANG PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
A-71, BASEMENT, PHASE-2, MANGOLPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110034
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
FOOTWEAR
DHARAMPAL GOYAL
trading as ;M/S. BAJRANG PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
A-71, BASEMENT, PHASE-2, MANGOLPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110034
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
FOOTWEAR
2739046    19/05/2014
HARESH TANUMAL KATYAR
trading as ;SHREE ANAND ENTERPRISES
190/2, MAIN ROAD, NEAR ARADHANA DRESSES, GANDHI NAGAR, DIST.-KOLHAPUR-416119.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :09/01/2013
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS
INARA ROBES

2739318  19/05/2014
MRS. DEEPIKA BAREJA
trading as ;ADITYA CREATIONS
B-139, BLOCK B DOUBLE STOREY RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND HEADGEARS, FOOTWEAR SHOES SANDALS CHAPPALS BOOTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2739338   19/05/2014
Rajek Ali Mollick
trading as ;A.M. RAJA
VILL.DHARSHA MULLICK PARA,P.O.BALTIKURI,P.S,JAGACHA,HOWRAH-711113,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader
Indian citizen.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since :04/03/2014

To be associated with:
2543207

KOLKATA
Ready made Garments
DUNKELVOLK

2739456  19/05/2014

PRIDE CORPORATION S.A.C
AVENIDA LOS PINOS N 568 URBANIZACION VILLA MARINA, CHORRILLOS, LIMA, PERU

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF PERU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2739458    19/05/2014
PRIDE CORPORATION S.A.C
AVENIDA LOS PINOS N 568 URBANIZACION VILLA MARINA, CHORRILLOS, LIMA, PERU
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF PERU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
COME ON!

2739532   19/05/2014
MOHIT KAMRA
FLAT NO 81, PRIYA APARTMENT SEC-14 ROHINI DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :11/05/2014
DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMAD GARMENTS.
FASHION FORMAL
2739720  19/05/2014
FASHION FORMAL CLOTHING (P) LTD.
trading as ;Fashion Formal Clothing (P) Ltd.
No. 4E1, KIADB Industrial Area, Anekal Taluk, Attbele, Bangalore - 562107, Karnataka, India.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :12/06/2000
CHENNAI
Readymade garments for men, women & children, hosiery goods, headgear & footwear
ELKAY INTERNATIONAL LTD.
trading as : ELKAY INTERNATIONAL LTD.
OPPOSITE PLOT NO. 84, SECTOR - 25, FARIDABAD, HARYANA - 121 005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since: 30/04/2014

DELHI
CLOTHING INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDER GARMENTS, KNITWEAR AND HOSIERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2739971  20/05/2014
G.PADMAVATHY
trading as ;YASH FASHIONS
NO.32, HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, MITTANAMALLI I.A.F., AVADI, CHENNAI-600 055.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2011

CHENNAI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY GOODS, KURTAS AND WOMEN'S WEAR INCLUDED
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

KATTY
2740559  20/05/2014
MR. PRITAM BINDAL
trading as ;BINDAL ENTERPRISES
B-1045, SHASTRI NAGAR, 2nd FLOOR, KRISHNA GALI, DELHI 110052
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
FOOTWEAR.
2740696  20/05/2014
SUNANDA DATTA
SONARTORI, 24 RABINDRA NATH THAKUR ROAD, SANTOSHPUR, KOLKATA 700075, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR, PARIVAR APPARTMENT, ABOVE AMUL SHOP, NEAR WEBEL, RAJARHAT, KOLKATA 700 135, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/05/2014

KOLKATA
CLOTHING INCLUDING DRESSES, JEANS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, SUITS, SHERWANIS, KURTA, MENS & WOMENS CLOTHING, SALWARS, SAREES, TOPS, SKIRTS, READYMADE GARMENTS.
VARSHEE
2740982  21/05/2014
BHAGIRATH
5/1, MAIN TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHAND/MAUNUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS & HOSIERY ITEMS
2754589  12/06/2014
GOODPEOPLE CLOTHING COMPANY PVT LTD.
B-305, 2nd FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL PHASE I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since :01/05/2014

DELHI
CLOTHING AND GARMENTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) JEANS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, BLAZERS, WEARING APPAREL, BLOUSES, PAJAMAS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, STOLES, HEADGEAR, HOSIERY, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, TIES, WOOLEN KNITWEARS, BOWS, VESTS, BRIEFS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, NIGHT SHIRTS, OVERCOATS, PONCHOS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, UNDERCLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, WAISTCOATS, CLOTHING FOR CHILDREN, BOOTS, SHOES, AND SLIPPERS
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDAP-201301
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
CLOTHING AND GARMENTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) JEANS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, BLAZERS, WEARING APPAREL, BLOUSES, PAJAMAS, SAREES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, STOLES, SHAWLS, TUNICS, KURTA, HEADGEAR, HOSIERY, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, TIES, WOOLEN KNITWEARS, BOWS, VESTS, BRIEFS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, NIGHT SHIRTS, OVERCOATS, PONCHOS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, UNDERCLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, WAISTCOATS, CLOTHING FOR CHILDREN, BOOTS, SHOES, AND SLIPPERS
JAYPORE
2769926  08/07/2014
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#/5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since : 21/02/2012
DELHI
CLOTHING AND GARMENTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) JEANS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, BLAZERS, WEARING APPAREL, BLOUSES, PAJAMAS, SAREES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, STOLES, SHAWLS, TUNICS, KURTA, HEADGEAR, HOSIERY, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, TIES, WOOLEN KNITWEARS, BOWS, VESTS, BRIEFS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, NIGHT SHIRTS, OVERCOATS, PONCHOS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, UNDERCLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, WAISTCOATS, CLOTHING FOR CHILDREN, BOOTS, SHOES, AND SLIPPERS
2769930   08/07/2014
JAYPORE E-COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
KHASRA# 261, FIRST FLOOR, LANE#5, WESTEND MARG, SAIDULAJAIB, NEW DELHI 110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. KUNAL CHANDRA AGRAWAL ADVOCATE
A-32, SECTOR 35, NOIDA UP-201301
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
CLOTHING AND GARMENTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) JEANS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, BLAZERS, WEARING APPAREL, BLOUSES, PAJAMAS, SAREES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, STOLES, SHAWLS, TUNICS, KURTA, HEADGEAR, HOSIERY, SOCKS, SUSPENDERS, TIES, WOOLEN KNITWEARS, BOWS, VESTS, BRIEFS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, NIGHT SHIRTS, OVERCOATS, PONCHOS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, UNDERCLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, WAISTCOATS, CLOTHING FOR CHILDREN, BOOTS, SHOES, AND SLIPPERS
MATSYA

2771792   10/07/2014
RARO HOUSE OF FASHION PVT LTD.
REG B-81, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE 2, DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since: 28/08/2013

DELHI
READY MADE GARMENTS AND DESIGNER CLOTHES
ZAPATOZ
2794981  21/08/2014
SUMIT NARANG
DEEPTI ARORA
trading as : ZAPATOZ
RZF 2, WEST SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
VERDIOZ

2794982  21/08/2014
SUMIT NARANG
DEEPTI ARORA
trading as ;ZAPATOZ
RZF 2, WEST SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/05/2013

DELHI

FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
3023186  04/08/2015
MR. HITESH SINGLA
trading as ;WOODLIFE
G-3, 133/134, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-11, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063
Used Since :19/01/2015
DELHI
FOOTWEAR .
3152249  05/01/2016
PRATYUSH KUMAR
FLAT:15, WING-A, BUDHARGARH HOUSING SOCIETY, RTO LANE,4 BUNGALOWS, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400053, MAHARASHTRA
Merchants and Manufacturers
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Used Since: 01/10/2015
MUMBAI
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
3466856  27/01/2017
ANEES KHAN.T.K
AYISHABI
trading as ; AYTEECEE FOORCARE
KALLACHAL, PULPATTA P.O, MANJERI (VIA) MALAPPURAM-676123, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVINE LOGICS
SUDHAMANDIRUM, SREE NAGAR - 5, PARUTHIPPARA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 025.
Used Since : 27/10/2012

CHENNAI
CLOTHING INCLUDING SHOES BOOTS AND, SLIPPERS AND LADIES AND KIDS FOOT WEARS
3472750  03/02/2017
MOHAMMAD ARIF SHAIKH
trading as ;ARISHA FOOTWEAR
GALA NO.13, PLOT 36 JA ISLAM BUILDING COMPOUND, MEGHRAJ SETHI MARG, JACOB CIRCLE, BYCULLA (WEST) MUMBAI 400011
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/09/2014
MUMBAI
FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SLIPPERS, RUBBER CHAPPALS, SOLES AND STRAPS, READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOISIERY INCLUDING IN CLASS 25
3474548  06/02/2017
MR. MAFATLAL PREMCHAND SHAH
trading as ;M/S. V. MAFATLAL AND CO.
C/23 Ground Floor, Sumel Business Park 1, B/H New Cloth Market, Ahmedabad 380 001, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
URSHIT B. OZA
OZA & OZA ADVOCATES 73, World Business House, Near Parimal Garden Cross Roads, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380 006
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
3477674   09/02/2017
RAMESH GOTHI
HITESH GOTHI
trading as ;OMKAR GARMENT
PLOT NO. 260, C-25, SAPTSHRUNGI CHS. LTD., OPP. PEPSI GROUND, GORAI-2, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400091
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :14/01/2017
MUMBAI
BOYS WEAR INCLUDING T-SHIRT, READYMADE GARMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

AMS CRAFT PVT.LTD.
111-KAMALA TEXTILE MARKET, NEAR- GOLDEN PLAZA, RING ROAD, SURAT-395002, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Used Since: 29/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
SAREES AND READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3482552   15/02/2017
JYOTI DINESH SHARMA
FLAT NO. D-402, VAISHNODEVI TOWNSHIP, B/H SUBHASH GARDEN, RANDER ROAD, SURAT 395005

Used Since :01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
3484667    17/02/2017
DEEPAK GOYAL
H.NO. 217, WARD NO. 7, GALI NEAR COTTON FACTORY, BARWALA, HISAR, HARYANA-125121.
MANUFACTURING
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
FOOTWEARS
3485057   16/02/2017
BIPLAB SADHU
SAURA SUDDHA BANERJEE
trading as ;GLOBAL HEART
78, MAHARAJA TAGORE ROAD, DHAKURIA, LAKE THAN, KOLKATA - 700031.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :10/02/2017

KOLKATA
READYMADE GARMENTS.
3489164  20/02/2017

STYLOME PANACHE
Rita Aggarwal
Shitij Gupta
Sahil Johari
Mohit Taneja

Trading as: Device
226, Second Floor, Jagriti Enclave, New Delhi, Delhi - 110092, Delhi NCR.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 06/02/2017

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
3490153    22/02/2017
MR. RAMESH MANGHNANI
trading as ;S. M. & CO.
1101, 11TH FLOOR, SANKALPITA APARTMENT, 16TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 052
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :16/02/2017
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR & READYMADE GARMENTS
3490699   23/02/2017
MRS. CHAMPABEN JERAM PATEL
FLAT NO.1402, GURU MAHIMA HEIGHT, PLOT NO - 12, PALM BEACH ROAD, NEAR MORAJ RESIDENCY, SECTOR 14,
SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI - 400705
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/02/2017
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF READYMADE GARMENTS
MYCOOLSTEP

3490795  23/02/2017
MR. RG GARG
trading as : JAI BABA FOOTWEAR
406A, 1ST FLOOR, RAMPURA, LAWRENCE ROAD, DELHI-110035.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRB LAW FIRM
OFFICE NO. 8, GROUND FLOOR, BHIM SINGH COMPLEX, TAJPUR ROAD, BADARPUR BORDER, NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :03/09/1980
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO FOOTWEAR GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -25
3492174  27/02/2017

PRATAP MEENA
trading as ;CORGØ INDIA ENTERPRISES
A-97/2, 1ST FLOOR, WEST VINOD NAGAR, NEAR KESHAV MARG, DELHI-110092.
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER ""

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NCR LEGAL NEEDS
CH.NO. F-724, F-BLOCK, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032
Used Since :08/10/2013
DELHI

GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
3492869    27/02/2017
NASURDDIN
trading as ;NASURDDIN
A-1/98-99, SULEMAN NAGAR, DELHI-110086
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2014
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS AND SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S INCLUDING IN CLASS 25.
3492872   27/02/2017
MD NAZIM SIDDQUE
trading as : MD NAZIM SIDDQUE
16/693, TANK ROAD, GANESH G ALI NO-3 KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2014
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS AND SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S INCLUDING IN CLASS 25.
3492952    25/02/2017

GARIMA JAIN
trading as ;M/s D G ENTERPRISES
X/2497, STREET NO.9, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINGSINGH LEGAL CONSULTANTS
3 VEER SAVARKAR MARKET, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI -110031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS.
ZADEX
3493908  28/02/2017
BSM CREATION PVT. LTD.
HOSUE NO 42, SEC-3, KARUNA KUNJ, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :10/02/2017
DELHI
FOOTWEAR, CLOTHING, HEADGEAR, ALL TYPE OF SHOES, SANDALS, BELLIES, STILETTOS, WEDGES, PENCIL HEELS, BOOTS, FLOATERS, FLIP FLOPS, LONG BOOTS, HEELS, RAIN BOOTS, SLIPPERS, CHAPPALS, JUTIS AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF FOOTWEARS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES FOR MEN, WOMEN AND KIDS.
M.V. TEES COLLECTIONS
3494612    28/02/2017
MOHD DILSHAD
trading as ;M.V. TEES COLLECTIONS
27/435 SECOND FLOOR TRILOKPURI DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
3494826 28/02/2017
M/S. BULBASAUR MULTI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 60, GOVARDHAN GARDENS, YELACHENAHALLI, JC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE KANAKPURA ROAD,
BANGALORE – 560062, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :08/02/2017
CHENNAI
CLOTHING OF LEATHER, ARTICLES OF CLOTHING MADE OF IMITATION LEATHER, LEATHER BELTS
(CLOTHING), LEATHER COATS, READYMADE GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, SHIRTS,
T-SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, HATS, SHORTS, TRACKPANT, APPAREL (CLOTHING,
FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR), FOOTWEAR, FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN, BABIES AND CHILDREN,
HEELPIECES FOR FOOTWEAR, SPORTS FOOTWEAR SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, BELTS
(CLOTHING), DENIM WEAR, LEATHER GARMENTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM
OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Blazing

3495053  01/03/2017
VINOD KUMAR
trading as ;VINOD HOSIERY FACTORY
L-83, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Used Since :12/05/2010
To be associated with:
1966366
DELHI
UNDERWEARS, PAJAMA, SOCKS, INNERWEAR AND HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
VINZBENETT

3495193  28/02/2017
MR. HIRDHES KUMAR,
trading as ;VINAYAKA APPARELS.
K-32/33-3, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MERCHANDS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2017

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY IN CLASS 25.
3495350  01/03/2017
NARAYANSINGH S. RAJPUROHIT
trading as : MAHADEV CREATION
M-204, Shree Ghantakarna Mahavir Market, Nr. New Cloth Market, Sarangpur, Ahmedabad-2

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING, SALES AND SUPPLY OF COTTON WEAR LIKE T SHIRT, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, PANTS GOWN FOR LADIES, GENTS AND CHILDREN AND ALL KIND OF JEANS FOR LADIES, GENTS AND CHILDREN.
3495558  01/03/2017
SRI MOHANLAL GOENKA
SRI NIKHIL GOENKA
trading as ;SARACCA
33C,MANOHAR PUKUR ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,"PUSHPAK BUILDING",KOLKATA,WEST BENGAL 700029,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA AND ASSOCIATES
17 MUKHRAM KANORIA ROAD, HOWRAH - 711101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :10/01/2015
KOLKATA
HOSIERY INCLUDING HOSIERY INCLUDING VESTS, BRIEFS, KNITTED TRUNKS, UNDER-WEARS, CHEMISES, SLIPS, PANTIES, BERMUDAS, NIGHTIES, CASUAL WEARS, PAJAMAS, POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, KIDS-WEAR, BABA SUITS, SPORTS WEARS, SWIM WEARS, UNDERSKIRTS, UNIFORMS, KNITTED AND WOVEN READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
3495667    01/03/2017
NEERAJ KUMAR
trading as ;VIMMY COLLECTION
FLAT NO. 1111, 2ND FLOOR, BIK-GH, PKT-4, SECTOR-28, ROHINI, DELHI-110088
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
DHAWAN & ONLY

3496255 01/03/2017
VARUN DHAWAN trading as ;Varun Dhawan
5 Agnelo, Kadeshwari Mandir Marg, Bandra (West), Mumbai- 400 050.
Trader, Importer and Merchant
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809115

MUMBAI
Clothing & wearing apparels of all sorts including hosiery, inner wear, lingerie and undergarments, footwear, headgear, sportswear & kidsware being goods included in class 25.
HYBRID

3496274  01/03/2017

SH. RAKESH SINGHAL.
K-35, UDYOG NAGAR, PEERAGARHI, NEW DELHI-110041.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/03/2017

DELHI

Footwear and Sole for Footwear.
NETMAKHAN TECHNOLOGIES LLP
41, VARDHMAN MARKET, PLOT NO. 75, SECTOR 17, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400 703, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since : 23/11/2014

MUMBAI
LEATHER CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, LEATHER MEN JACKET, LEATHER WOMEN JACKET, BIKER JACKETS, LEATHER JEANS, LEATHER PANTS, LEATHER SKIRT, LEATHER FROCK, LEATHER ONE PIECE, LEATHER LEGGINGS, LEATHER LINGERIES, LEATHER UNDERWEAR
3496761  01/03/2017
RAJENDRA KUMAR
trading as : Rajendra Kumar
C-39, Moti Prayag Garh Road, Meerut, U. P.
Manufacture and Merchant
An adult Indian inhabitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE,
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since : 08/05/2014

To be associated with:
2133633, 2133634

DELHI
Shapewear (Slimming Underwear) and Body Shapers (undergarments; underwear), Waist cinchers
3496784    01/03/2017
DEVHUTI MINOCHA
trading as ;Dhrohar
2nd Floor, Shivam Tower, Near TVS Showroom, FNG Road, Behlolpur, Sector 65, Noida - 201301
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :20/02/2017
DELHI
Clothing, footwear and headgear.
KVL

3496794  01/03/2017
TIME KEY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
P.O. Box 957, Offshore Incorporations Centre, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :01/08/2016
CHENNAI
clothing, belts (clothing), footwear, headgear
HASTHA
3497038  02/03/2017
PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
trading as :PICKLED MERCHANDISE LLP
T3, III FLOOR, CHONA CENTER, OLD #45/ NEW 16, COLLEGE ROAD, NUNGABAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600006 TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V LEGAL EMPIRE
NO.4F, FOURTH FLOOR, MOUNT CHAMBERS BUILDING, NO.758, ANNA SALAI, THOUSAND LIGHTS, CHENNAI-600002.
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
3497162   01/03/2017
A.ABDUL RAHMAN
trading as ;HAFNA GARMENTS
NO.77, BIG BAZAAR STREET, ESWARAN KOVIL STREET, TIRUPUR-641 604, TIRUPUR-DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/01/2017
CHENNAI
Vest, Briefs,Trunks, Underwears, Brassiers, Chemises, Slips, Petti Coats, Panties, Nighties, Pyjamas, Tee-Shirts, Shirts, Shorts, Pants, Trousers, Babies Tops, Babies Pants, Sportswear, Sweaters, Uniforms, Leggings, Inner Soles, Caps, and Swimsuits.
3497164  01/03/2017
NAVEEN VASHISTHA
trading as ;MANA APPARELS INC
NO.405, RAJADHANI TOWER, KHADERPET, TIRUPUR-641 601, TIRUPUR-DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :24/02/2017
CHENNAI
Vest, Briefs, Trunks, Underwears, Brassiers, Chemises, Slips, Petti Coats, Panties, Nighties, Pyjamas, Tee-Shirts, Shirts, Shorts, Pants, Trousers, Babies Tops, Babies Pants, Sportswear, Sweaters, Uniforms, Leggings, Inner Soles, Caps, and Swimsuits.
3497681   02/03/2017
MR. CHAN BASAPPA S. MALAGE
trading as ; Siddheshwar Garments
Plot No. C-10/2/24, MIDC, Akkalkot Road, Solapur 413006
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 23/11/2015
MUMBAI
SCHOOL GARMENTS
Nessberry
3497684  02/03/2017
MR. SURAJ H. NANDGAONKAR
trading as ;R. N. Enterprises
Maharashtra Colony, Amravati Road, Morshi, Dist. Amravati - 444 905 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhimal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Garments, Readymade Garments & Clothing
3498301  
02/03/2017

AMANDEEP SINGH
trading as; KIRAT FASHION HUB
496, PREET NAGAR, SODAL ROAD, JALANDHAR-144004 (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)

Used Since: 30/01/2017

DELHI

READY MADE GARMENTS FOR MENS, WOMENS AND KIDS, HOSIERY GOODS AND UNDERGARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
3498472  03/03/2017
SPENCER JEANS PVT. LTD.
1E/2 JHANDEWALAN EXTN NEW DELHI 110055
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA MAHAJAN SETH
1E/2, JHANDEWALAN EXTN., NEW DELHI 110055
Used Since :28/12/2014
DELHI
GARMENTS & CLOTHING INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
3498567  02/03/2017
KETAN RAMESH MEHTA
trading as ; K M TRADELINKS
9, 3rd Floor, Gaya Building, Yusuf Meher Ali Road, Masjid Bunder, Mumbai - 400003
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since : 20/02/2017
MUMBAI
UNIFORMS FOR KIDS, MEN & WOMEN, CLOTHING & MADE TO ORDER GARMENTS FOR KIDS, MENS & WOMENS SPECIFICALLY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, CAPRIS, NIGHTWEARS, LADIES TOPS & KURTIS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARGOS & JEANS, CHINOS, KURTAS, CASUAL WEARS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, LEATHER BELTS (CLOTHING), HEADBAND, CAPS
3498972    02/03/2017
M/S EARTH EXPO COMPANY
PRAVIN VALANKI
DIPAKBHAI MOHANBHAI SOLANKI
HARESHBHAI SHAMJIBHAI SOLANKI
trading as ;M/S EARTH EXPO COMPANY
107 - B,NOMONEY COMPLEX,NEAR MEGHDOOT CINEMA,MAHUVA - 364290,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHadev MANDIR, MAkarBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
3499091    03/03/2017
BHARTI S. PATEL.
trading as : SHREEJI SALES TRADING COMPANY
F/124, BASEMENT CITY CENTER, IDGAH CIRCLE, PREM DARWAJA ROAD, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT.
MERCHANT AND TRADER
Used Since : 08/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
3500073  03/03/2017
GURUMEHAR SINGH
trading as : KIRAN HOSIERY WORKS
20/11/2, RAJA MANINDRA ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, PAIK PARA (1ST ROW), NEAR HDFC ATM, KOLKATA 700037, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
KOLKATA
READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY GOODS.
3500074  03/03/2017
GURUMEHAR SINGH
trading as; KIRAN HOSIERY WORKS
20/11/2, RAJA MANINDRA ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, PAIK PARA (1ST ROW), NEAR HDFC ATM, KOLKATA 700037, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
KOLKATA
READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY GOODS.
3500105  03/03/2017
OM PRAKASH AGARWAL
trading as ;O.P. TEXTILES
109,SADHANA AUSADHALYA ROAD,KOLKATA 700048,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :25/04/2013
KOLKATA
READYMADE GARMENTS & HOSIERY GOODS.
SLV GARMENTS
No.1, Ground Floor, Doddaballapura Main Road, Near Railway Gate, Bashettihalli, KSSIDC Industrial Estate, Doddaballapur-561203.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Used Since :18/03/2015
To be associated with:
2925256
CHENNAI
Garments; Men’s Wear, Ladies Wear and Kids Wear; Shirts, Trousers, Jean, Shorts, Cotton Trouser, T Shirts and Tops
PKYC
3500171 02/03/2017
KANCHAN CHAWLA
trading as :PKYC
Ashirwad Matching Centre, Shop No 152, Gandhi Market, Matunga, Kings Circle, Mumbai-400022
manufacturer and merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, TEE-SHIRTS, DRESSES, READY-MADE CLOTHING, READY-MADE LININGS [PARTS OF CLOTHING]
KURTIQUE

3500232 02/03/2017
INTREPID ONLINE RETAIL PVT. LTD.
20, 6th Cross, 8th Main, Vasanthnagar, Bangalore - 560052
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :24/02/2017
CHENNAI
Footwear, Clothing; women’s clothing; women’s footwear; headgear; neckties, socks, stockings, scarfs, stoles.
TRI ZEA

3500262  02/03/2017

JAGATHEESH B
trading as ;TRIZEA INC

No.38/8, 1st Main Road, Muniswamyappa Layout, Industrial Area, Behind Domino's Pizza, Garvebavipalya, Bangalore - 560068

goods manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE

NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Used Since :26/04/2014

CHENNAI

garments, tshirts, clothing, clothing for men and women, clothing for kids.
3500383 03/03/2017
LIFESTYLE SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as; Lifestyle Sarees Private Limited.
Lifestyle House, 2nd Floor, Shree Ganesh Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395 002.
manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Clothing & wearing apparels of all sorts including hosiery, sarees being goods included in class 25.
SWETANSHI

3500385  03/03/2017
LIFESTYLE SAREES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Lifestyle Sarees Private Limited.
Lifestyle House, 2nd Floor, Shree Ganesh Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395 002.
manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3500383

AHMEDABAD
Clothing & wearing apparels of all sorts including hosiery, sarees being goods included in class 25.
NEX T RADIO
3501743 03/03/2017
NEXT RADIO LIMITED
I-17,I-18,and I-19,10th floor, Everest Building, The Tardeo Everest Premises Co-Operative Society Ltd.,156,D.J.Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai-400034
Manufacture and Merchants
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :19/04/2013
MUMBAI
ready made garments, hosiery, and all kinds of footwear included in class 25
Lutiion

3501929   03/03/2017
MAHESH KUMAR PRITMANI
G-23/103-104, SECTOR-7, ROHINI-, NEW DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
CLOTHING, APPAREL, HEADGEAR, FOOTWEAR,
TRADE MARKS

MOHAMMED NIYAZ trading as : Man & Moda - Your Fashion, Your Style!
No GF-26 No.210 Sharief & Jain Tower, Sultanpet Main Road, Bengaluru 560053, Karnataka
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/09/2016
CHENNAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
Trade Marks Journal No: 1791, 03/04/2017 Class 25

3502393 03/03/2017
JOEL N. PINTO
House No: 1072, Opp Bob's Inn, Escrivao Vaddo, Candolim, Bardez, Goa-403515
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Used Since: 17/12/2016

MUMBAI
Clothing, Headgear, Footwear and sports wear
3502673  03/03/2017
MAHUVA CREATIONS
17/62 Muni Darshan, Jagdusha Nagar, Ghatkopar (West), Mumbai - 400086, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :03/03/2017

MUMBAI
Children's Clothing included in class 25.
3503082 03/03/2017
ASHA PARAS DOSHI & PARAS SHASHIKANT DOSHI
trading as ;Asha Paras Doshi & Paras Shashikant Doshi
301, Vardhaman Residency, 8/2, Patel Colony, Near Jain Temple, Jamnagar - 361 008, Gujarat
Manufacturer & Merchant
Joint Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
Kurtis (Stitched), Western Tops, Sarees, Readymade Garments, Clothing, Footwear, Headgear.
ZMONT
3503089  03/03/2017
INDERJIT SINGH
trading as ;FASHION MART
B-II-1790, NIGGER MANDI, BACKSIDE AKAL GARH MARKET, CHAURA BAZAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
VUETON
3503090    03/03/2017
INDERJIT SINGH
trading as ;FASHION MART
B-II-1790, NIGGER MANDI, BACKSIDE AKAL GARH MARKET, CHAURA BAZAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
APPLEBEE

3503091  03/03/2017
HUF OF SUMESH VIJ THROUGH ITS KARTA SH. SUMESH VIJ
trading as : CLASSIC FIBERS
C-31, SPORTS SURGICAL GOODS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, KAPURTHALA ROAD, JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/04/2008

DELHI
Footwear, Shoes, Slippers, Rubber Chappals, Soles & Straps; Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
3503112  03/03/2017
BRIGHT MINDS EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
BEHIND TELEPHONE OFFICE, SAGAR ROAD, AMER, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :12/11/2010
AHMEDABAD
Clothing, footwear, headgear
3503898  04/03/2017
MAYANK JAIN DIRECTOR OF KALP CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 183, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR ANAND VIHAR BUS DEPOT, DELHI-110092
SCARFS, STOLES, DUPATTAS, READYMADE GARMENTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 05/01/2013
DELHI
SCARFS, STOLES, DUPATTAS, READYMADE GARMENTS.
JUMPS AND BUMPS

3504207  04/03/2017
5 PENTACLES SPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Gulmohar Enclave, Cedar-4, Flat No.- 511, Nehru Nagar - III, Ghaziabad, U.P.- 201001
Manufacturers, Merchants & Traders
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Clothing, Footwear, Headgear
3506306  04/03/2017
DILSHAD HUSSIAN S/O ANAVAR HUSSIAN
trading as ;M/S ONUS SHOES
21/30, SARAI GHATIYA MAMU BHANJA ,NEAR MAHAVEER CINEMA AGRA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Used Since :15/02/2017
DELHI
FOOTWEAR OF ALL KINDS
POPSICLES
3507907  13/03/2017
NEELU CHIRAG TRivedi trading as Tirupati Ventures
Cotex House Plot No. 102, 16th Road, M. I. D. C Andheri (East) Mumbai - 400 093.
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNA P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKVPost Bangalore 560065
Used Since :01/10/2009

To be associated with:
2663822

Mumbai
Ready Made Garments Including Shirts, Trousers, T-shirts Casual and Formal Clothing
3507995 10/03/2017
H-D U.S.A., LLC
3700 W. Juneau Avenue Milwaukee Wisconsin 53208 United States of America
a Wisconsin Limited Liability Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
901271, 1333740

CHENNAI
Clothing - namely, t-shirts, jackets, blue jeans, sweat shirts, underwear, bandanas, headwear, socks, boots, cycle riding suits, belts and suspenders.